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WIND GENERATORS 380 WATT 114 metre dia blades
carbon matrix wades 3year warranty 12vclic output 24v version
available control electronics included brushless neodymium cubic
curve alternator only two moving parts maintenance free simple roof
top installation start up speed 7mph max output (30mph)380w £499
ref AIR1
HYDROPONICS DO YOU GROW YOUR OWN? We have afull
colour hydroponics catalogue available containing nutrients,
pumps, fittings, envtromental control, light fittings, plants. test
TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
friends by creating motion with no known apparent means or cause
Uses no electrical or mechanical connectons no special gimmicks yet
produces positive motion and effect Excellent for science projects
magic shows party demonstrations or serious research 8development
of this strange and amazing phychic phenomenon
£4(set Ref F/TKE1
ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS ti DATA This data
shows severai ways to put subjects uncer your control Included ma full
volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli Th* material must be
used cautiously nls for use as entertainment at parties etc only by
those experienced m its use £15/set Ref F/EH2
GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan demonstrates
asimple electrical phenomena that produces an anti-gravity effect You
can actually build asmall mock spaceship out of simple materials and
without any visible means- cause it to levitate £10/set Ref F/GRA1
WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750 000 volts of
discharge experiment with extraordinary HV effects 'Plasma in ajar
St Elmo's fire Corona excellent science project or conversation piece
£5/set Ref F/BTC1/LG5
VC4CE SCRAMBLER PLANS Minature solid state system turns
speech sound into indecipherable noise that cannot be understood
without asecond matching unit Use on telephone to prevent third party
istening and bugging (6/set Ref FNS9
PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound ,
,works on PM too ,DISCRETION ADVISED £8/set Ref FaJ5
BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Projects an
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and melting materials over a
Considerable drstance This laser is one of the most efficient converting
10% input power into useful output Not only is this device aworkhorse
in welding cutting and heat processing materials but it is also alikely
candidate as an effective directed energy beam weapon against
missiles aircraft ground-to-ground etc Particle beams may very well
utilize alaser of this type to blast achannel in the at mosphere for ahigh
energy stream of neutrons or other particles The device * easily
applicable to burning and etching wood cutting plastics textiles etc
£12/set Ref FrLCULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves Blow noies in metal produce 'cold steam atomee
liquides Many cleaning uses for PC boards jewllery coins small parts
etc £6/set Ref FIT/LB 1
ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit
produces time vanabie pulses of accoushcal energy that dogs cannot
tolerate £6/set Ref F/C1C1C2
LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you
to hear sounds from apremises without gaining access £12/set Ref F/
LLIST1
PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheld has large transducer and battery capacity with external
controls £6/set Ref F/PSP4
INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line grabber/
room monitor The ultimate in home/office security and safety' simple
to usei Call your home or office phone push asecret tone on your
telephone to access either A) On premises sound and voices or BI
Existing conversation with break-in capab I
ity for emergency messages
£7 Ref F/TELEGRAB
ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Protects ametal object
aconsiderable distance-requires adult supervision £5 ref FTEML2
ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HAND! £5/set Ref F/EMA1
2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY AND
HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL AND
VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR PLANS
Operates on 9-12vdc many possible experiments £10 Ref F/HVAA7/
TCL4

transmitter kit 3RF stages mic 8audio preamp inc £24 ref 1028

PUR CAMERAeunt in CCTV camera (composite output) IR
strobe light PIR detector and battery backup Designed to 'squirt
Pictures down the phone line but works well as astandalone unit
Bargain price £49 95 ref SS81 3or more £44 95 ref SS80

4AH D SIZE NICADS pack of «10 ref 4AHPK
ELECTRIC FENCE KIT Everything you need to build a 12vdc
electric fence complete with 200m of electric fence wire £49 ref AR2
SENDER KIT Contains all components to build aAA/ transmitter
complete with case £35 ref VSXX2
UV LIGHTS 4' flourescent 340nm £38.99 ref UV23
33 KILO LIFT MAGNET Neodyniurn 32mm £15 ref MAG33
10 WATT SOLAR PANEL Amorphous silicon panel fitted in a
anodized aluminium frame Panel measures 3' by l' with screw
terminals for easy connection 3' x1' solar panel £55 ref MAG45
Unframed 4 pack (3 .x1') £58 99 ref SOLX
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Perfect tor many
12v DC uses ranging from solar fountains to hydroponesi Small and
compact yet powerful Will work direct from our 10watt solar panel in
bright sunlight Max head i7 ft Max flee =8Lpm 15A Ref AC8 E18 99
SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT 50x 6"x12" 6v solar
panels(amorphous)+50 diodes £99 ref EF112
PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO! Superb
board camera with on board sound ,extra small just 28mm square
(including microphone) ideal for covert surveillance Can be hidden
inside anything even amatchbox ,Complete wrth 15 metre cable psu
and NNcr connnectors £73 95 ref CC6
SOLAR MOTORS Tiny motors which run quite happily on voltages
from3-12vdc Works on our 6v amorphous e panels and you can run
them from the suni 32mm dia 2Cmm thick (1 50 each
WALKIE TALKIES 1MILE RANGE t37/PAIR REF MAG30
DRILL OPERATED PUMP Fits to any drill in seconds uses
standard garden hose pumps up to 40 gpli I
£8 99 ref DRL3
GIANT SCREEN VIEWERTum your TV picture into asupersize
screen ,This high precision Fresnel lens converts even the smallest
screen up to amassive 26" at afraction ot the cost of abig TV Easily
fitted in minutes Also ideal for PC monitors etc £26 95 ref SVGA2
TELEPHONES Just in this week is ahuge delivery of telephones
all brand new and boxed Two pece construction with the following
features- Illuminated keypad tone or pulse (swechable) reacall
redialancl pause hog Mow and off nnger vetch and quakty construction
finished in asmart off white colour and is supplied with astandard
.nternational lead (same as US or modems) if you wish to have a BT
lead supplied to convert the phones these are also available at £1 55
each ref BTLX Phones £4.99 each ref PH2
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices,
20 character 2 line, 83x19mm £3 99 ref SMC2024A
16 character 4 hne. 62x25mm £5 99 ref SMC1640A
40 character 1line 154x16mm £6 00 ref SMC4011A
LM255X HITACHI LAPTOP SCREENS 240x100mm
640x200 dots New with data £15 ref LM2
SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES
12V 6.5AH. NEW £12 REF BATT12
12V 6.5AH. S/HAND PACK OF 5 £20 REF EF99
12V 15AH AS NEW, £18 REF LOT8
THE ULTIMATE ENCLOSURE for your pro,ects must be one
of theselVVell made ABS screw together beige case measuring 120
y150 u50mm Fitted with rubber feet and front mounted LED Inside
is apcb fitted with other bits and pieces you may find useful Sold as
apack of five for £10 ref MD1 pack of 20 for £19 95 tel MD2
YOUR HOME COULD BE
SELF SUFFICENT IN
ELECTRICITY Comprehensive Plans with loads Of into on
designing systems panels control electronics etc £7 ref PV1
LOVV COST CORDLESS MIC 500 range 90 -105mhz 115g
193 x26 x39rnm 9v PP3 battery required £17 ref MAG15P1
AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mm solar panel with diode and
3metre lead fitted with acigar plug 12, 2watt £12.99 REF AUG 10P3
SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x 6"x6" 6v 130mA cells 4
LEDs wire, buzzer switch •1relay or motor £7.99 REF SA27
SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4xAA see £9 99 ref 6P476 1v
C size £9 99 ref 6P477
AIR RIFLES .22 As used by the Chinese army for training so there
is alot abouti £39 95 Ref EF78 500 pellets £4 50 ref EF80

Interactive websites
designed and hosted.

bullnet.co.uk
COLOUR CCTV VIDEO

CAMERAS From £99
Works with most modef nvideo's, TV s, Com pos ite mon nor s
video grabber cards. Pal, 1v P-P, composite, 75ohm, 1/3"
CCD, 4mm F2.8, 600x582, 12vdc, mounting bracket, auto
shutter,100 x50 x180mm,3 months war ranty,1 oft price £119
ref XEF150, 10 or more £99 ea 100+ £89
CIRCUIT PACKS Packs of 35 circuit diagrams covering lasers
SW radios geigers bugs char etc Pack1 PacK2 Pack3 £4 99 each
SMOKE ALARMS Mains powered made by the famous Gent
company easy fit next to light fittings power point £4 99 ref SMKX
CONVERT YOUR TV INTO A VGA MONITOR FOR £25!
Converts acolour TV into abasic VGA screen Complete with built in
psu lead and sAvare Ideal for laptops or acheap upgrade Supplied in
kit form for home assembly SALE PRICE £25 REF SA34
-15 WATT FM TRANSMITTER Already assembled but some
RF knowledge will be useful for setting up Preamp redo 4stage 80108mhz 12-18vdc can use ground plane yagi or dipole £69 ref 1021
-4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER KIT Small but powerful FM
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250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX.
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MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £4.00 P&P PLUS VAT.
24 HOUR SERVICE £6.50 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PM'S £3.30
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200 WATT INVERTERS plugs straight into your car
cigarette lighter socket and is fitted with a13A socket so you can run
your mains operated devices from your car battery £49 95 ref SS66
THE TRUTH MACHINE Tells if someone s lying by micro
tremors in their voice battery operated works .n general conversation
and on the 'phone and TV as we/1 £42 49 ref TD3
INFRA RED FILM 6- square piece of flexible infra red film that will
on.y allow IR light througn Perfect for converting ordinary torcnes
iights headlights etc to infra red output only using standardlight bulbs
Easily cut to shape 6" square £15 ref IRF2
HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANS Loads of information on
hydrogen storage and production Practical plans to build aHydrogen
ceil (good workshop facilities required) £8 set ref FCP1
STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Interesting information pack
covering all aspects Of Stirling engines pictures of home made
engines made from an aerosol can running on acandle £12 ref ST IR2
ENERGY SAVER PLUGS Saves up to 15% electricity when
used yeth fridges motors up to 2A light bulbs soldering rons etc E9 ea
ref LOT71 10 pack £69 ref LOT72
12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3is a12v trigger and
3smoke cannisters each cannister vall fill aroom in avery short space
of timei £14 99 ref SB3 Type 2is 20 smaller cannisters (suitabe for
simulated equipment fires etc) and 1trigger module for £29 ref SB2
Type 1is at
2v trigger and 20 large cannisters £49 ref SB1
HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBES Useful 12v PCB
fitted with hi power strobe tube and control electronics and speed
control potennometer Perfect for interesting projects etc 70x55min
12vdc operation £6 ea ref FLS1 pack of 10 E49 ref FLS2
DRILL OPERATED PUMP Fits to any drill Inseconds uses
standard garden hose pumps up to 40 gphi £8 99 ref DRL 3
NEW LASER POINTERS 45mw 75 metre range hand held unit
runs on two AA batteries (supplied) 670nm £29 ref DEC49
HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY FROM
A SACK OF POTATOES Comprehensive 270 page book
covers all aspects of spirit production front everyday materials
IncludeS construction detaits of simple stills etc £12 ref MS3
NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG With a range of up to 800
metres and a3days use from aPP3 this is our top selling bugi less
than 1" square and a10m voice pickup range £28 Ref LOT 102
BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP New
publication gives step by step guide to building wind generators and
propellors Armed with this publication and agood local scrap yard
could make you self sufficient in electncityi £12 ref LOT81
CCTV CAMERA MODULES 46X70X29mm 30 grams 12v
100mA auto electronic shutter 36mm F2 lens CCIR 512x492
pixels video output is 1v p-p (75 ohm) Works directly into ascarf or
video input on atri or video IR sensitive £49 ref EF137
IR LAMP KIT Suitable for the above camera enables the camera
to be used in total darkness' £6 ref EF 138
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY As Supplied to Police MOD M15
and GCHOI coverers everything from secret government frequencies
eye in the sky prisons military aviation etc £18 50 ref SCANS
INFRA RED POWERBEAM Handheld battery powered lamp 4
.ncn reflector gives out powerful pure infrared lightl perfect for CCTV
use nightsights etc £29 ref PI31
SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR Detects both
radar and laser XKand KA bands speed cameras and all known
speed detection systems 360 degree coverage frontlir
eanvavegudes 11"x2 7"x4 e fits on visor or dash £149
CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS 9 WATT+3
WATT+LASER OPTICS Could be adapted for laser listener long
ra nge corn rn un icat ions etc Double beam units designed lotit in the gun
barrel of atank each unit has two semi conductor iasers and motor
drive units for alignement 7mile range no circuit diagrams due to
MOD new once £50 000 -fus 7 £199 Each unit has two gallium
Arsenide injection lasers 1x9watt 1y3watt 900nm wavelength
28vdc 600hz pulse frequency The units also contain an electronic
receNer to detect reflected signals from targets £199 Ref LOT4
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND ENCODING
MANUAL £9.95 Cased with flyleads designed to read standard
credit carcisi complete with control &Crones PCB and manual
covering everything you could want to know about whats hidden in that
magnetic strip on your cardi lust £9 95 ref BAR31
EXTERNAL CAMERA Introducing the Bulldog model 4vandal
resistant camera in heavy steel case for interior or exterior use Top
quality case housing a420 line camera module Each camera is suppled with a 15m came terminating in Scart and phono plugs Multi
angle bracket for easy installation in any situation A 12vdc psu is
also included Easily installed in afew minutes plugs straight into
VCR or TV (phono or scarf) Bargain price £89.95 ref OC1
3HP MAINS MOTORS Single phase 24L'y brand new 2pole
3401(180mm 2850 rpm puffin automatice reset overload protector
keyed shaft (40x16mm)Made by Leeson £99 each ref LEEit
LOPTX Made by Samsung for colour ry £3 each ref SS52
LAPTOP LCD SCREENS 240x175mm £12 ref ss51
PIR WITH BUILT IN CCTV CAMERA Module also includes
an infra red strobe light battery backup etc 320x240 pixels 90x65
hee of view E49 95 ea ref SS81 3or more £44 95 ref SS82
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR AN
IDEA? We have collated 140 business manuals that give you information on setting up different businesses you peruse these at your
leisure using the text editor on your PC Also included is the certificate enabling you to reproduce (and sell) the manuals as much as
you likei £14 ref EP74
HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT MAGNET
12 -24v operation probably about 1/4 horse power body measures
100m x75mrn with a60mm s5mm output shaft with amachined flat on
it Fixing is simple using the two threaded bolts protruding from the
front £22 ref MOT4
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT For the above
motor is £19 ref MAG17 Save f54you buy thern both together 1
motor plus speed controller rrp is £41 offer price £36 ref MOT5A
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You've got it taped if you PIC this ultrasonic distance measuring calculator
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Precision control for room heaters up to 3kW
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784

A new device that provides both current and voltage control

PhizzyB COMPUTERS - 1 by Clive "Max" Maxfield, Alvin Brown
and Alan Winstanley
803
A new series on understanding computers -Introducing PhizzyB
and PhizzyB Simulator
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794

The run-down on our free, cover mounted, CD-ROM
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SHOPTALK with David Barrington
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The essential guide to component buying for EPE projects
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A wide range of technical books available by mail order
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PCBs for EPE projects.
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ITHE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAsT EVER CHANGING STOCKS

rawivensi vour colour monitor aim a QUALITY COLOUR TYll
TV SOUND &

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

Virtually New, Ultra Smart

Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosure* Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
MItsubishi FA3415ETKL 14" SVGA fikiltisync cdour moiler With ra103
socket switched mains distribution strip make
028 dot pith tube and nesolutinn cl 1024 x768 A
these racks some of the most versatile we
variety of rçuts aksys ccrinectrn to alost ci
have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
ers ricksdng B/A PC's ri CGA, EGA. VGA &We require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
modes, BBC, COMMODORE (marks; Amiga 1203), Overall dimensions are: 77 1
/"H x32W D x22' W. Order as:
2
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE Many feature« Etched
OPT Rack 1Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
faceplate, lee swectirg and LOW RADIATION SAPR
OPT
Rack
2
Rack
Less
side panels
£245.00 (G)
specrficaten Fully guaranteed, suppled xi EXCELLENT die used caxliacn
Order as
Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
Tat & Swivel Bees £4.75
urrs_svGA
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.
VGA cable for IBM PC included
External cables for other types of computers CALL

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS

CABLE COUPATEBE

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROWTEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TAILING, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
reception of '7V channels not normally receiveble on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility -even for monitors without sound -an Integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fr
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£36.95
TELEBOX SIL as ST but fitted with integral speaker
£39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
For cable /hyperband signal reception Telebox MB should be connected tn acable type service. Shipping on all Teleboxe's, code (B)
State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
with composite 1V pp video 8. NICAM hi fi stereo sound
.0,‘ outputs. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
160 x52 mm enable full software control via a simple 2wire link
to any IBM type computer. Supplied complete with simple working
program and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate
BRAND NEW -Order as Affoo. Only £49.95 code (B)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2'2" -14"
assive pu
ases o st
•. • 514 and 314 drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a full 90
day guarantee. Call for over tau° unlisted drives for spares or repair.
31
2 "Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE
/
£24.95
31
/"Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
2
£25.95
31
/"Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
2
£18.95
53
/"Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE
4
£18.95
514' Teac FD-55F-03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE
£29.95
51+" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
£22.95
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 514 Flopp or HD £29.95
8" Shugart 800001 8' SS refurbished & tested
£210.00
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New
£195.00
8" Shugart 851 8" double sided refurbished & tested
£260.00
8' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW
£295.00
8* Mitsubishi 1.12896-63-02U DS shmline NEW
£295.00
Dual 8' cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb
£499.00

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

6,000,000 Items EX STOCK
Fer MAJOR ItAvavas- CALL on SEE OUR WEBSÍTE

VIDEO TUNER

E
E
E
E
E
E

HARD DISK DRIVES
2WTOSHIBA.(19 mm
)1.11C2101MAN 2.16 Gb. -Naw
£199.00
2W" TOSH.(12.5 mm H) MK1002MAV 1.1 Gb laptop. New £115.00
21S' to 3W conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £12.95
£59.95
3W FUJI FK-309-28 20mb MFM VF RFE
£59.95
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE VF (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
311." CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE VF (or equiv.) RFE
£69.00
3W RODIME R03057S 45mb SCSI VP (Mac & Acorn)
£49.00
3IS" QUANTUM 405 Prodrive 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE
£165.00
31i" WESTERN DIGITAL 85Ornb IDE VF New
£49.95
5W MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM VF (or equiv.) RFE
£69.95
514' SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb ALL I/F Refurb
£69.95
5W CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM VF RFE tested
£99.00
5W HP 97546 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
514' HP C3010 2Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
£195.00
EC NEC 02246 85 Mb SMD interlace. New
£199.00
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD VF RFE tested
£195.00
El' FUJITSU M2392K 2Gb SMD I/F RFE tested
£345.00
Many other cirivee In stock - SNipping on all chives la code (D)

One of the highest specification
é monitors you will ever see " At this price -Don't miss itll Aru

Only £119 (E,

Available from stock !!.

As New -Ex Demo
17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors
Full multisync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)
Just in •Microvftec 20" VGA (800 x600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition -from £299 -CALL for Info
PHIUPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14"
colour monitor with Ilgth RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring /securtty applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
used condition -fully tested -guaranteed
Dimensions: W14* xH1244' x 1544* D.
(E)

Only £99

PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with standard composite 15.625 IChz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring /security applications High quality, ex-equipment
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attractive square black plastic case measuring W10' x H1cr x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered.
Only £79.00 (D)
IOAE 10* 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28* dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling
Operates from any 15.825 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x
x
II'. Good used condition.
Only £125 (E)

£245
£P0A
£760
£2500
£750
£95
£550
£250
£P0A
£6500
£1550
£5150
£3750
£P0A
£1800
£675
£P0A
£8500
£950
£650
EPOA
£1100
£P0A
£3750
£9500
£P0A
£2200
£945
£2950

32U -High Quality -All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocraft Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internally mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 xIEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of integral fans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable /connector access etc Supplied in exullent., slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mrrts1625H x635D x603 W. (64" H x25" D x2314" W )
Sold et LESS than a third of makers price ti

A superb buy at only

20"....£135

22"....£155

26"....£185 (F)

DC POWER SUPPLIES

Virtually every typa of power
supply you can Imagine.Over
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock
Call or see our web site.

LOW COST PC's
Always over 1000 PC's from stock.
1000's of spares and accessories.
Call or se• our we, site for Info.
Intel SBC 458/1250011 Enhanced Muttibus (NSA) NEW
£1450
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4pen HPGL last drum plotters
£1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit
£1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE /CALL £P0A
Trlo 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New
£550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM band printer
£1950
Fuiltsu M30410 600 LPM printer with network interface
£1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer A
£500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectroOotorneter
£3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter
£3750
UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier /recorder
£750
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector /monitor
£1450
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor
£485
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5G/b waveform monitor
£5,650
ANFITTSU MS900181 0.8-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £P0A
ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
£990
ANRUSU Fibre optic chracateristd test set
EPOA
VISION ENGINEERING TS3 Dynascogc microscope
£1850
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
£650
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
£775
WiLTRON 6630B 12.4 /20GHz RF sweep generator
£5750
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4trace oscilloscope
£1250
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount
£1955
TEK 1502 Portable TDR (time domain reflectometer)
£600
PHIUPS MI41730910 XRAY generator with accessories
£P0A
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V single phase auto volt. regs
£325
CLAUDE LYONS 100A2401415V 3phase auto volt. regs
£2900

£245.00 (G)

42U version of the above only

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
METS. .es FA3445ETKIL 14" industrial spec SVGA monitors
1I0Y to 400 kW -400Hz 3phase power sources -ex Mock
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules
IBM MAU Token rin9 distribution panel 8228-23-5050N
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2to 22 GHz sweep generator
Marconi 2022C 1Q(Hz-IGHz RF signal generator
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator,New
HP1650B Logic Analyser
HP3781A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector
HP$621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPIB etc
HP Al, AO 8pen HPGL high speed drum plotters -from
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera
Keeley 590 CV capacitor /voltage analyser
Racal KR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
Flskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS -New batteries
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system
Mann Tally M1645 High speed line printer
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
Ullmann K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demux analyser

I

19" RACK CABINETS

IC's -TRANSISTORS -DIODES

THE AMAZING TELEBOX

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

£345 - CALL

BATTERY SCOOP -50% off!!
A special bulk purchase from a uncalled export order brings you
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ni
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ud, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates which offer afar superior shelf & guaranteed 15 year service life. Fully BT & BS6290 approved. Supplied
BRAND NEW and boxed. Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high, 77 deep.
M6 bolt terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70
etch

'Our Price £35 each (C) or 4for £99 (0)

RELAYS-200,000 FROM STOCK
Save Mrs by choosing your next relay from our Massive
stocks covering types such as -Military, Octal, Cradle,
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock Save Mrs

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC-XT
and PC-AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory Full data and driver disks suppiksd. RFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible.
E59.95
Half length 8bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM uo. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95
6811m SPECIALS
1MB x9 SIMM 9chip 12Ons
only
£8.50
1MB x9 SIMM 3chip 80 ns £10.50
or 7Ons
£11.95
1MB x9 SIMM 9chip 80 ns £10.50
or 7015
£11.75
4MB 70 na 72 pin SIMM -with parityonly £35.00
ten 486-0X33 CPU £19.95 myrEL 4860X66 .0 £59.00
FULL RANGE OF CO-PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK -CALL FOR £C£
MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC6304ORC25M) CPU'S £59.00
shipping charges for RAM /CPU upgrades is code B

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
NT4

WorkStatIon, complete with service pack 3
and licence -OEM packaged.

Special Price ONLY £99.00

Microsoft -windows for Workgroups 3.11 el DOS 6.22. Supplied
on 31i" disks with licence & concise documentation.
£39.95
DOS 5.0 on 3W disks with concise books on/ ()Basic.
£14.95
Wordperfect 6for DOS supplied on 3W disks with manual £24.95
shipping charges for software is code B

DISTEL on the web II -Over 16,000,000 Items from stock -www.dIstel.co.uk
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Upper Norwood
a

LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP

1

Open Mon-Sat 9:00 -5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
Norwood
On SSA Bea Route
itThornton
Heath à
&Ahura. Park SR Rail Station.

/ell DISTEL©
‘Js'

Visit our web site

www.distel.co.uk
email edminOdistel.co.uk

ALL Tr ENQUIRIES

0181 679 44

FAX 0181 679 1927

PJ ixtes kr UK Martini LK cumin= acki 17.5% VAT to TOTAL carier &moult Minimum order £m. Bone Fee textrit ciders souped tun Government. &hods,
Untverstos and Ica( Aulhorties maimurn scowl order £50. Cheçues mix £100 are subject to 10 worieg days cieerarce Carriage diarffl. (A)o£3.00, (Al )o£4
(B).£$50. (C£8.50, (D).£1200, (E)a£15.00, (F)-£18.00, (G).CALL Allow approx 6days for shdicing -faskkr CALL Al gxds supplied k our %"Maid CoxIlions of Sale
and unless stated waranteed for 90 days AI guarartees cn areturn lo base basis Al nets reserved to change pis /spec:A:alms withcut prior notes Orders ia,ttect to
stock Descants Ict voiume Top CASH prices pad tor surplus co:ds. Ai trademarks, traderomes etc acknowledged CI Display Electronics 1996E60E0698

NEXT MONTH
Mind PICkler
Andy Rind has brought the power of the PIC to his latest
"Mind Machine". At around half the size and weight of
his 1996 design, the new version operates from asingle
PP3 and has pushbutton selection of seven built-in
programs and operating times.
This project represents a huge improvement over
earlier designs and is much easier to get working. Use
PIC power for relaxation with this exceptional new
design.

HAND-HELD FUNCTION
GENERATOR
A miniature hand-held audio function
generator with auseable frequency output
from below 50Hz to over 20kHz switched in
three overlapping ranges. Producing sine,
square and triangle waveforms, this little unit
will provide an invaluable signal source for any
workshop.
With every copy of the December 98 issue we will give away a Free 48 page
booklet on Passive Components, covering:
• Resistors and Potentiometers
• Sensor Resistors: Varistors, Thermistors and Light Dependent Resistors
• Capacitors
• Variable Capacitors

Don't miss out on your copy. The PhizzyB will
be back for Part 2and demand will be high
again. Place an order with your Newsagent or
take out asubscription NOW!

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES
EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1998

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE —
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

DECEMBER ISSUE ON SALE
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
771

II

••

NATIONAL
COI LEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Prism AUDIO
V

e‘

pr sN
i

The full spectrum of sound

INTRODUCING...
The Prism Audio range
of audio amplifiers
Only aphone call away!!

*
*
*
*
*

N

AUDIO

Wide Frequency Response
Internal Heatsink (Convection Cooling)
Short Circuit Overload Protection
Thermal Overload Protection
PSU Available Separately

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronics
Circuits, Fibres & Opto -Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
GCSE and BTEC Mathematics
Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring
For information contact:
NCT Ltd., P.O. Box 11
Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299
Web: http://www.nct.ltd.uk

SQUIRES
MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS
A comprehensive range of Miniature Hand and Power Tools
and now an extensive range of
Electronic Components
featured in afully illustrated

MTK5OF

MTK1OOF

MEURER
Output Power (4 Clime)
Freq. Response -3dB
TIM@ 1ktiz
S/N Rabo
Slew Rate (typ)
Input Senelthelty
Damping Factor

MINE
50
5-60
001
-100
10
500
>203
30
106x40x40
04.99+4.00pp

Supply V0 /
99g
6 +/Sae (WidtcD)
Price (1 off)

IOXIME
150
5-50
0.01
-110
30
500
>330
ss
110x1CKO:50
126.91)+4.00pp

230
50

230

eo

PALI»
230
120

pp
£14.99

P91
£19.99

PM
£26.99

Pauso

PreiLKII
Primary Voltage
Rating
Termination
Price (1 off)

Squires, 100 London Road,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex
P021 1DD
Tel: 01243 842424
EUROCARC)
Fax: 01243 842525
31:1

CD
772

own
£
LINMI
V ac
Watts

Prism Audio Limited -Wharfebank Business Centre -Ilkley Road
Otley W. Yorkshire -LS21 3,JP -UK.
Tel:- +44(0)1943 850710 -Fax:- +44(0)1943 488335
We accept Mastercard/Visa/Delta/Switch

it adio -Tech
Radio Modules at Lower Prices
than any catalogue, Guaranteed!
Part

Catalogue RRP"-

TXM-418-A
e3V)
TX.M-418-A or FTRUTATIROf

Our

Price

E 14 50

i 10 99

E 29 95

E22.48

E 58 00

E49 92

É42 00

E29.48

E64 75

E24 85

TXM-418-F
(
3V)

Or
SILRX-418-Am F Recerrer

SILRX-418-F

BIM-418-F
BIM-433-F
1311A-418-F
Approdld lo IAPT1340
TX114-173 225
(1m1rV) Of
!M

For your free copy of our catalogue
write, telephone or fax to:

dB
VA»
mV RUS

dimensioned drawings, graphs of frequecy responea etc. Ring for details.

SILRX-418-A

SAME DAY DESPATCH
FREE POST &PACKING

Th

Watts
Hz-kHz

NEW! BASS BOX DESIGN SERVICE
Not sure what litre or shape of box to build for optimum quality output?
Let us design for you, using the very latest computer technology.
Sealed, Ported & Band Pass enciosures for Sub and Bass. W. supply

336-page Mail Order Catalogue

1999 Issue

MTK150F

IDIOM
100
650
0.015
-100
15
500
>2E0
40
110:6065
£19.99+4.00pp

I
TAM- 73 225-4869
Seculty Trensrnetor

TXM-173.225(10inVY)

FtX1.4-173-4666

RAM I
73225-498640
vtiF Sanely Roome.,

— Typeol

Calalogue Company RRP ~Ow Jan IWO. VAT

Prices Exclude VAT and Carriage. P & P add £1.50 for
orders <£ 100 00 otherwise £6.00 of next day delivery.

Telephone Sales 01992 576107
Fax 01992 561994

a

htip://wweeradio-tech.co.uk e-mail: sales®radiecdemon.co.uk
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NOW AVAILABLE
RANGER 2for Windows 95
Demo Software -available from our Web Address

The Complete, Integrated
Schematic & PCB Layout Package

Windows Ranger 2

Ranger 2Outputs:
Full Windows Outputs
Plus -HP-GL
Gerber
NC Drill
AutoCod DXF

For Windows 95 & NT
•New Hierarchical Circuit
•Split g!!fvices •Gate & Pin Swap
•New Edit Devices in Circuit
•Copper Fill •Power Planes
•Autorouter •Back Annotation

Windows Ranger 2 with Specctra SP2
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost
effective PCB Design system available. A powerful, intuitive system at
an outstanding price!

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows Ranger 2.

till:CI VI. OFFER

Ranger 2 Lite £35

Demo Software -download from

(Prices exc VAT/P&P)

SEETIMX

http://biz.ukonline.co.uk/seetrax

Call 01730 260062

Fax 01730 26727

Old Bunton Ltinev.orki.. Kiln Lane.
Bunton. Peier.field. Flank (it'3 I5S.I

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

Ads anced S).stem,

FREE! F
FREE!
FREE!
FR
FR
FRE

FR

F

E!

Technolog

for PC13 Manufacture

V FREE!

E

e

CATAL

FREE!
FREE!
EE!
EE!
E!
EE!
EE!

et4E:

ÉRT« fifiiWey

eARGAIN LISTE!
FR
E!
FR ABS'
EE!
LtiESELY.
F - E era e-afezzil4urz
:1".e
REE!
-

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

PHONE, FAX OR 14/RITE TODAY!

GREEN WELD
ELECT-I:IONIC COIVIIIPOIVIENTS

27D Park Road • Southampton • S015 3UQ
TELEPHONE: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307

E-Mail: greenweld@aol.com

INTERNET: http://www.greenweld.co.uk
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Itli Connecters

Push Switches

Doses a Cases
Many mor
zes available

BNC Plug son Solder £0.93
BNC Plug son Crimp £0 62
BNC Plug 75n Solder £0.95
BNC Plug 7511 Crimp £0.70
£0.83
BNC Chassis Socket
FPlug -Twist
£0.24
FPlug -Crimp
£0.26
INC Plug son Solder £1.24
TNC Plug 5012 Crimp
INC
.
Plug 7512 Solder £1.40
INC Plug 7512 Crimp £1.16
UHF Plug 5mm Cable £0.63
UHF Plug 1Ireme Cable £0.83
UHF Chassis Ski- Sgr £0.50
UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd £0.73
Extensive range of RF convectors in stock_, inc.FME
SMA, Min. UHF & N Type.

Miniature Rimed
250mA 125V 28 xlOmm
7mm 0 Mounting Hole
Non Latching Push to Make
Black PTM
£0.24
£0.24
Red PTM
Yellow PTM
£0.24
Green PTM
£0.24
Blue PTM
.
White PTM
£0.24
Non Latching Push to Break
Black PTB
£0.24
Standard Square_

eize""
¡
IONIC UMW( )\ 1-.1%;TS

Station Road, Cullercoats,
Tyne &

Wear, NE30 4PQ

".
.
4P
All Major Credit cards Accepted

C e

tiffs smo

Prices Exclude Vat 017'h%. Add £1.25 carriage
8. Vat to all orders. Cheques / Postal orders
payable to ESR Electronic Components.
LSockets
D ype Connecters

Stamped Pie
6Pin DIL 0.3"
£0.06
8Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.06
14 Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.11
16 Pin DIL 0.3
£0.11
18 Pin DIL 0.3"
£0.12
20 Pin DIL 0.3"
£0.11
24 Pin DIL 0.6'
£0.13
28 Pin DIL 0.6'
£0.13
40 Pin DIL .6'
£0.19
turned PM
8 Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.11
14 Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.20
16 Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.23
18 Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.26
20 Pin DIL 0.3'
£0.28
24 Pin DIL 0.6'
£0.35
28 Pin DIL 0.6'
£0.41
40 Pm DIL 0.6
£0.64
SIC Pin Header stria
1x36 Way Straight £0.38
2x36 Way Straight £0.56
1x36 Way 90°
£0.54
2x36 Way 90°
£0.80
Available in 2,3 4,5 & 10
way.
sockets
Also
& jumper
female links.
PCB
20 Way Socket Strip£0.54
Transistor Sockets
1018-4 Bose Socket £0.24
TOS Base Socket
£0.24
UDC Cable Sockets
-----

10
14
16
20
26
34
40
50

Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way

Socke
Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket
Socket

£0.23
£0.34
£0.31
£0.26
£0.35
£0.52
£0.66
£0.75

10
14
16
20
26
34
40
50
10
16
20
26
34
40
50

Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way

Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
90 °
90 °
90°
90°
90°
90°
90'

£0.27
£0.36
£0.36
£0.41
£0.57
£0.57
£0.63
£0.96
£0.33
£0.42
£0.53
£0.70
£0.72
£0.83
£0.95

rime

10
16
20
26
34
40
50
10
16
20
26
34
40
50

Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way
Way

Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
Straight
90°
90'
90°
90°
90°
90°
90°

£0.50
£0.70
£0.78
£0.81
£0.86
£1.56
£1.29
£0.58
£0.78
£0.82
£1.06
£1.14
£1.26
£1.74

DU Readers
r
14
16
24
40

Way
Way
Way
Way

DIL
DIL
DIL
DIL

£0.54
£0.59
£0.90
£1.02

Trassistien Headers
10 Way Tronsistion £0.49
14 Way Tronsistion £0.47
16 Way Tronsistion £0.47
20 Way Tronsistion £0.54
26 Way Tronsistion £0.62
34 Way Tronsistion £0.67
40 Way Tronsistion £0.90
50 Way Transistion £1.02

Colours Red, Block, Green,
Blue, White or Yellow
2mm Solder Plugs
£0.18
2mm Chassis Sockets £0.26
4mm Solder Plugs
£0.30
4mm Stackable Plugs £0.40
4mm Chassis Sockets £0.23
4mm Binding Posts
£0.54
33mm Crocodile Clips £0.13 6A n
2"50V
......roelder Tags
SPST 21 x14 x16mm £0.69
Power Connecters
DPDT 21 x24 x22mm £0.96
SPST -Red Neon
£1.02
DC Lew Weer'
SPST -Green Neon
£1.02
SPST -Amber Neon £1.02
Standard
DC Plug 0.7ID 2.3500 £0.46 15A 250V Push on Togs
DC Plug 1.3ID 3.40D £0.32 SPST 30 x11 x22mm £0.62
DC Plug 1.7ID 4.00D £0.50 DPDT 30 x25 x22mm £1.12
DC Plug 1.7ID 4.7500 £0.46 Illuminated
DC Plug 2.1ID 5.000 £0.24 15A 250V Push on Togs
DC Plug 2.51D 5.000 £0.24 SPST 30x14mm Red £0.84
DC Plug 3.1ID 6.30D £0.46 DPST 313.25rnm Red £1.40
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.64 DPST 30x25mm Amber£1.40
9Way Male Plug
£0 .37 DC Line Socket 2.5mrn £0.56 DPST 30x25mm Green£1.40
9Way Female Socket £0.35 DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.46
15 Way H.D. Socket
£0.77 DC Chassis Skt 2.5mrn £0.46 F,M,X 0 nfina
25 Way Male Flag
£0 .53 11C Mains 6A 250Vat
lA 24VducDPDT 5V
£1.44
eiii
i
eVay Female Socket £0.51
-14e1IA 24Vdc DPDT 12V £1.60
SB
3A
110V
S
D
6V
£.
VOWS
9Way Cover Grey
£0.30
3A 110V SPDT 12V
£0.58
9Way Cover -Bloc
£0.30
5A 110V SPDT 6V
£0 72
15 Way Cover -Grey £0.3 3
5A 110V SPDT 12V
£0.72
23 Way Cover -Grey £0.3 6 3 Pin lEC me Socket £1.14 5A 110V DPDT 6V
£0.93
£1.83 5A 110V DPDT 12V
23 Way Cover -Block £0.3 6 3 Pin IEC Line Plug
£0.93
£0.56 5A 240V DPDT 6V
25 Way Cover -Grey £0.3 6 3 Pin Chassis Socket
£1.76
£0.72 5A 240V DPDT 12V
25 Way Cover -Black £0.3 6 3 Pin Chassis Plug
£1.76
9to 9Cover /Case
£0.9 6 Way Bales
10A 240V SPDT 6V
£1.25
10A 240V SPDT 12V £1.44
25 to 25 Cover /Case £0.84
9to 25 Cover Case £0.96
10A 240V SPOT 24V £1.44
Audio Connecters
Computer Accessories
Adapters
,
8Pin Line Plug P551
£4.08
2.5mm Jack Plug
£0.21 8P, Chassis -Ski 8552 £1.39
2.5mm Line Socket
£0.16
2.5mm Chassis Socket £0 09 Toggle
3.5mm Mono Plug
£0.24 Switch ,»
9M Gender Changer £2.18
3.5mm Mono Line Skt £0.30
9F Gender Changer
£2.29
3.5mm Mono Chassis £0.1-)
25M Gender Changer £2.60
3.5mm Stereo Plug
£0.33
25F Gender Changer £2.80
3.5mm Stereo Line Ski £0.3 7
9Male -25 Femafe
£1.90
3.5mm Stereo Chassis £0.3 4 Sub-Mhalature
9Female -25 Male
£1.90
'4" Mono Plug
£0.3 0 3A 125V lA 250V
9M -6Mini Din Male £2.40
Y." Mono Line Socket £0.3 5 5mm 0 Mounting Hole
9F -6Mini Din Female £2.40
£0
58
0
SPST
5
x
lOmm
'4' Mono Chassis Sk
£0.4
£0 "
60 5M Din -6F Mini Din
£2.08
Stereo Plug
£0.4 0 SPDT 5xlOmm
4 "Stereo Line Socket
/
1
£0.3 8 SPDT C/Off 5xlOmm £0. 86 5F Din -6M Mini Din £2 08
o
DPDT
9.2
x
10mrn
£066
Tester.
/
P
I
"
Beiles
Stereo Chassis Skt £0.4
' Mini Tester 7LEDs
£6.68
gaviere S
ec s
akon Plug £2.6 5 Mialatisea
6A 125V 3A 250V
Check Tester 18 LEDs £6.98
DIN
Enhanced ... Switches £15.25
1
6.2mm
0
Mounting
2Pin Line Plug
£0.2 5 SPST 8x13mm
Hole
25D Jumper Box M-F £2.90
2Pin Chassis Socket
£0.1 7 SPOT 8x13mm
£0.60 250 Patch Box M-F
£7.32
3Pin Line Plug.
£0.2 8 SPOT c/off 8e13mm £0.60 Anti-Static Wrist Strap £4.76
3Pin Chassis Socket
£0.2
RS232 Surge Protector £5.43
SPOT c/o Biased 2way£1.10
4Pin Line Plug
£0.2 4
6 SPOT c/o Biased 1way£1.04 Mains Surge Protector£11.99
4Pin Chassis'Socket
£0.2 0 DPDT 12 x13mm
£0.72 4Gang SuLgeock £15.50
5Pin Line Plug 180'
£0.3
5Pin Chassis -Skt 180 £0.3 3 DPDT c/off 12 x13mm £0.80 Leeds a eeell
4
DPDT
c/o
Biased
2
way£1.28
5Pin Line Plug 240
£0.2
5Pin Chassis Skt 240 £0.3 2 DPDT c/o Biased Iway£1.28
Standard
5 Pin Line Plug 360
5Pin Chassis Skt 360 £0.32 10A 250V Push on terminals
6Pin Line Plug
£0 .77 Ilmm 0 Mounting Hole
6Pin Chassis Socket
£0.35 SPST 18 x30mm
£1.44 1.5m Printer Leo
£3.40
7Pin Line Plug.
£0 .35 SPOT 18 x30mm
£1.42 5m Printer Lead
£9.38
7Pin Chassis -Socket
£0.37 SPDT c/off 18 x30mm £1.52 10m Printer Lead
£8.75
8Pin Line Plug
£0.44 DPDT 21 x30mm
£1.78 Serial Printer 25M-9F £4.50
8Pin Chassis -Socket
£0.36 DPDT c/off 21 x30mm £1.78 Serial Printer 258.1i4A
wm
21; £4.45
Phone Series
Slide Switches
Null Modena
9Female -9 Female £3.45
25 Female- 25 Female £4.63
cell"
9Female -25 Female £2.90
Red Line Plug
£0.20
98.25F to 98,25F
£5.54
Black Line Plug
£0.20 mholuanc.
Medea. Leads
Yellow Line Plug
£0.20 300mA 125V
25Male to 9Female
£4.08
White Line Plug
£0.20 7x15rnm Mounting Hole
25Male to 25Female £4.75
Red Line Socket
£0.20 DPDT 7x23mm
£0.20 PC Link Leads
Black Line Socket
£0.20 yesudford
Interlink 25M to 25M £4.38
Yellow Line Socket
£0.20 IA 125V
Patch Lead
White Line Socket
£0.20 55 x12mm Mounting Hole
25Male to 25Male
£4.12
Red Chassis Socket
£0.20 CiPDT 12 x35mm
£0.24 36Male tg 36M
£5.90
Black Chassis Socket £0.20 DPDT c/o 12 x35mrn £0.27 Internal
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.76
Floppy Cable A/B
£2.99
Gold Plated Plug Black£0.76 "tort' Switch«
Hard Disk 2xIDE
£1.65
XL' Series -metal
Power 3'/i-2 x31
/
2
£1.88
Power 54-2 x54
£1.50
Power 5'4-2 x31
/
2
£2.24
Power
£2.24
Network
3Pin Line Plug
£1.50
BNC T Piece MF
£2.40
3 Pin Line Socket
£1.50 150mA 250V
BNC T Piece FFF
£2.40
3 Pin Chassis Plug
£1.50 Make before Break 22mm 0 BNC Coupler F
£1.02
3 Pin Chassis Socket
£1 41 9.8mm 0 Mounting Hole
BNC Coupler M
£1.65
1
Pole
12
Way
£0.84
Neutrik Line Plug
£1.73
BNC Ratchet Crimper£17.44
£0.84 Son BNC Terminator £1.24
Neutrik Line Socket
£1.99 2Pole 6Way
£0.84 Thinnet Cable per m £0.39
Neutrik Chassis Plug
£2.13 3Pole 4Way
1:0 84
Neutrik Chassis Socket£?,32 4Pole 3Way
fielder Bucket
9Way Male Plug
£0.29
9Way Female Socket £0.28
15 Way Male Flag
£0.39
15 Way Female rocket £0.39
15 Way H.D. Plug
£0.47
15 Way H.D. Socket
£0.78
23 Way Mole Flag
£0.49
23 Way Female rocket £0.49
25 Way Mole Plug
£0.46
25 Wax Female Plug £0.41
UDC ISM«. Mecontin‘
9Way Male Flua
L
-1.08
9Way Female rocket £1.08
25 Way Mole Plug
£1.18
25 Way Fe ale Socket£1.13
Wy
*Raid pot

Tel: 0191 2514363

7 1

Terminals

IA 250V
39 x15MM
12mm 0 Mou mg Hole
Non Latching Push to Make
Black PTM
Red PTM
£0
£
0 ..6
60
0
Blue PTM
£0.60
White PTM
£0.60
Latching -push On push Off
Block
£0.65
Red
£0.65
Blue
£0.65
White
£0.65
.....i.
ji
w.¡
I„.,..,..
e '" witd4.4

Fax: 0191 2522296

Equipment Wire
Colours Block, Brown, Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green
Blue Purple, Grey & White
Per i0Om Reel
£2.72
Solid 1/0.6mm
Stranded 7'0 2mm
£2.53

Clete Electronics
LIDS
amoral Purpose Illestie
n .,,
75 x56 x25mm
3mm
Red LedLed
£,X- n
eg 3mm Green
75 x51 x22mm
...e. 3mm Yelow Led
Ill x57 x22mm
£1.05 3mm Orange Led
£ .
‘e, mm Red Led
100 x76 x41mm
n''" 5mm Green Led
118 x98 x45mm
£1.95
150 x100 x60mm
£2.65 5mm Yelow Led
e Led
. 5rnm
5mm Oran
Red ashing

£0.08
£0.09
£0.10
£0.10

.
£0.10
£0.10
£0.10
£0.44
Dim.° ALeilmium „ ,„ 5mm Green Flashing £0.50
50 x50 x31mm
en.e" 5mm Yellow Flashing £0.54
100 x50 x25mm
£2.98 5mm Bi -Colour Led
£0.33
112 x62 x31mm
£3.55 5mm Tri -Colour Le
£0.28
120 x65 x40mm
£4.19 7
150 x80 x50mm
£5.36 05
8
61relleCathode £0.78
121 x2à_x_ 61 mm
£5.99 0.51' Red C.Anode
£0.78
Twe ^•" Diunaleng
0.3' Red C.Cothode
£0.78
133 x70 x37mm
£2.08 0.3' Red C Anode
£0.78
102 x102 x37mm
£1.94 W ere tea Dee m ,
102 x70 x37mm
£1.76 3mm ip Em i
tter
£0.23
133 x102 x37mm
,.,...
5mm IR Emitter
£0.39
102 x63 x50mm
£
-)..., 6
)
,3mm Photo-Transistor £0.26
76 x51 x25mm
£,-.,.g,1- 5mm Photo-Transistor £0.64
152 x102 x50mm
£.e,'n,.., Photo Diode
£0.75
178 x127 x63mm
e'. 6e 0425 Opto -Coupler £0.38
203 x152 x76mm
£4.6Ej 41,126 Opto -Coupler £0.36
102 x102 x63mm
e
q.P., 0432 Osito -Coupler £0.45
133 x102 x63mm
£
e-4.g.; 6N135 Opto -Coupler £1.30
152 y102 76mm
"'" 6N136 Opto -Coupler £0.85
Steel/Aluminium
6N137 Opto -Coupler £0.90
Plastic «ea t" steel top , 6N138 Opto -Coupler £1.30
Aluminium base
6N139 Opto -Coupler £0.90
152 x 114 x44mm
£4.19 CNY17-1 0-Coupler £0.47
203 x127 x51mm
£4.99 CNY17-2 0-Coupler £0.38
229 x127 x63mm
£,5.62 CNY17-3 0-Coupler £0.47
114 n
e5761 "
1
e•-i- 04 1S-74 Opta -Cou pler £0.45
ISD-74 Opto -C oupler £0.99
Wk. a Cable
ISC2-74 Opto -Coupler £1.52
Ribbon Cable
MOC3020 Opto-Trioc£0.68
Price per 300mm (1k)
10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.11 MOC3041 Opto-Triac£0.96
16 Way Grey Ribbon £0.17 ORP12 LDR
20 Way Grey Ribbon £0.22 &eke Celle
26 Way Grey Ribbon £0 28 0.45V Screw Terminals
34 Way Grey Ribbon £0.38 100mA 26 x46mm
£0.85
40 Way Grey Ribbon £0.48 200mA 35 x56mm
£1.19
50 Way Grey Ribbon £0.53 400mA 45 x75mm
£1.70
60 Wuz ity Ribbon £0.64 800mA 66 x95mm
£2.96
rMoe 1000mA 76 x95mm
£3.52
Per 50g (2oz) Reel
Çriroids
500g reels available
nr DT-311 Small Can
14 SWG Enamelled
£0.42
£0.e 32 768KHz
16 SWG Enamelled
£0.95,. NC-49/U Case
18 SWG Enamelled
£1.49
£0.
9D 1.8432MHZ
20 SWG Enamelled
£1.49
£, (19 5
, 2.0MHZ
22 SWG Enamelled
2.4576MHz
£1.24
24 SWG Enamelled
£0.96
el.'. 3.2768MHz
26 SWG Enamelled
£1.12 3.579545MHz
£0.81
28 SWG Enamelled
£0.81
£1.
18 3.6864MHz
30 SWG Enamelled
£.20 4.0MH
£0.81
32 SWG Enamelled
£1.22 4.194364MHz
£0.81
34 SWG Enamelled
£1.24 4.433619MHz
£0.81
36 SWG Enamelled
£1.25 4.9152MHz
£0.81
38 SWG Enamelled
£1.50 6.0mH z
£0.81
40 SWG Enamelled
£1.81 6.144MHz
£0.81
£0.81
C•Pltur WI ,*
7.3728MHz
£0.81
Per 50g (2oz) Reel
8.0MHz
500g reels available
8.867238MHz
£0.81
)6 NG Tinned
£0.95 10.0MHz
£0.81
18 SWG Tinned
£0.95 11.0MHz
£0.81
20 SWG Tinned
£0.
99 11.0592MHz
£0.83
22 SWG Tinned
£0.99 12.0MHz
£0.83
24 SWG Tinned
£1.01 14.7456MHz
£0.83
Continued....
£0.83
16.0MHz
£0 90
20 OMHz
EVERDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
Discounted Component Kits Now Available
Full details on our Web site.
hilpz//www...r.....k
Pulsed ibeiza
under
High output peizo sounder with flying leads, built in
driver & pulsed circuit.
3-20Vdc, 18mA,
85dB (Min 9Vdc), 42mm0.
'es.....
£0.85 ita
£0.79 (25+)
Normal Price £1.60
DM830 Digital Multionater
A sturdy well designed 3/, Digit LCD rpultimeter ideal for
hobby or professional use. Covering_five functions with
18 range including 10Adc Current DC Volts, AC Volts,
DC Current, Resisfance, Diode Test, also with simple
function generator output. Supplied comp lete with battery, test Weds & operating instructions. CEApproved.

bte*lb

Jr•e$

AC Volts
0-200-750V
DC Volts
0-200mV-2-20-200-1000V
DC Current
0-20014A-2-20-200mA-10A
Resistance
0-200f2-2-20-200ki-2-2Ma
Dimensions 126 n70 x24mm

.
N

am"

'

PCS Material & Equipment
FM Fully illustrated catalogue, send SAE (60p Stamps)

Email: saleeesr.co.uk

http: //www.esr.co.uk
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Editorial Offices:
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL
ALLEN HOUSE, EAST BOROUGH, WINIBORNE
DORSET BH21 1PF
Phone: Wimborne (01202) 881749
Fax: (01202) 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to
overseas orders or queries by Fax.
E-mail: editorial( epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Web Site: http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
See notes on Readers' Enquiries below -we regret lengthy
technical enquiries cannot be answered over the telephone.
Advertisement Offices:
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS
ADVERTISEMENTS
MILL LODGE, MILL LANE
THORPE-LE-SOKEN, ESSEX C016 OED
Phone/Fax: (01255) 861161

ON-LINE

Editor: MIKE KENWARD

Our Chat Zone is now open and soon we will have an electronic version of EPE on the web. Alan

Secretary: PAM BROWN

Winstanley has been gradually expanding our EPE web site since its inception more than two years
ago, we are sure you will agree it is an excellent site and avery valuable addition to the magazine.
The new Chat Zone allows any reader to post messages, requests, etc., or just to chat with fellow
enthusiasts. It opened on 9th September and the first message appeared almost instantly.

Technical Editor: JOHN BECKER

We have along list of planned additions to the web site which will ensure its continued expansion
and development well into the future. Imust say that if you are interested in electronics the web is a
very valuable resource. The first place to go is our web site, which links to hundreds of other sites.

Subscriptions: MARILYN GOLDBERG

E-MAG

Advertisement Manager:
PETER J. MEW, Frinton (01255) 861161

Our next development on the web is equally exciting: in conjunction with Clive (Max) Maxfield
and Alvin Brown in the States we are about to launch an electronic version of EPE on the web.
This E-mag (Electronic magazine) will be asort of international version of EPE based on aserver
in the USA and modified from the printed UK edition to appeal more to international readers.
The E-mag version of EPE will be published monthly, acouple of weeks after the printed issues,
and will consist of the core projects which can be downloaded and printed out in your home. There
will he acharge for this via acredit card transaction over asecure link on the web and everything
will be protected by asophisticated password system recently developed in the USA.
So, if you want to be one of the first people to view this new site, log on to www.epemag.com, it
should he live in mid October. You will find that parts of this issue can be viewed free of charge
whilst we get the E-mag off the ground and to enable new readers around the world to see exactly
what EPE is all about. From next month's issue the whole thing will be live and, using a credit
card, anyone will be able to gain almost instant access to the magazine and prim out each E-mag
issue, using aPC.
This represents an amazing leap forward for us and should bring our constructional projects
"instantly" within the grasp of many hundreds of thousands of new readers around the world.
We don't see the E-mag version ever replacing the printed magazine, but it will surely provide
much of what EPE is all about to those who find it difficult, for reasons of distance and cost, to get
hold of regular copies of EPE. We don't believe any other hobbyist electronics magazine in the
world is presently doing this —another World First for EPE.

PhizzyB
Of course, our exciting new PhizzyB Computers series is also aWorld First. A virtual computer
educational system plus a hardware realisation. It's also by Max, Alvin and Alan Winstanley and
starts in this issue. You can see an animated Max on this month's Free CD-ROM. which we hope
you find valuable.

AVAILABILITY
Copies of EPE are available on subscription anywhere
in the world (see right), from all UK newsagents
(distributed by Seymour) and from the following
UK electronic component retailers: Maplin - all
stores throughout the UK (and in S. Africa); Green.
weld Electronics; Omni Electronics. EPE can also be
purchased from retail magazine outlets around the
world.

.#11"1

ELECTRONICS
VOICE

PROCESSOR

RELIABLE IR

'C
,
DIGISEI7V

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any address in the UK: £26.50. Overseas: £32.50 standard
air service, £50 express airmail. Cheques or bank
drafts (in fsterling only) payable to Everyday Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Subscriptions Dept.,
Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692. E-mail:
subs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Subscriptions start
with the next available issue. We accept MasterCard
or Visa. (For past issues see the Back Issues page.)
BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are available from the above address. These are finished in
blue p.v.c:, printed with the magazine logo in gold
on the spine. Price £5.95 plus £3.50 post and packing (for overseas readers the postage is £6.00 to
everywhere except Australia and Papua New Guinea
which cost £10.50). Normally sent within seven days
but please allow 28 days for delivery - more for
overseas orders.
Payment in £sterling only please. Visa and MasterCard accepted, minimum credit card order £5. Send,
fax or phone your card number and card expiry date
with your name, address etc. Or order on our secure
server via our web site. Overseas customers -your
credit card will be charged by the card provider in
your local currency at the existing exchange rate.
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Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON
On-Line Editor: ALAN WINSTANLEY
Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER
Editorial: Wimborne (01202) 881749

Advertisement Copy Controller:
PETER SHERIDAN, Wimborne (01202) 882299
READERS' ENQUIRIES
E-mail: techdept@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
We are unable to offer any advice on the use,
purchase, repair or modification of commercial equipment or the incorporation or
modification of designs published in the
magazine. We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on articles or projects
that are more than five years old. Letters
requiring a personal reply must be accompanied by a stamped self-addressed envelope or a self-addressed envelope and
international reply coupons. Due to the cost
we cannot reply to overseas queries by Fax.
All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.
COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or
kits for building the projects featured, these
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk).
We advise readers to check that all parts are
still available before commencing any project
in aback-dated issue.
ADVERTISEMENTS
E-mail: adverts@epemag.wimborne.coaik
Although the proprietors and
staff of
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take
reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements are bona fide,
the magazine and its Publishers cannot give
any undertakings in respect of statements or
claims made by advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the
magazine, or in inserts.
The Publishers regret that under no circumstances will the magazine accept liability
for non-receipt of goods ordered, or for late
delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal
remedies are available in respect of some of
these circumstances, and readers who have
complaints should first address them to the
advertiser.
TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We advise readers that certain items of radio
transmitting and telephone equipment which
may be advertised in our pages cannot be
legally used in the UK. Readers should check
the law before buying any transmitting or
telephone equipment as afine, confiscation of
equipment and/or imprisonment can result
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary
from country to country; overseas readers
should check local laws.
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EE195 135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932
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VISA

E-mail: Magenta.Electronics@compuserve.com
Homepage: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Magenta.Electronics

ELECTRONICS

LTD

All Prices include V.A.T. Add £3.00 per order p&p. £6.99 next day

NMI

MAIL ORDER ONLY • CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT
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FÀZR-070-NTR-011FR1 PIC PIPE DESCALER

Pl. TREASURE HUNTER;

• SIMPLE TO BUILD

II

An Innovatme and exciting
\
I project. Wave the wand through
%ix
\
the air and your message appears.
I Programmable to hold any message
▪ up to 16 digits long. Comes pre-loaded
•with "MERRY XMAS". Kit includes
"4„.
I PCB, all components & tube plus
instructions for message loading.

• SWEPT

IThe latest MAGENTA DESIGN -highly ' • HIGH POWER OUTPUT
FREQUENCY
Istable Er sensitive - with MC control I • AUDIO Et VISUAL MONITORING
Iof all timing functions and advanced I An affordable circuit which sweeps
the incoming water supply with
Ipulse separation techniques.
variable frequency electromagnetic
I• New circuit design 1994
signals. May reduce scale formation,
I• High stability
dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
I drift cancelling
&use
I• No ground
effect, works
in seawater

KIT 868
• Detects gold,
silver, ferrous b
metals

• Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.
• Full kit with headphones ball
hardware

LKIT 847
•In•

«MM.»

IBM

1M1

I KIT

1M1

1M1

£63.95
IMO

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output
drives a special sealed transducer with intense pulses via a special tuned transformer.
Sweeping frequency output is designed to
give maximum output without any special
setting up.

KIT 842

£22.56

SUPER ACOUSTIC PROBE
Our very popular project - now with ready
built probe assembly and diecast box. Picks
up vibrations amplifies, and drives headphones. Sounds from engines, watches, and
speech through walls can be heard clearly.
Useful for mechanics, instrument engineers
and nosey parker& A very useful piece of kit.

KIT 865

£29.95

DC Motor/Gearboxes

Our Popular and Versatile DC
motor/Gearbox sets.
Ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1-5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds

£22.95

POWER UNIT

£3.99

MICRO PEsT
SCARER
scarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/
pests away from newly sown areas,
play areas, etc. Uses power source
from 9to 24 volts.

KIT 790

£28.51

1WATT 0/P, BUILT IN
20kHz-140kHz
NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
Plug-in power supply £4.99

£19.99
£32.50

A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.

£28.00

KIT 856

* TENS UNIT *
Set of
4spare
electrodes
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this
£6.50

excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.
Full kit including four electrodes

amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and headphone/tape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give astable, high peformance
superheterodyne design.

KIT 861

£32.90

Magenta's highly
developed b
acclaimed design.
Quartz crystal
controlled circuit
MOSFET coil drive.
D.C. coupled
amplification.
Full kit includes
PCB, handle,
case Er
search coil.

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dualscale meter, compact case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut out
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL
components.

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99
MD200...200 step...£12.99
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

KIT 848

MOSFET Mk11 VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2-5A.

IDEAL
BEGINNERS
PROJECT
Uses SAB0600 chip to
produce natural sounding
3-note chime. Adjustable
pitch -so that two can be
used for front and back
doors.
Kit includes PC.B., all
parts and instructions.
No case or battery

£64.95

KIT 869

• POWERFUL COIL
DRIVE
• DETECTS FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METAL -GOLD,
SILVER, COPPER ETC.
• 190mm SEARCH COIL
• NO 'GROUND EFFECT'

£32.95 KIT 815

3-NOTE
DOORCHIME

• KIT INC.
HEADPHONES
• EFFICIENT
CMOS DESIGN

1000V Er 500V INSULATION
TESTER

Stepping Motors

£24.99

ALSO AVAILABLE Built &Tested ....£39.99

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER
PI. METAL DETECTOR
MKI

DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue.

LARGE TYPE -MGL £6.95
SMALL - MGS - £4.77

ii

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

WINDICATOR

Based on our Mk1 design
and
preserving
all
the
features,
but
now
with
switching pre-regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains transformer. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment.
Kit No. 845

A safe low cost eraser for up to 4EPROMS at atime
in less than 29 minutes. Operates from a12V supply
(490mAl. Used extensively for mobile work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in educational situations where mains supplies are not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV

A new circuit using a'full bridge' audio

KIT 867
KIT+ SLAVE UNIT

KIT 866....

e,

£16.991

SUPER BAT
DETECTOR

Our latest design -The ultimate

• RANDOM PULSES
• HIGH POWER
• DUAL OPTION

849

12V EPROM ERASER

salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, PC.B, coupling
coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor

I• Easy to build

——1

ISPACEWRITER

£45.95

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from
newly
sown
areas,
fruit,
vegetable and flower beds,
children's play areas, patios
etc. This
project
produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
• KIT INCLUDES ALL

COMPONENTS, PCB Er CASE
• EFFICIENT 100V
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT • UP TO 4 METRES
• COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE
RANGE
TO HUMANS
• LOW CURRENT DRAIN

£5.99 KIT 812

£14.81

SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER
INCREDIBLE LOW
Kit 857 £12.99
PRICE!

Power Supply £3.99

INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84 CHIP
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD Et INSTRUCTIONS

EXTRA CHIPS:
PIC 16C84 £4.84

Based on the design in February '96 EPE article,
Magenta have made aproper PCB and kit for this
project. PCB has 'reset' switch, Program switch, 5V
regulator and test L.E.D.s. There are also extra
connection points for access to all A and B port pins.

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER
INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84
WITH DEMO PROGRAM
SOFTWARE DISK, PCB,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
24-CHARACTER 2-LINE

Kit 860

£19.99

Power Supply £3.99
FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED -DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

LCD DISPLAY

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied
with PCB, industry standard 2-LINE x24-character
display, data, all components, and software to include
in your own programs. Ideal develpment base for
meters, terminals, calculators, counters, timers -Just
waiting for your application!
* Chip is pre-programmed with demo display *

PIC16C84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER
• WITH PROGRAMMED 16C84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM Now features full
• ZERO VOLT SWITCHING - 4-channel chaser software
on DISK and
10 CHASE PATTERNS
pre-programmed
• OPTO ISOLATED
PIC16C84 chip. Easily
• 4X 3KEYPAD CONTROL
re-programmed for your
• SPEED CONTROL POT.
own applications.
• HARD FIRED TRIACS
Software source code is
fully 'commented' so that
• 4CHANNELS @5 AMPS

Kit 855

it can be followed easily.

£39.95

68000

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING KIT

USED WORLDWIDE IN SCHOOLS
Et COLLEGES
FULL FEATURED MONITOR,
LINE ASSEMBLER Et
CROSS ASSEMBLER DISK
NOW WITH EXPANDED
RAM Et ROM
FULL 8MHz 68000 16-BIT DATA BU
FULL MANUAL, DATA COMMS
SOFTWARE DISK
2 SERIAL PORTS Er EXPANDABLE I/O

Mini-Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach-In 7

As featured in EPE and now
published as Teach-In 7. All
parts
are supplied by Magenta.
Teach-In 7is £3.95 from us or

EPE PIC Tutorial
At Last! A Real. Practical. Hands-On Series
3-Part Series —Starting March '98
• Learn Programming from scratch
•Uses Re-Programmable PIC16C84 Chip
•Start by lighting an I.e.d. and work up through
over 30 tutorials to Sound Generation, Data
Display, and aSecurity System
•PIC TUTOR Board has Input Switches, Output
I.e.d.s, and on board programmer

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT
Includes: PIC16C84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with
Component Layout and all components* (*not ZIF
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a
disk with Test and Demonstration routines.

KIT 870

£27.95, Built Er Tested

£42.95

Optional: Power Supply -f3.99, ZIF Socket -£9.99
LCD Display

- With Software and Connection details

£7.99

LED Display -Including Software

£6.99

PIC TOOLKIT

• PROGRAMS PIC16C84 and 16F84
• ACCEPTS TASM AND MPASM CODE
Full kit includes PIC16C84 chip, top quality p.c.b. printed with component layout, turned pin PIC socket, all components and software*
*Needs QBASIC or QUICKBASIC

KIT 871 ... £13.99. Built and tested £21.99

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER
•
•
•
•
•

READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES
WINDOWS" SOFTWARE
PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
USES STANDARD MICROCHIP • HEX FILES

• OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
• PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN
SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.
• SEND FOR DETAILED
INFORMATION -A
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE.

Kit 862

£29.99

Power Supply £3.99
DISASSEMBLER
SOFTWARE

£11.75

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER
INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16C84 WITH
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

Kit 863

£18.99

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED.
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor -up
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor Chip is
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

-EPE

Full Mini Lab Kit -£119.9S Power supply extra -£22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit -£155.95
Built Micro Lab -£189.95
All pricesinclude VAT Add £3.00 p&p. Next Day £6.99

Tel: 01283 565435

Fax: 01283 546932
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PIC TAPE
MEASURE
JOHN BECKER
Microcontrolled ultrasonic
distance calculator vvith data
recording and foreground
masking.
tint naturally, many of you will be
wondering how PIC devices can be
use
to update some of your favourite
designs. PICs are, as we are proving on
frequent occasions, extremely versatile
devices and can be used in many circuits
to replace quite a few conventional logic
chips.
Recently, the author's eye fell on his
earlier Uhrasonic Tape Measure (EPE
Sept 92) and began to speculate about how
it too could be simplified using aPIC. The
result (after about an hour with asoldering
iron and many hours at the computer), is
before you now — a PIC16C84-controlled
ultrasonic tape measure.
Not only is it an update on the previous
design, it is a quite significantly more
advanced instrument. Taking advantage
of the PIC16C84's internal EEPROM
(electrically erasable programmable read
only memory), a data store and recall
facility has been programmed in as well.
There is also amasking option that allows
foreground echoes to be ignored.
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receiving transducer, RX1. The echo signals are at aconsiderably lower amplitude
than those transmitted and require a fair
amount of amplification in order to be
recognisable by the PIC as logic signals.

AMPLIFICATION

The device can record and recall 30 or
32 (see later) distance measurements,
allowing several readings to be taken
before copying them to paper — ideal when
taking measurements in difficult to access
locations!
There is a choice of two software programs for the unit. The Standard program
requires no adjustment to the timing and
calculation factors and assumes a rigidly
fixed speed of sound. The Extended program allows fine tuning of the calculation
values and requires asmall amount of setting up to be done via the software and the
panel function switches.
The electronics hardware is identical for
both programs.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
The complete circuit diagram for the
PIC Tape Measure is shown in Fig. 1.
In a nutshell, the PIC microcontroller
(IC2) is the mastermind that controls the
whole operation. When prompted by the
pressing of Send switch S2, the PIC
transmits a series of 40kHz
pulses via the ultrasonic
transmitting transducer
TX'.
The
pulses
are
accurately
generated
in
software at a
rate deter-mined
by
the
controller's operating
frequency
(4MHz as set by
crystal X1) and the
number of commands that
are processed between each
hase of the output signal.
PIC output pins RAO and RAI are
used as the push-pull source which
drives the transmitter transducer. One
pin alternates between high and low,
while the other alternates between low
and high.
Solid objects within the path of this
signal reflect it back to the ultrasonic

The 401.Hz. echo signals receive two
stages of a.c. amplification. A gain of
X 100 is provided by op.amp ICI a, as set
by resistors RI and R4. Op.amp IC1b
provides afurther gain of about 47, as set
by 125 and R6.
Capacitor C6 then feeds the amplified signal to transistor TRI, whose purpose is to
provide logic-level pulses to the PIC at pin
RB7. Between them, resistor R7 and preset
VR1 set abasic d.c. bias on the base (b) of
TRI, determining the response sensitivity.
The output from TR1's collector normally rests at 5V, but swings between 5V
and OV in the presence of suitably strong
echo signals. Immediately the PIC has
finished transmitting the brief chain of
40kHz pulses, it starts a 2-byte counter
(16-bits) which increments at a known
rate. When the PIC recognises that pin
RB7 has changed its logic state from high
to low in response to an output from TRI,
the counter is stopped.

CALCULATIONS
The software now goes into its calculation routine, in which it converts the count
value into two distance values, one in
metric (metres to three decimal places)
and one in imperial (feet and inches).
These measurements are displayed on a
I6-character 2-line liquid crystal display
module, X2. Metres are shown top left,
followed by letters "mt". Feet and inches
are shown bottom left, complete with letters of "ft" and "in" (see photographs).
The transmission and echo conversion
process continues for as long as the Send
button remains pressed. You can, therefore, pan around aroom and just generally
view its dimensions until you are ready to
accept a measurement. At this moment,
releasing the switch will cause the last
measurement read to stay on the 1.c.d.
screen. It will remain there until Send
is pressed again, or Recall switch S5 is
pressed, or the unit is switched off.
While Send is pressed, the sampling rate
is normally alittle under once per second —
depending a bit on the mask and distance
values.
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MEASUREMENT
RECORDING
The measurement shown is not yet recorded in the PIC's EEPROM memory.
That action occurs when Store switch S3 is
pressed. Since the switch status is only
read by the PIC when it has finished its
calculation and display, the measurement
recorded is always the one just completed.
This ensures that an incomplete measurement is never stored (i.e. one caught in the
middle of transmission).
The information is stored as the count
value achieved, not in metres or feet. Consequently, only two bytes of EEPROM
memory are used. The PIC has 64 bytes
of this memory available and up to 32
measurements can be recorded with the
Standard program.
With
the
Extended
program,
30
measurements can be stored, the other
bytes being reserved for timing and
counting values.
Each time a measurement is stored, a
record counter is incremented. This is displayed on the top right of the I.c.d. so that
you know how many readings you have
taken. Immediately in front of this value
the message "SAVED" appears.
It is not possible to step the counter
back in order to store another measurement at this count location. Thus, if you
make a recording in error, you must
remember that the value at this location is
to be disregarded when you examine the
recordings later.

PLAYBACK
To play back the stored recordings, the
Recall switch is used. Each time it is

Front panel display window and function buttons. A recalled measurement is shown.
pressed, a Recall counter is incremented.
The 2-byte data from the EEPROM at the
equivalent address to the count (count x
2) is read and converted to metric and
imperial as before.
The Recall counter value is also displayed at the top right in place of the
Record counter value. Immediately in
front of it the message "SHOW ="
appears.

EEPROM RESET
A facility to reset the Record and Recall
counters to zero during normal use has not
been included. With the Standard program,
they are automatically reset at the moment
of switching on the unit. With the Extended program. the Recall counter is reset
at each switch on, but the Record counter
is only reset when the full EEPROM
measurement data contents are reset. The

EEPROM measurement data remains intact until intentionally reset. This can be
done at switch-on. If the Store button is
pressed and held down immediately prior
to and during switching on, all stored
measurements are cleared, and the Record
and Recall counters set to zero.

MASKING

The masking facility allows foreground
echoes
to
be
ignored
within
a
timing/distance range set via the Mask
switch S4. This allows you, for example,
to read the distance of a far wall when a
clutter of furniture is between you and the
wall. Without the facility, the echoes from
the furniture would be those read by the
"tape measure".
To an extent, however, the facility has
to be used with discretion since it is possible that too long a masking distance

Fig. I. Complete circuit diagram for the PIC Tape Measure.
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could allow multiple reflections to be read,
i.e. those that ricochet around the room
before returning to the unit.
Inclusion of a gain control was considered in order to reduce this possibility,
but it was concluded that having both a
mask and again control might be confusing
to use in practice, and the idea was dropped.
If you would like an external sensitivity
control, replace VR Iwith a case mounted
potentiometer of the same value (you may
need abit bigger case, though).
The software is written so that the masking distance progressively increases while
Mask is pressed, ranging (in steps of one)
from zero to nine with the Standard program and one to nine with the Extended
program, rolling over to zero again following nine. The mask value is displayed at
the bottom right of the screen, prefixed by
the word Mask. It represents an approximate (but not precise) distance in metres.
If the value shown is above zero, it is followed by the letter "m", for metres.
Switch S4 increments the mask value at
about two digits per second, The rate may
be slower when the value is greater than
zero and the Send button is pressed at the
same time. In this situation, if an echo is
not being received the software waits until
atime-out occurs before it again examines
the switch. It is normally better to press
Mask when Send is not pressed.

Prototype p.c.b. mounted "below" the display module.
'98) to the transmitting transducer and the
output of op.amp IC1b. For the sake of
illustration, the conditions were set up
slightly unnaturally in that the echoes
are those from small items deliberately
placed only a few inches in front of the
transducers. The data was recorded on disk
some months before being recalled to the
screen for photography.
Although the pulses have a40kHz content, the frequency shown at the bottom
right of the screen (2979.27Hz) has resulted
because the transmission and return pulses
are not continuous, the V-Scope assessing
frequency from the number of pulses occurring in one second.

The I.c.d. module may be connected to
the p.c.b. by rigid wires (20 s.w.g. tinned
copper wire — although resistor offcuts
might be suitable), or short lengths of
flexible insulated connecting wire may be
used.
Using rigid wires, the I.c.d. can be
mounted above the rear of the p.c.b. at a
height of about 7mm, i.e. clear of any
danger of the soldered joints and trimmed
component leads touching any part of the
I.c.d. To ensure this could not happen if
the two units were squeezed, two rubber
MASQUERADE
spacers (self-adhesive case feet) were inScreen photo Iillustrates why amask is
serted between them.
useful. The final pulse of the transmission
The viewing window slot for the 1.c.d. is
signal is seen top left, and centrally
in the base of the plastic case. It can be cut
five echo signals are seen at different
POWER SUPPLY
in the time-honoured method of drilling a
amplitudes.
The PIC Tape Measure runs from a 9V
series of holes and then filing down to the
The first echo is (normaJly) too small to
PP3 battery. Current drawn is normally
correct size to accept the friction-fitting of
be accepted as a valid echo. The second
about 6mA, rising to about 7mA (average)
the I.c.d.'s metal frame.
echo, though, is large enough for the
during transmission.
Ensure that the positioning of the I.c.d.
software to accept it as the trigger signal,
Regulator IC3 drops the 9V supply down
and p.c.b. allows room for the battery at one
reacting to it about half way above its
to 5V to suit the PIC and the I.c.d.
end, yet does not allow the corner pillars in
central (d.c.) position, and it will do so if
the case to interfere with the mounting of
no response delay is included.
CONSTRUCTION
the assembly.
By inserting a suitable delay in the
Details of the printed circuit board
Drill two holes in the case to allow the
software before it starts looking for
(p.c.b.) component layout and tracking are
I.c.d. to be secured with two nuts and bolts
echoes, the second echo can be ignored,
shown in Fig.2. The board is available from
via its own mounting holes (those furthest
with the third echo being the one that is
the EPE PCB Service, code 207.
away from the I.c.d./p.c.b. connections).
accepted. Extending the delay abit further,
It is essential to use asocket for IC2, and
It is preferable to insert thin spacers
the response can be timed to only accept
recommended for ICI. Fit the on-board link
between the case and I.c.d. (another nut on
the fifth echo.
wires first, then assemble the board in any
each bolt), so that the ends of the solAs illustrated, the fourth echo is too
order you find convenient.
dered connecting wires do not prevent the
small to be recognised. However, if the
I.c.d. from sitting comfortably against the
bias level on transistor TRI
case. Any distortion cf the
were to be suitably inI.c.d. module could prevent
creased, effectively increasit from working.
ing the gain, both the first
Once the display slot has
and fourth echoes could be
been completed, and before
responded to if the delay was
the I.c.d. is mounted in the
set appropriately.
case, drill holes alongside
Note, though, that the first
and above the slot for the
echo is probably the residual
five switches. Also drill
ringing of the receiving
holes in the end of the case
transducer rather than a true
for the ultrasonic transducer
echo. Without any response
pins. Use a drill bit of
delay, this undesirable signal
about the same size as the
would
trigger
the
unit,
transducer pins so that a
preventing it from responding
friction fit occurs.
to any of the subsequent
Wire-up the switches as
pulses. This
is
why a
shown in Fig.2, and in the
minimum masking value of
order seen in the photoone (about one metre) is
graphs, using ordinary multi necessary with higher bias
strand connecting wire. The
settings.
transducers should be conThe display seen in Photo
nected with solid wire, to
Iwas created by coupling the
Screen photo 1. Without masking, the centre line "echoes" could
secure them rigidly in the
be interpreted as measurement signals.
EPE Virtual Scope (Jan/Sept
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X2

COMPONENTS

LC D MODULE

tttttt

Resistors
See
Ri. R5. R8
to R11
10k (6 oft)
R2, R3, R7 100k (3 off)
R4
1M
Page
R6
470k
All 0.25W 5% carbon film or better.

TALK

Potentiometers
VR1
20k min. round preset
VR2
10k min. round preset
Capacitors
C1
224 radial elect., 16V
C2, C4
100n ceramic disc,
0.2in spacing (2 off)
C3, C5, C6 22n polystyrene (3 off)
07, C8
10p polystyrene (2 off)

it•
55
RECALL

Sa
I
MASK

r`tr--

S3

STORE1

TO
BATTERY Bi

S2
SEND

ON OFF

207

Switch-on
I.c.d. screen display.

Fig.2. PIC Tape Measure printed circuit board topside component layout, interwir
ing and full size copper foil master pattern.
case. Ensure that the transducers are in good
alignment with each other, to optimise the
signal transmission and return paths.
It is imperative to ensure that there
is no chance of the 9V power connection on the p.c.b. (or the 9V track underneath) coming into contact with the
tags of the switches. Such an occurrence
could kill the PIC and the I.c.d. Use two
or three layers of insulating tape on the
switch tags and rear of the p.c.b.

Another self-adhesive rubber spacer
may be attached to the inside of the lid to
prevent the battery from rattling when the
unit
fully enclosed.

FIRST TESTS
Having thoroughly checked the completed assembly for shorts etc., plug in
op.amp ICI, but not microcontroller IC2.
Switch on the battery supply and check
that the output from regulator IC3 is at 5V.

Semiconductors
TR1
BC549 npn transistor
IC1
LM358 dual op.amp
102
PIC16C84 (or PIC16F84)
pre-programmed
microcontroller
—see text
IC3
78L05 +5V 100mA
voltage regulator
Miscellaneous
Si
min. s.p.s.t. toggle switch
S2 tifi S5
min. push-to-make switch
(4 off)
RX1
min. 40kHz ultrasonic
receiver
TX1
min. 40kHz ultrasonic
transmitter
X1
4MHz crystal
X2
16-character 2-line
alphanumeric Lc.d.
B1
9V PP3 battery and clip
Printed circuit board, available from
the EPE PCB Service. code 207; plastic case, 120mm x64mm x40mm; 8-pin
d.i.l. socket: 18-pin d.i.l. socket; self-adhesive rubber feet (3 off) (see text); nuts
and bolts, M3 x12mm (2 off) (see text);
connecting wire; solder, etc.
Approx Cost
Guidance Only

Printed circuit board folded back to reveal the Lad. module bolted behind the
display window in the base of the case (which now becomes the front panel). The
function switches are aligned above the module.
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1998

£33

Adjust preset VR1 so that the bias on
the base of transistor TR Iis about 0.3V.
If all is well, switch off and plug in the
PIC I6C84 (or PICI6F84), which must be
pre-programmed (see later).
Switching on again (without any of
switches S2 to S5 being pressed). the PIC
will start running. The first thing it does is
to initialise the I.c.d., setting it to 4-bit
control mode and then, on two lines,
displays the opening message:
EPE PIC TAPE BOX
PRESS SEND KEY
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You may need to adjust the
Contrast preset VR2 to make the
message visible.

PERMANENCE

Recorded data remains in the
PIC's EEPROM data memory
even when the power is switched
ALIGNMENT
off, remaining there until overROUTINES
written (be aware of this in other
At this point with the Extended
situations if you use apreviously
program version, there are some
programmed PIC '84 for another
Typical screen display in the Mask set-up mode.
alignment routines to be perprogram).
formed via the switches. These will be
situations, at the expense of its long disAs stated earlier, the data can be overdiscussed later, at the section headed "Extance abilities.
written by zeros when the Store switch is
tended Program Version". Until then, the
held down while switching on.
MASK TESTING
following paragraphs refer to both versions.
With the Standard software program,
In normal use, when the unit is first
To test the masking facility (initially with
note that each time you switch on the unit,
switched on the opening message is disabias of about 0.3V), place the unit on the
the Store (Record) counter is reset to one,
played and the software goes into a loop
edge of a table facing a wall and place a
consequently you should not switch off
in which it waits for any of the function
dining chair (with a normally-high back)
during asequence of measurements.
switches S2 to S5 to be pressed.
slightly in the signal path. With the Send
However, the Extended program records
Point the PIC Tape Measure at anearby
button pressed, position the chair until its
both the measurement data and the counter
wall, without any other object in the signal
distance is displayed rather than the wall's.
value in the EEPROM, and with this verpath. Press the Send switch S2. The disNow press Mask while still holding Send
sion you may switch off between readings.
tance that the wall is away from the front of
pressed.
the unit should be displayed on the I.c.d. in
When the masking distance is equivalent
COMMENTS
metres and feet plus inches.
to that just beyond the chair back, the chair
Of likely interest to PIC programming
The words LIVE and Mask, plus the
echo should cease and the wall value bereaders is the way in which the ultrasonic
mask value will also be shown.
come that displayed. The mask can be used
transmitter (TX1) is driven in push-pull
Keep Send pressed and move backwards
on any occasion that foreground items intermode by Port A pins RAO and RAI.
and forwards with respect to the wall, obfere with the desired target reading, as long
In the general initialisation routine at the
serving the change in distance readings.
as agood strength of signal still reaches the
start of the program, Port A is set with these
Ensure that the signal is not reflected off
target.
two pins as outputs, and with RA2 to RA4
the hand pressing the switch.
In normal use, without foreground echoes
as inputs. Port A is then cleared.
and with the bias below about 0-4V, keep
On entry into the transmission routine (at
DISTANCE EXTREMES
the mask value at zero. With higher bias
label TXIT). a loop value is set at ten, a
The minimum distance readable with a
levels on transitor TRI, it is likely to be
2-byte counter is cleared and RAO is set
mask value of zero and transistor TRI 's
preferable to normally use the mask value
high, so setting one side of TX1 high. There
bias at 0.3V, is about 55mm (2in). The
set to one. (In normal use of the Extended
is then a pause as set by eight NOP (no
maximum depends on anumber of factors.
version, the minimum mask value is autooperation) commands.
The transmission power of transducer
matically set to one.)
Then the command COMF PORTA,F is
TX I is one factor. This is likely to vary
It is suggested that you experiment to
given. This inverts (complements) the value
between different units of the same type,
find the best bias level that suits your own
on Port A from binary 00001 to binary
due to manufacturing tolerances. Similarly,
assembly.
11110 (Port A only has five usable pins).
the sensitivity of the receiving transducer
Pin RAO is thus set low and RAI set high.
DATA RECORDING
(RX1) is equally likely to vary between
an action which reverses the current flow
units. The relative alignment accuracy of
To record a displayed reading, press
through TX I. The other three pins (RA2 to
the two transducers also plays apail.
Store switch S3. Note that the reading
RA4) are of no interest since they are set as
Another factor is the nature of the surdisplayed must be one that has just been
inputs.
face from which the ultrasonic beam is
acquired by taking a measurement. A
A further delay now occurs, of 12 NOP
being reflected. Hard surfaces will provide
reading which has been recalled for display
commands, after which COMF PORT/ea
stronger echoes than soft ones.
will not be re-recorded over itself.
is again given, returning Port A to the
Additionally, if the unit is being used
So that you know whether you are lookfirst value, 00001. The loop value is decreoutside (don't let it get wet) the wind
ing at a real or recalled reading. the mesmented and if it is not yet zero, the routine
may deflect or impede the transmitted and
sages "LIVE" and "SHOW =" are disjumps back to the first of the eight NOPs (at
reflected signals, reducing the echo signal
played accordingly. You can only record if
label BEAMIT) and the process is repeated.
amplitude received by the unit.
"LIVE" is showing.
At the end of the loop, transmission
The record number of the newly stored
ceases and Port A is cleared. Consequently,
BIAS LEVEL
measurement is displayed on the top right
10 pulses are transmitted and the time taken
The most crucial factor, though, is the
of the I.c.d. Separate EEPROM address
to transmit them is equivalent to a frebias level on IR I. With bias set at 0•3V, a
pairs are used in ascending order each time
quency of 40kHz.
maximum measuring distance of about six
Store is pressed. When roll-over beyond
The transmission routine is shown in
metres is areasonable expectation. Increasthe maximum count permissible occurs, the
abridged form in Listing 1 (the BSF
ing the bias to about 5.5V (using preset
counter is reset and recorded data now
SAVE,0 command seen sets a flag which
VR I
), distances in excess of 10 metres
overwrites that previously recorded at the
allows the measurement to be recorded if
should be achievable.
same ensuing addresses.
required).
The bias could, perhaps, be raised to
DATA RECALL
about 0-6V, allowing really low amplitude
Listing 'I
echo signals to trigger transistor TRI. The
Data recall occurs when the Recall button
TXIT:
MOVLW 10
danger of making it too sensitive, though,
is pressed. A separate counter is used for
MOVWF LOOPB
is that multiple echoes from around the
this routine, incrementing each time Recall
CLRF COUNTO
room will be picked up, resulting in false
is pressed.' Again, when roll-over beyond
CLRF COUNTI
readings.
the maximum count occurs, the counter is
BSF PORT/kJ)
Also, increased sensitivity makes the
reset. Note that the record displayed is not
BSF SAVE,0
system susceptible to being triggered by
normally that which has just been recorded.
BEAMIT:
NOP (by 8)
the "ringing" of the receiving transducer,
To view the latest record, the recall counter
COMF PORTA,F
caused by its proximity to the transmitter.
number has to match the stored counter
NOP (by 12)
The mask facility, though, will usually
number.
COMF PORTA,F
allow this effect to be ignored, except at
In a practical situation both counters
DECFSZ LOOPB,F
excessively sensitive settings of VR1/TR I.
should be set to zero prior to taking aseries
GOTO BEAMIT
Use discretion and ensure that the triggerof measurements (see earlier — "EEPROM
CLRF PORTA
ing is always reliable in normal measuring
Reset").
CALL RECEIVE
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Whilst there may appear to be a significant imbalance in the mark-space ratio
of the output pulses. the presence of other
commands in the loop evens out the timing.
Do not change the commands in this loop —
to do so would upset the 40kHz frequency
and the duration of transmission.
The RECEIVE routine is too lengthy to
reproduce here, but in it the 2-byte timing
counter is repeatedly incremented until a
change in the status of Port B pin RB7 is
detected (from high to low), at which point
the count stops.

DISTANCE
CALCULATION
Sound travels through air at a rate of
331.4 metres per second (at standard temperature and pressure — s.t.p.), so say
the text books. In other conditions its
velocity varies accordingly. Over short
distances, though, such changes are negligible as far as this unit is concerned.
Consequently, they are ignored (making
this a far simpler and cheaper device to
design and build).
The speed of sound is thus taken as a
constant — that encountered in the author's
workshop during prototyping! Tests and
measurements revealed that a reception
count value of 618 represented a target
distance of 1000mm i.e. one metre (the
value is adjustable in the Extended version).
Dividing 1000 by 618 equals 1.6181229,
and so it seemed reasonable to multiply the
count value by 1.618 to convert it into a
metres value.
Two bytes are used to represent 1.618 as
abinary value, the MSB holds the value of
1and the LSB holds a value of 158 (256
X 0.618 = integer 158). An additive technique is then used to divide the count by
this binary value.
The answer is decimalised and output to
the 1.c.d. as ametres reading. (Although the
answer is to three decimal places, the accuracy is realistically only within a centimetre or so.)
The binary metres value is also divided
by the binary representation of 254 (MSB
25, LSB 102 — because 256 x 04 =
integer 102) to obtain an inches value. This,
in turn, is converted to feet with the
remainder in inches. Both are decimalised
and displayed on the I.c.d.

EXTENDED PROGRAM
VERSION

TIMING
ADJUSTMENTS
In most instances, it is unlikely that any
further adjustment to the default timing
values will be necessary, and will only be
minor if they are needed. The first stage of
alignment, though, must always be carried
out on anewly assembled unit.

Stage '1
When I.c.d. contrast has been set and the
opening message is clearly seen (as described in "First Tests" earlier), switch off.
With Recall pressed, switch on again and
then release Recall. At the top right of the
opening message, "BOX" will be replaced
by "CLR". This action clears the entire
contents of the EEPROM data memory and
places the timing default LSB values into
the final two bytes.
The default values are 158 for Basic
timing at EEPROM byte 62, and 234 for
Mask timing at EEPROM byte 63.

Stage 2
The bias on TR 1must be about 0.3V for
the second stage of alignment, to minimise
the echo sensitivity.
Switch off, and with the Send button
pressed, switch on again and release Send.
The screen will change from the opening
message to the distance display with the top
line showing "TESTI58" preceded by a
flashing "S". In this mode the ultrasonic
pulses are repeatedly transmitted and the
target distance displayed. Mask is automatically set to avalue of zero.
The value of 158 can now be changed
upwards or downwards by pressing the
Store or Recall buttons respectively. The
rate of change is about one digit per second.
Place the unit facing a wall at exactly
one metre distance from the front of the
transducers. Press Store or Recall until
the displayed metres reading shows 1000
metres. Store increases the LSB value and
the distance shown; Recall decreases them.
The change of the distance value is mach
slower than that of the LSB.
The Basic timing is now set. Switch off.

Stage 3
With Mask pressed, switch on again and
release Mask. The I.c.d. screen will change
from the opening message to the distance display with the top line showing
"TEST234" preceded by a flashing "M".
In this mode the ultrasonic pulses are
again repeatedly transmitted and the target distance displayed. The Mask value,
though, is automatically set to one.

Adjust the bias on transistor TRI to about
5.5V, giving greater echo sensitivity.
The value of 234 can now be changed
upwards or downwards by pressing the
Store or Recall buttons, respectively. The
rate of change is still about one digit per
second.
Place the unit afew metres away from
a wall, without intervening furniture in
the way. Note the distance reading. Now
repeatedly press Mask and note the reading at each mask setting. If the Mask
alignment value is correct, the readings
should be just about identical. If necessary, use Store or Recall to change the
value accordingly.
That completes the alignment. The new
values are automatically stored in the
EEPROM during the process and will be
those used for future measurements. You
may change them at alater date if you wish
to, using the same techniques.

SWITCHES SUMMARY
In summary. during the alignment procedures the switches have the following roles:
Switch pressed while switching on:
• Send —Basic correction mode
• Store — EEPROM measurement clear
(timing factors untouched)
• Mask —Mask correction mode
• Recall — Clear entire EEPROM data and
set default timing factors
While in Basic and Mask correction
modes:
• Store increases displayed timing value
• Recall decreases displayed timing value

SOFTWARE
SOURCING
The source code text files (.ASM) show
all the routines, with comments where
appropriate. They were written in TASM.
Files* for TAPE99 (Standard program)
are included on the CD-ROM given away
FREE with this issue of EPE.
Files for TAPE99 and TAPE100 (Extended program) are available from the
Editorial office on 3.5 inch disk, as stated
on the EPE PCB Service page, a nominal
post and handling charge applies. Additionally, they are downloadable free from the
EPE FTP site at:

ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/
PICS/PICtapemeasure.
Several
months
elapsed
between
Note that two values in TAPE99.ASM on
designing the PIC Tape Measure and
the CD-ROM should be changed — at lines
writing this text. In this time, the original
428 and 443 (when viewed
software had already been
through DOS EDIT) the code
incorporated on the CD-ROM
MOVLW 200 should be changed
accompanying this EPE issue.
to MOVLW 158 and the source
as program TAPE99.
code reassembled to an object file
During the writing of this
(TAPE99.OBJ) through TASM.
article, however, the author
The source and object code files
decided that the addition of
on the web site and the normal
"fine tuning" options would be
(3.5 inch) EPE software disk
beneficial, allowing minor corhave been amended.
rections to be made to the
The
pre-programmed
PIC,
values used for calculating
available from Magenta Elecdistance and the masking offset.
tronics, contains the TAPE 100
The following paragraphs
program.
discuss how these adjustments
For more information about
are made. The software proobtaining the software and pregram to which they refer is
programmed chip, also see the
coded TAPE100. How to obtain
Shop Talk page in this issue.
it is detailed later.
Typical screen display during normal measurement mode.
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Now Technology
Update

Ian Poole reports on a new device that
provides both current and voltage control.

HILST there are many new developments taking place in the field of
device technology, there are also many
new and ingenious developments that are
making use of them. Even now different
types of circuit are being devised to enable
the new forms of device technology to be
used to the full in novel and exciting ways.

E
E

POWER
CONTROLLER

E v.,

Bunter
In one new development new ideas are
being used for power control circuitry.
Using active circuits it is normally possible to control either the voltage or
current to the output, but not both at the
same time. However, an interesting new
device called aBenistor enables independent control of voltage and current in
electronic circuits whilst still obeying
Ohm's Law. The name is derived from the
words Blockade of Electric Network and
transISTOR.
The development has been undertaken by the Bensys Corporation, a
private Californian semiconductor company founded in 1997. The company was
set up specifically to pursue the development and commercialisation of the new
idea. It is anticipated that it will find
widespread use in a number of areas of
electronics.
However, it is likely to find particular
use in a variety of applications including
switching power supplies, power controller
applications, and many other areas of electronics at a variety of power levels. The
aim is that the device will enable designers
to devise power control circuits that are
lower in cost and simpler than those used
at the moment whilst they are still able to
perform their function more efficiently.

First Devices
The company has released the first
realisation of the idea. Given the part
number BEN35100, it uses bipolar technology. The specifications reveal that the
device has a maximum input voltage of
36V, a supply current of 3mA, a bias
current of 500nA and a typical threshold
voltage of only 054V. Switching times are
fast for adevice of this nature with a rise
time of 65Ons. Another feature of the design
is that the device is protected against
conditions of reverse current or voltage.
At the moment the device has been
realised as a hybrid, but development is
under way to implement it as a fully
integrated circuit. This will have increased
performance with greater variety of supply
and input ratings as well as greater current
capabilities.

Inside
The Benistor consists of four major circuit blocks. These are apower controller, a
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VOLTAGE
THRESHOLD
CONTROLLER

CURRENT
SEPARATOR

CURRENT
NTROLLER

Vcc

E7C

CE

Vss2

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the BEN35100
Benistor
current separator (c.s.), avoltage threshold
controller (v.t.c.), and a current controller
(c.c.). There are eight connections that
define the output, as shown in Fig. I.
The power controller block is relatively
simple and consists of power pnp transistor that acts either as a switch or a variable resistor between the power source and
the load. It takes its inputs from the other
blocks within the Benistor.
The current separator uses three npn
transistors that enable the voltage controller and the current controller to operate
either together or separately. It is connected to the common electrode or CE
connection along with the v.t.c. and .current controller.
The current controller utilises two open
collector operational amplifiers that enable
the circuit to act as a voltage to current
converter. This block of the circuit has two
control inputs: the first detailed CC in the
diagram enables the block to give acurrent
output proportional to the input voltage.
The second is via an inverting input CC to
give acurrent inversely proportional to the
input voltage

Voltage Threshold
Converter
The \oltage threshold converter controls
the base current for the output buffer. It
achieves this using either a switching or
self-switching mode. The two inputs to
this section of the circuit are the effective
voltage control, EVC, and maximum voltage control, MVC.
The two inputs accomplish different
functions. The voltage present at the EVC
control input establishes the threshold
voltage for switching the output from off
to on, whilst the MVC affects the on to off
transition. Essentially, these two input
voltages set the output voltage band.
One final input called the switching
select or SS connection selects the initial
state of the Benistor. It can be either on or

off at the beginning of the waveform
requiring control. It can be either at ground
or afloating (higher than ground) level.
In operation the CE input provides the
reference voltage for the device whilst the
CC inputs set the range of the output current. The v.t.c pre-establishes the window
in which the output voltage can fall.
Based on these input conditions the
device will deliver the required part of the
input waveform to enable the voltage and
current to fall within the two preset ranges.
In other words, the device enables the
designer to define a virtually unlimited
variation of output conditions.

Applications
A further advantage is that the device
can accept a wide variety of waveforms;
a.c., d.c., and pulse waveforms are all
acceptable. As a result the designer is
given tremendous flexibility enabling far
more efficient control of power circuits.
The Benistor is targetted particularly
at applications including switching power
supplies, battery chargers and fluorescent
light ballasts. However, its new design
concept means that it can be used in a
wide variety of different applications in
the power control field.
The feedback mechanism will prevent
voltage and current overload, enabling the
device, to provide a very safe charging
solution. It can also change the frequency
of the charging pulses thereby providing
the optimum charging time. A further advantage is that the same basic design can
be altered to suit a variety of different
battery chemistries.
In afurther demonstration of the Bettistor the Bensys Corporation compared a
circuit using the new Benistor with another
using traditional techniques. It was found
that the Benistor approach gave significant
improvements in efficiency.
Not only did this save in terms of the
overall power consumption but it meant
that cost savings could be made in the
production of the unit. This is because
smaller components could be used as
lower levels of power dissipation were
experienced, and heatsinks were much
smaller or not required.

Practical Use
Despite the fact that the Benistor represents a new development, the cost is
surprisingly low. Currently the BEN35100
is available at a cost of $2.75 in large
quantities, making it particularly attractive
for many volume production items. Even
for small quantity production it will prove
to be an attractive solution.
In view of the benefits provided by the
Benistor, it will be a powerful tool in the
hands of the power control designer.
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Simulation Circuit Capture
PCB Autorouting CADCAM
Imagine an electronics design system that lets you draw
schematics onto the screen and then simulate them at the
touch of abutton. Now imagine pressing another button
and seeing the schematic replaced with aPCB rats-nest.
Pressing another button starts the autorouter, and finally
you can click on File then Save As to create acomplete
set of CADCAM files.
Too easy? We hope so. Quickroute has always been
designed first and foremost to be easy to use. That's why
simulation, circuit capture, PCB autorouting and
CADCAM support are all integrated into one package,
So that you only have to learn one package.
But it doesn't end there. We have included awide range
of features in Quickroute to help you work effectively.
For example our Gerber import facility lets you check
your CADCAM files before sending them to your
manufacturer.
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We have also introduced amajor new PLUGIN module
called the SymbolWizard that actually creates custom
symbol designs for you. Simply select atemplate, specify
pad and spacing properties and SymbolWizard creates
the schematic and PCB symbols for you!
If you would like to find out more about Quickroute,
why not call us on FREEphone 0800 731 28 24, or visit
our web site on www.quielcroute.co.uk. Prices start at
under £100 including UK P&P and VAT for acomplete
system.

"modern, powerful
and easy to use"
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Electronics Principles 5.0
'A COMPLETE PC BASED ELECTRONICS COURSE'
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
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Innovations

Aroundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of
electronics

DIGITALLY RECORDING CRIME SCENES
Barry Fox asks if the Law will regard digital cameras as "safe" in the
pursuit of justice.

p

forces round the country
want to start using digital cameras
to collect evidence of crime. But
they know their evidence will be torn
to shreds if defence lawyers can argue
that digital images are easily manipulated. British company Signum Technologies of Cheltenham is now offering
the police the chance to test a system
which encodes an image at the moment
of capture and flags a warning if any
part of it is altered or cropped.
Currently the police use conventional
photographic film to shoot at the scene
of acrime, take surveillance pictures or
snap the number plates of cars that race
past radar speed checks. Using digital cameras would let scene-of-crime
photographers check their shots on the
spot by viewing on an 1.c.d. screen.
Using digital cameras in speed traps
would free the police from the labourintensive job of replacing empty film
cassettes and processing the exposed
rolls. Digital images can be stored on
disc and relayed by phone line to the
Vehicle Licensing Authority in Swansea
for automated checking.
Although digital cameras are already
being tested in Leicester and Devon, and
on the M25 motorway, the Crown
Prosecution Service recently warned the
House of Lords Science and Technology
Committee that "some form of data
protection and encryption is needed to
exclude external interference and rebut
claims that images have been tampered."
OLICE

JIGSAW

Al! digital images are built from a
mosaic of several hundred thousand individual picture points or pixels, each
represented by a coded value. If the
camera uses 8-bit code, each pixel can
have any one of 255 different values.
Signum's VeriData system breaks the
picture down into an unpredictable
jigsaw of small rectangular blocks,
polygons or curved shapes of various
sizes. Each block contains around a
thousand pixels, and the value of
selected points is slightly altered, usually
by plus or minus one value. The pattern
of these changes is dictated by a
mathematical key, specific to the user.
The changes are too small to be
noticeable to the human eye, but
analysis software uses the key to check
the pattern in each block, and between
blocks. If all the check sums in all the
blocks add up, the picture is validated.
If the sums in any block come out
wrong, that block is highlighted with
cross hatching to warn of tampering. If

the picture has been cropped, to remove
an object or person from the scene of a
crime, the picture shows hatching round
the altered edges.
The analysis is currently done with
a PC and VeriData software "plugged
into" Adobe Photoshop. Processing is
virtually instant. But Signum recognises
that for the system to be of real value
to the police, coding must be carried
out inside a camera, as the image is
stored. The company is working with
Agfa on real-time coding. Agfa currently
provides much of the film used in speed
trap cameras and recognises that its

market will dry up as soon as electronic
imaging is approved.
Signum is also working with Hammersmith Hospital on a similar system
to encode medical images, such as Xrays, as they are created.
"The medical area is now full of
litigation" says Signum's Alan Bartlett.
"Validating a patient's records lets a
doctor prove what records were created
and when."
David Hilton, who invented the system, is now hoping to use it for validating digital sound recordings of police
interviews.

DIGITAL RADIO TUNER

THE BBC is already broadcasting digital radio across the UK, and Arcam have
introduced what they describe as the world's first digital radio tuner for the home. The
Alpha 10 DRT is a stand-alone component which will connect easily and simply to
existing hi-fi systems. The advantages of digital radio are that it sounds better, is
totally consistent, and most broadcasts will be in hi-fi stereo at near CD quality. It also
gets rid of the annoying flutter or multi-path distortion common in built-up areas, and
is virtually immune from interference and fading.
Arcom are a well established company who started making amplifiers in 1976.
They say that they are the UK's largest manufacturer of hi-fi electronics. The Alpha 10
DRT has been styled to match the appearance of other products in Arcom's Alpha
range.
Full volume production starts in January '99. The expected selling price is £799.90.
For more information, contact A & R Cambridge Ltd., Pembroke Avenue, Denny
Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambs CB5 9PB. Tel: 01223 203200. Fax: 01223
863384. E-mail: custserv@arcam.co.uk. Web: http://www.arcam.co.uk.

MICROCHIP EDUCATION PROGRAM
Microchip, *the manufacturers of PIC
chips. have launched an innovative
program to educate mechanical and
electromechanical engineers in using
intelligent electronic components in
their mechanical design.
By providing a wide range of sample
designs, the Mechatronics PowerPak
shows
how
mechanical
applications
can
take
advantage
of
microcontrollers to reduce cost and
increase
functionality.
It provides
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a microcontroller primer, reference
designs and other support materials.
For a free copy of Mechatronics
PowerPak, visit Microchip's web site at

www.microchip.contmechatronics.

If you are without Net access,
more information can be obtained from
Arizona Microchip Technology Ltd.,
Microchip House. 505 Eskdale Road,
Winnersh Triangle. Wokingham, Berks
RG41 5TU. Tel: 0118 921 5858. Fax
0118 921 5835.
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MAPLIN'S
NEW CAT

MAGNETIC SENSORS

MOST of you will have heard of Hall Effect devices, those extremely useful components
that sense magnetic fields. We used one, for example, in the PIC Electric Meter mains
current monitor of Feb/Mar '96. Well, we have been interested to learn that Magnetic
Consultants have introduced some new sensors which they claim offer a considerable price advantage over conventional Hall Effect products — £9.50 plus VAT, or less.
depending on quantity and current rating.
Described as Magnetoresistance Current Sensors, they use a feedback technique
which cancels out errors caused by temperature drifts. They can be used for d.c. and for
frequencies up to 50kHz, and have very good linearity, typically less than ±- 0.5%.
There are four devices, suited to monitoring r.m.s. currents of up to 5A, 15A, 25A and
50A, respectively. Their peak current capabilities are three times these values. As you will
see from the photo, they have avery small "footprint".
For more information, contact Magnetic Consultants. Dept EPE, 21 Humbledon Park.
Sunderland, Tyne and Wear SR3 4AA. Tel: 0191 528 4408. Fax 0191 515 2837. Web.
hnp://www.belltechinc.com.

DIGITAL SKY
By Barry Fox
SKY was due to launch its digital satellite service on 1st October to try and get
in ahead of terrestrial rival British Digital Broadcasting, now called ONdigital. To pre-empt ONdigital's marketing
campaign, which will remind that no
dish is necessary for terrestrial reception, Sky will install dishes free, regardless of where the receiver was bought.
If existing subscribers buy their settop box direct from Sky, the price will
be cut to £160, from the already subsidised £200. Sky says the £40 difference will be saved by cutting out
dealers' profits.
Sky will have 0.2 million boxes ready
for sale by Christmas, initially from
Pace, and soon after from Amstrad,
Grundig and Panasonic. The true price
of these boxes would be around £400.
The Sky box must be connected to a
phone line and few people have asocket
by their TV set. A Sky spokesman says
there will be no need to fit an extra
socket because the aerial engineer can
run an extension wire.
Integrated TV sets, from Toshiba,
Panasonic, LG, Grundig, Amstrad, Sharp
and Samsung, will follow the set top
boxes. These too will be subsidised, but
there is no agreement yet on the rate.
Under pressure from the EU, Sky will
give the subsidy as soon ak the viewer
has connected the receiver to a phone
line, even if they use their dish only
to receive free-to-air programmes like
the BBC's. Sky has also pledged to
provide the necessary free-to-air smart
cards free.
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PATENT IT
CHEAPER!
YOU enterprising lot can now patent
your ideas more cheaply! A reduction in
fees for the Patent Office has been
announced and applies not only to
patents, but also to trade marks and
registered designs; anumber of fees are
being abolished altogether.
The principal changes proposed are:
*Patent filing fee (currently £25) to be
abolished
*Trade mark application fee reduced
from £225 to £200
*Renewal of atrade mark registration
to be reduced from £250 to £200
*Patent renewal fees to be reduced on
average by 18 per cent.
For more information phone the
Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI) on 0171 215 5000.

MAPLIN have released the latest version of their renowned catalogue, and
provides its users with anumber of new
features.
Available in the traditional printed
version (order code CA18U), this new
issue launches a semiconductors guide.
This lists an additional 17,000 new
products, making Maplin the largest
source of semiconductors from asingle
catalogue in the UK.
It also shows price reductions on over
2000 products and includes range extensions of an additional 1000 new lines
across the 42 product range.
The catalogue is also available on
CD-ROM (order code CQ02C) that
features all the above plus anumber of
other new features. The companion CD
includes a free copy of MacAfee antivirus software, a free 30 Internet trial
with Demon including software, and
over 1000 data sheets.
The catalogues are available mail order from Maplin Electronics, Dept EPE,
PO Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LU
and from the chain's 48 stores nationwide. Tel (HQ): 01702 554000. Web:
http://www.maplin.co.uk.

RADIO METERING
GAS, electricity and water meters are to

be read remotely by radio, the Government has announced. The Radio Communications Agency has allocated space
on the airwaves which will allow lowpowered radio equipment to tune in
and read your meter - all without the
need for home visits.
It is expected that the remote reading
technology will be available within the
next two years.

EG3 CHIP SEARCH SITE
IN Network August '98, we mentioned aweb site that provides the world's largest
on-line semiconductor search resource. We have now had apress release from the
organisers of that site, announcing amajor upgrade.
Site www.eg3.com (previously incorrectly reported as e3g -which turns out to
he an employment agency!) provides a meta-search service for electronic design
engineers in the embedded, realtime, DSP, and board level computing area. The
newly upgraded search feature offers an almost realtime index to actual documents hosted on the vendor web sites themselves, around 3000 of them. The
search engine also includes Adobe Acrobat .pdf documents which comprise the
majority of product data sheets and information from chip companies. The site is
updated daily.
If you are searching for semiconductor information, drop in on www.eg3.com
and have good browse -it's an amazing site!
EG3 Communications Inc are based at 12 South First Street, Suite 702, San Jose,
CA95113, USA. Tel: 408 938 9150. Fax: 408 938 9155. E-mail: inquiry(iî eg3.com.
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS
- List 1
1,000 items appear in our Bargain Packs List request one of these when you next order.
2 LITHIUM COIN CELLS, 3V pc b mounting. Order Ref •
1078.
2 e5A BRIDGE RECTIFIERS with heatsink couplers for
12V charger. Order Ref: 1070.
1xI2V STEPPER MOTOR, 7.5 degrees Order Pet
910.
1e10 PACK SCREWDRIVERS. Order Ref. 909.
2e AMP PULL CORD CEILING SWITCHES, brown.
Order Ref: 921.
5xREELS INSULATION TAPE. Order Ref: 911
2e CORD GRIP SWITCH LAMP HOLDERS. Order Ref:
913.
1xDC VOLTAGE REDUCER, 12V-6V. Order Ref: 916.
LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES, moving coil
so superior sound. Order Ref: 896
2x25W CROSSOVERS for 4ohm loudspeakers. Order
Flef: 22.
2 xNicad CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGERS, easily
adaptable to charge almost any NiCad Battery. Order
Ref: 30.
18V-0-18V 10VA mains transformer. Order Rel, 813.
2xWHITE PLASTIC BOXES with turfs .appro. In. cube
Lid has square hole through the centre so these are ideal
for light-operated switch. Order Ret •132.
2e REED RELAY KITS, you get 8 reed switches and 2
coil sets Order Ref 148
12V-0-12V 6VA mains transformer, p.c b mounting
Order Ref: 938.
1.BIG-PULL SOLENOID, mains operated, has t,in.
pull. Order Ref: 871.
1eBIG-PUSH SOLENOID, mains operated. has ',in
push. Order Ref: 872.
1.MINI MONO AMP. 3W into 4 ohm speaker or 1W into
8 ohm. Order Ref 495.
1.MINI STEREO 1W AMP. Order Ref 870
15V DC 150mA P.S.U., nicely cased Order Ref: 942.
1xIN-FLIGHT STEREO UNIT is a stereo amp. Has two
most useful mini moving coil speakers. Made for BOAC
pasengers. Order Ref -29.
1.0-1mA PANEL METER. Full vision face 70mm
square. Scaled 0-100. Order Ref •756.
2 xLITHIUM BATTERIES. 2-5V penlight size. Order Ret'
874.
2x3m TELEPHONE LEADS. With BT flat plug Ideal for
'phone extensions, fax. etc. Order Ret •552
1x12V SOLENOID. Has good 1
/in, pull or could push if
2
modified. Order Ref: 232.
3xIN-FLEX SWITCHES. With neon ornoft lights, saves
leaving things switched on. Order Ref, 7
2e6V IA MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Upright mounting
with fixing clamps. Order Ref: 9.
1uHUMIDITY SWITCHES. As the air becomes damper.
the membrane stretches and operates a microswitch.
Order Ref: 32.
4x 13A ROCKER SWITCH. Three tags so onioff, or
changeover with centre oft. Order Ref: 42.
1xSUCK OR BLOW-OPERATED PRESSURE SWITCH.
Of it can be operated by any low pressure variation, such
as water level in tanks. Order Ref. 67.
1x6V 750mA POWER SUPPLY. Nicely cased with
mains input and 6V output lead. Order Ref 103A.
2xSTRIPPER BOARDS. Each contains a 400V 2A
bridge rectifier and 14 other diodes and rectifiers as well
as dozens of capacitors, etc. Order Ref. 120.
12 VERY FINE DRILLS. For p c.b boards etc. Normal
cost about 80p each. Order Ref 128.
5xMOTORS FOR MODEL AEROPLANES. Spin to start
so needs no switch. Order Ref 134.
6x MICROPHONE INSERTS. Magnetic 400 ohm, also
act as speakers. Order Ref: 139
6 eNEON INDICATORS. In panel mounting holders with
lens. Order Ref: 180.
1eIN-FLEX SIMMERSTAT. Keeps your soldering iron
etc always at the ready. Order Ref: 196.
1xELECTRIC CLOCK. Mains operated Put this in a
box and you need never be late. Order Ref. 211.
4x12V ALARMS. Makes a noise about as loud as a car
horn. All brand new. Order Rel. 221
2e (61n.e 4In.) SPEAKERS. 16 ohm 5 watts, so can be
joined in parallel to make a high wattage column. Order
Ref: 243.
1yPANOSTAT. Controls output of boiling ring from simmer up to boil. Order Ref: 252
2 eOBLONG PUSHSWITCHES. For bell or chimes.
these can switch mains up to 5A so could be footswitch if
fitted in pattress Order Ref: 263.
50v MIXED SILICON DIODES. Order Ref. 293.
1x6 DIGIT MAINS OPERATED COUNTER. Standard
size but counts in even numbers. Order Rel. 28.
2x 6V OPERATED REED RELAYS. One normally on.
other normally closed. Order Ref: 48.
1x CABINET LOCK. With two keys Order Ref: 55.
6,/7 811 5 WATT SPEAKER. Order Ref. 824.
1x SHADED POLE MAINS MOTOR, r un stack, so
quite powerful. Order Ref: 85
1xCASE, 31
/ 21
2
/ . 1, . with 13A socket pins. Order
4
Ref: 845.
2e CASES. 21
2 .2 1.. 1' . with
/

13A pins

Order Ref:

565.
Ix LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCHES. 10A mains Order
Ref: 793.

BATTERY MOTOR WITH GEARBOX Will operate on any DC
voltage between 6V and 24V. price £3 Order Ref 3P108. A
speed controller is availabe for this. £12 in kit form or £20
made up. but if you intend to operate it from the mains, then
our power supply 2P3 writ give you 3 speeds and will also
reverse Price of power supply is £2
ANOTHER PROJECT CASE. Should be very suitable tor a
non•recognisable bug or similar hand held device it is 150mm
long. 36mm wide and 15mm thick Originally these were TV
remote controls. price 2for f1 Order Ref; 1068.
A MUCH LARGER PROJECT BOX. Size 216mm t'
130mm •85mm with lid arid 4 screws This is an ABS box
which normally retails al around £6 All brand new, price £2 50.
Order Ref. 25P28.
BT TELEPHONE EXTENSION WIRE. This is proper heavy
duty cable for running around the skirting board when yoo
want to make a permanent extension Four cores properly
colour coded. 25m length only £1 Order Rel. 1067
LARGE TYPE MICROSWITCH. With 21n lever, changeover
contacts rated at 15A at 250V. 2for £1. Order Ref 1,2IR7
MINI IAICROSWITCH. Only approximately 15mm long with a
20mm lever which could quite easily be removed changeover
contacts rated at 5A AC 50p each. Order Ref 1/21R8
FLEX PROTECTORS. Rubber. 30mm long. 8rnm diameter
with a 12mm shoulder Ideal for protecting flex passing through
ametal panel. 5for It Order Ref, 121R10.
10K POT. With double pole mains on/off switch, good length
ol '4n spindle and hex fixing nut. 50p each. Order Ref:
1'221%
DITTO but 5K. Order Ref: 1'11E124
AMSTRAD POWER SUPPLY/AMPLIFIER. This is quite a big
unit, measures approximately 81n long and 3"wn wide and
has a heatsink approximately 3m. high At one end is the
mains transformer when looks to be about 40VA Then there
is an assortment of ic.s, power transistors and the read coming out terminates on a panel with twin speaker sockets and
miscellaneous input sockets Price £5 Order Ret 11R2
BALANCE ASSEMBLY KITS. Japanese made. when assembled deal or chemical experiments. complete with
tweezers and 6 weights 0-5 to 5 grams. Price £2. Order Ref:
2P444
SUPER CROMPTON PARKINSON MAINS MOTOR. Really
well made, totally enclosed by ventilated framework Size approximately 4m. chameter, 4m
high and with 2fri of a
spindle Speed is 75Orpm. hp is not quoted but we estimate
thus to be around I.'6hp Price £10 Order Ref. 10P149.
EQUIPMENT COOLING BLOWER. Near enough Sin square
and l' vin thick but a really good air mover Mains operated.
price f4 Order Ref 715L
SCALE TO GO UNDER A CONTROL KNOB. Approximately
21n diameter and engraved 1to 10 on ablack base. price 50p
Order Ret I3L16
DITTO but white Order Ret 15R10
OVEN THERMOSTAT with knob calibrated so you can set ut lo
cut out al any temperature up to 600 F. f3 Order Ref 3P229
SPEAKER IN CABINET. Just right if you want music in
the garden. Cabinet size approximately 8m u5m u41n thick.
speaker is Eitwn 8ohm. These are ex-equement but in tip top
conditton, price £4 each or 2for £7 Order Ref: 812L
PURE SINE WAVE GENERATOR. All pans to make this. £3.
Order Re- 1,10R 14
MAINS ADAPTOR. Plugs into I3A socket and will take 3more
13A plugs. price £1 50 each Order Ref GR28
DOORBELL PSU. This has A.C. voltage output so is deal for
operating most doorbells The unit is totally enclosed so per
teeny sale and it plugs into a 13A socket Price only £1 Order
Ref 130R1
GEAR WHEELS. Set of 5. quite small, should enable you to
get a variety of speeds. mounted in a metal case but easy to
remove and use separately Price £1 the set Order Ref 0409.
WIND GENERATORS. The ex.GPO alternator. our ref 5P249,
has been used to generate from the wind We understand
it will light a 100W bulb or through rectifiers would charge
batteries. These are ex-GPO equipment but fully guaranteed.
price £5 each.
CYCLE LAMP BARGAIN. You can have 100 6V MES bulbs
for lust £2 50 or 1.000 for £20. They are beautilully made.
slightly larger than the standard 6-3V pilot bulb so they would
be deal for making displays for night lights and similar applications 50 pined in series can be connected to the mains and
would make a very attractive window display 100 for £2 50
Order Ref 25P29
12 RELAY. Miniature, clear plate enclosed has one set
changeover contacts, one set that breaks contact and 3 sets
that make contact. Price fteach. Order Ref' GR30
SCREW TERMINAL. Can also take 4mm plug. with panel
insulators and 2quite hefty nuts for securing the cable Price 3
for f1. Order Ref GR42 Only red ones available
BLACK POINTER KNOB. 2in diameter push on to ',in.
spindle. 3for fl Order Ref. 17RC17
COMPONENT MOUNTING PANEL. Heavy Paxolin size approximately 1Chn. )/ 2in with 32 pairs of brass pillars tor soldering or binding on components. £1 Order Ref t7RC26
AIR-SPACED TUNING CAPACITOR. Twin 100pF with trimmers extra small. Fixed from the front by 3 screws. £2 each.
Order Ref I7RC29
PEA LAMPS. Very My, only 4mm. but 14V al 0.04A. wireended. 25p each Order Ref 17RC28
HIGH AMP THYRISTOR. Normal two contacts from the top
and heavy threaded firing underneath We don't know the
amperage of this but think it to be at least 25A Price 50p each
Order Ref 17RC43.
THREE LEVEL PRESSURE SWITCH. All 3are low pressures
and the switch could be blow-operated With asuitable tubing
these switches could control the level of liquid. etc .price £1
Order Ref 67
BREAKDOWN UNIT, Order Ret BM41001. This us probably
the most valuable breakdown und that you have ever been
offered It contains the items specified below. just 2 ot which
are currently selling at £3 50 each Other contents are
Computer grade electrolytes. 330p.F 250V DC you get 4 of
Mese 4.700uF at 50V DC. you get 2 of theSe 1.000e at I6V
DC, you get one of these. and 16A 250V double rocker switch
II5V to 250V selector svetch You also get a standard flat pin
instrument socket. a 250V 5A bodge rectdier. 2v 25A bodge
rectifiers mounted on an aluminium heatsink but very easy to
remove.
2 NPN powered transistors ref. BUV47. currently listed by
Maples al £3.50 each, apower thynstor. Mollard ref BTVV69 or
equivalent listed at f3
All the above parts are very easy to remove. 100s al other parts
not so easy to remove all this is yours or £5 Order Ref 111R8
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GLISTENING JEWEL CHRISTMAS LIGHTS. This is a40 leht set
which is twee the normal so you wit have atree to be really envied
If you put these around the door or window. it will please everybody
They area/ready with 2spare bulbs. price £4 50 Order Ref' 4.5P2
35rnm PANORAMIC CAMERA. Has super vede lens, deal for
holiday viewing us focus tree ana has an extra bright and clear
viewfinder Brand new and guaranteed. individually boxed. £6 50
Order Ref. 6.5P2.
FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting On a van a tractor or any
vehicle that should always be seen Uses aXenon tube and has an
amber coloured dome Separate tiring base is included so unit can
be put away if desirable. Price f5 Order Ref 5P267
MEDICINE CUPBOARD ALARM. O ecould be used to warn when
any cuPteard door is opened The tight shining on the Ind makes the
bell ring. Completely built and neatly cased requires only abattery
£3 Order Re, 3P155
WATER LEVEL ALARM. Be it bath, smk cellar sump or any other
Ming that could 'Iood This device vell tell you when the water has
risen to the preset levei Adjustable over quite auseful range Neatly
ca
pird
3pfor
i56
wall mounting, ready to work when battery feed, £3. Order
BIKE RADIO. In fad it's more than a radio, il san alarm and a
spotlight The rade is battery operated, of course and needs 3AA
:ells Only one band but thus s the FM band so will receive Radio 1
and 2 Comes complete with handlebar fixing clips Price £4 Order
Ref 4P72
PLAY THAT TUNE. Hand-held 'Rainbow Piano' Driven by 2 AA
batteries Has 22 playing keys and 2others, one lor rhythm and one
for tempo A beautifully made little unit. comes complete with the
piano songcard which shows the user which buttons to press for
'London Bridge. 'Happy Birthday to You'. Jingle Bells and other
tunes. An ideal stocking tiller that any child will be delighted with.
Price £3 Order Ref 3P101B.
BUMP 'N GO SPACESHIP. A wonderful present for a budding
young electrician It responds to claps and shouts and should it strike
an object it will set off in another direction kit contains all the pans
and ayoungster should be able to assemble but you might have to
help with the soldering at the components onto the pcb The
assembly instructions are very detailed and explicit and providing he
follows the step by step illustrations then asuccessful spaceship will
result price £9 Order Ret 9P9
PHILIPS 9In. MONITOR. Not cased but it is in a frame for rack
mounting It is high resolution and was made to work with the IBM
'One per disk computer Price £15 Order Ref 15PI
METAL
£
CASE FOR gin. MONITOR. Supplied as a flat Pack. Pee
12 Order Ref 12P3
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. Neely made and BT approved
Has the plug into BT socket one end and the telephone socket the
other end, total length 12m. £2 Order Ret 2P338
ORGAN MASTER KEYBOARD. Three octave keyboard. extremely
well made and with piano size keys New and unused only £5 Order
Ref 5P282
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. Internally generates
voltages which enable you to read insulation directly in megonms
The mulfrmeter has four ranges, AC/DC volts. 3 ranges DC mil
tamps 3 ranges resstance and 5amp range Ex•British Telecom
but in very good condition tested and guaranteed. Probably cOSI at
!east £50 each yours for only £7 50 with leads, carrying case £2
extra Order Ref 75P4
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of the above testers but
faulty not working on all ranges should be repairable we supply
diagram. £3 Omer Ref 3P176
LCD MULTIRANGE VOLTMETER/AMMETER. A high quality 3,
digit jcd panel meter incorporating an AD converter chç 17106)
to provide 5 voltage ranges and 5current ranges within one und
Ranges are selected by onboard connectors and expandable by
resistors Price £11 50 Order Ref II5P2
PIANO ON KEY CHAIN. Although it is quote small. only 20mm long.
it wit ,play any tune Instructions with it !eft you which keys to press
for Happy Birthday'. 'Twinkle Twinkle Little Star'. 'Jingle Bells and
'London Bridge t! s also a light. it has a little lamp which can be
operated by the end switch. Battery operated Inol included). price
£1 50 Order Pet 15P39
12V RECHARGEABLE YUASA BATTERY. Sealed so usable in any
position -suit golf trolley lawn mower, ponable frets etc .Mc only
£3 50 Order Ref 35P11
CHARGER FOR YUASA BATTERY. This battery charger plugs into
a13A socket chyges at approximately 12A so it would charge this
battery overnight Complete with croc clips ready to go. LS Order
Ref 5P269
QUARTZ CLOCK MOVEMENT. A gualdy made movement with
quartz crystal a:curacy Requires only one AA battery which will
keep it going for 2years or more It is self-stand-1g and maintenancetree An extremely reliable und Universally applicable and easy to
mount with centre Ming Ideal dyou wart 10 give Someone aspecial
present Of apicture with aMock Complete with aset oh hands. Price
£3 Order Bel 3P1 I1
Breen PROJECTORS. With zoom
lens, brand new and perfect, complete with one reel and handbook
Regular pee over £100 yours toi
£39 Order Per 39PI
Ditto but with sound as well and a
mike, £49 Order Ref 49P1. The
zoom lens alone is worth more
SOLDERING IRON. Super mains powered with long 111e ceramic
element heavy duty 40W for the extra special ph Complete with
latid wire stand and 245mm lead. £3 Order Ref 3P221
DIGITAL THERMOMETER. Suitable lof outdoors or indoors, has an
extra wide temperature range -50 C to t70 C Its sensor can be
outside but with !he readout inside £4 Order Ref 4P104
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE. 500 ohm, paste body with black mesh
head, on oil switch
length lead and terminated with aide plug
£2. Order Ref 2P22

1'101h HORSEPOWER 12V MOTOR. Made by Smiths the body
length of this is approximately 3m,, the diameter 3in arid the spindle
,
41.1 diameter Jude apowerful little motor which revs at 200Orprfr
Price £6 Order Ref 6P47
MINI BLOW HEATER. IkW. deal for under desk or airing cupboard
etc Needs only asmote mounting frame. pee £5 Order Ref 5P23

TERMS
Send cash, PO. cheque or quote credit card number
- orders under £25 add £3.50 service charge.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,
Sussex RH17 5PA

Telephone: 01444 881965
(Also Fax but phone first)
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READOUT
John Becker addresses some
of the general points readers
have raised. Have you anything
interesting to say?
Drop us a line!

WIN A DIGITAL
MULTIMETER
The DMT-1010 is a 31%2 digit pocketsized I.c.d. multimeter which measures
a.c. and dc. voltage, d.c. current and
resistance. It can also test diodes and
bipolar transistors.
Every month we will give a DMT-1010
Digital Multimeter to the author of the
best Readout letter.

LETTER OF THE MONTH *
AMIGA AMIGO!

I
kar
Regarding John Gray's letter (Why a PC? Sept '98), 1have afew points to make that will
clarify the position with regard to PCs and Amigas
etc.
Firstly, Iwonder why you think that the author
of the letter has no access to the Internet? Most
Amiga users have access to it - in fact if it were
not for the Net, the Amiga would be struggling
even more than it is at present.
Since the Amiga's disappearance from the
mainstream stores, it is largely through the Net that
it has survived. There is alarge site in America,
known as Aminet, which has ahuge, some say the
biggest, collection of software archives devoted
solely to the Amiga. There are even some
electronics programs!
Any Amiga user can visit the web site, just like
the PC user can. There are some really good
programs for utilising PIC chips. There are also
hardware and software solutions for emulating a
PC on an Amiga if you must, though admittedly
they are slow.
Try telling Graphics studios that the Amiga is
dead - not so! The great thing about the Amiga
is that it has become a sort of hobbyist's computer, so it's almost hack to the days of scores of
magazines covering all sorts of computers.
As for the future of the Amiga, since being
bought up by Gateway 2000, things have been
very quiet. That is, until the last few months. Plans
are underway for new hardware and software that
will blow the socks off any Pentium based PC.

TOOLKIT PROBLEM
Dear En_
It suggests in Shop Talk Sept '98 that the
PIC I6x84 Toolkit of July '98 will allow the PIC
Altimeter source code to be converted from
TASM to MPASM. Itried, having taken out a
lot of comments as suggested, but the result was
still a"string handling error" in Basic.
Would it be possible, that in future two versions of source code for PIC projects could be
provided, since then those of us happy with
MPASM could assemble the code as is?
Chris Neale, via the Net
So sorry. Chris. but supplying two versions
of software would not be a practical proposition.
The reason for the "string error" is that
QBasic and QuickBASIC have a limit on the
amount of memory available for string handling and too many "comments" in the program being converted can cause that limit to
be exceeded. The only direct solution, as stated
on the screen when the error occurs, is to
delete comments until the total string byte
count is less than the maximunt permitted.
One way round it. however, is to program
the PIC via Toolkit using the TASM object
code (.OBJ). Then, in order to obtain an
MPASM source code file, disassemble the PIC
in that Toolkit mode. You would, though, have
to key in the comments separately, and to give
names to the jump addresses and labels.
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The phoenix will rise from the grave ... you have
been warned!
Great magazine (by the way), and pass on my
regards to all fellow Amiga users that read your
mag.
P.S. I've just accessed your web site - on an
Amiga!
Terry Bitty, via the Net
Do Igather you might be afan of the Amiga?!
More power to you, and indeed your enthusiasm
proves again that we often learn from readers as
well as they learning from us. Iwas unaware (as I
have said before) of the Amiga's current status
and abilities.
However, on a shear practical and common
sense level. Imust continue to caution against
buying any computer that does not conform to the
abilities that the main-stream computers, such as
PC-compatibles (in whatever guise), offer to their
users on an international scale.
Your comments about the Amiga's position in
the marketplace does not. Ihave to say,fill me with
great cotOdence. even though you place a positive emphasis on its potential. When choosing any computer. it seems valid to consider
what the situation would be if the computer
develops problems and the manufacturer has
ceased trading.
Such concerns, though, are academic if you
already own a computer with which you are
satisfied. In that case, there is obviously merit in
sticking with that machine as long as you can until
you wish to move ahead, or are forced to.
•

PICS AND LAPTOPS
Dear EPL.
Firstly, can 1 say the PIC Tutorial series
(March to May '98) has been absolutely brilliant! Inow have so many projects Iwant to
build Idon't know where to start. The combination of the hardware, software and superbly
structured tutorial has allowed me to develop my
knowledge and skills at my own pace.
For reasons Iwon't go into, Imust now do all
my tutorial programming on a Compaq Concerto laptop. Ihave been trying to get all three
Send programs to work with the printer port
(&H3BC normally) but can get no output.
Can you suggest where I can get any
software, and WWW sites or other sources of
help that might fix this problem? My tutorial
board was working well on adesktop machine I
was able to use before, but Idon't seem to be
able to get an output from the laptop. There is no
conflict listed under Win95.
Guy Robinson, via the Net
Two or three people have told me by phone of
difficulties with laptops and PIC programming.
Regrettably we don't know the answer, and none
of the callers has yet told us of any solution they
have found.
The advice Ioffered them is to run the Basic
port test program to really make sure that the
correct Send program is being used for the correct port register address. In doing so, to also
check the clock and data voltages from the port

that are actually reaching PIC pins 12 and 13
(i.e. after the protective resistors R3 and R4) the PIC Data Book quotes an input low voltage
range of Vss to 0.8V. and an input high voltage
range of 0.36VDo to VDU
Is it possible, perhaps, that some laptops have
parallel printer ports that require pull-up (or
pull-down) resistors when coupled to the PIC, in
order to get asatisfactory logic swing?
Could it also be that the rate at which some
laptops output the Send data is not at the correct speed? Iwould be pleased to be told how
long it takes vou to send a specific quantity of
bytes to the P
IC. A full 1024 block takes about
one minute 20 seconds on all the desktops I've
used with Send. It should take the same time on
other machines since the rate is independent of
the ceystal frequency. (Incidentally, my PIC I
6x84
Toolkit of July '98 uses a different algorithm to
the Send program and is much faster.) Information on clock pulse widths provided to PIC pin 12
would be useful to know.
Additionally, Iwould like to know the programming voltage reaching the PIC's MCLR pin 4.
Curiously. I've inadvertently but successfully programmed a 'CM with only 9V on pin 4. instead of
the recommended I2V to I4V. but this latitude
might not be found on all 'C84s. Furthermore. I
want to know whether it is r84s or 'F84s that are
being used. Whilst in the majority of applications
they can be regarded as totally interchangeable
(and Itoo use them interchangeably), are readers
finding them totally compatible?
We would like to receive feedback from anyone
on these points.
I should point out, perhaps, that in making
the above comments Iam assuming that such
troubled readers have done all the usual physical checks for incorrectly placed components and
solder shorts.
In this context, check that the oscillator is
working and. if not, that the thin tracks poising
between the legs of the PIC in that region are
intact and cleanly separated from the adjacent
pins. Check their integrity with an ohmmeter.

SOFT SOLDERING
Dear EPE,
Ienjoyed reading Alan Winstanley's soldering
guide on your web site. Can you send me some
information specifying the melting and remelting
temperatures or various types of soft solder and
silver solder. Ineed to solder some critical parts
on an electron beam accelerator that will operate
at elevated temperatures and Ido not want the
solder to melt.
Ken Williams, via the Net
Alan replied to Ken via the Net, saying that:
Silver solder has a higher melting point. e.g.
Multicore Solders in the UK advertise a high
melting point solder for use at high operating
temperatures -5% tin, 93.5% lead. 2% silver. It
melts at 301°C. A bit temperature of 421°C is
recommended.
Ordinary 40160 solder melts at about 234°C,
soldering bit temperature 335°C.
It is worth looking at the web site of Metcal
Inc. (http://www.metcal.com/home.html) where
there is a considerable amount of material related to reworking etc.
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Dear EPE,
Many thanks for kindly elevating my observations to "Letter of the Month" for EPE September '98. The arrival of anew DVM through the
door was awelcome surprise.
In response to acouple of "points arising" in
your reply:
I have managed to track down early EE
(1972-83) to the British Library document supply centre in Wetherby. In astrangely inconsistent manner, old PE and PW are stored in
London, but EE has been sent to Yorkshire for
storage, and has only recently been entered onto
the on-line catalogue. Mystery solved. EEIEPE
from 1983 remain stored in London!
Secondly, I would certainly recommend a
visit to the Amberley Chalk Pits Museum
to anyone with an interest in electronics or
electricity generally - apart from a Southern
Electricity display centre (reached by vintage
buses or steam train!) they also have a nice
display of "vintage" kits, including an AVO
Multiminor identical to the one owned and still
regularly used by me!
Philip Miller Tate,
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey
(not Sussex, as previously published!)
Thanks Philip for the "archive info" -useful
for us all to know.

MANUAL SKILLS
Dear EPE,
I am writing in response to Philip Miller
Tate's letter in Sept '98. He is absolutely correct
on all counts, as also is your Tech Ed, John B.
In fact, Philip, Idid include information in my
unedited letter that Isent to EPE, but Ialso
acknowledged the fact that EPE would have to
edit out any references to other publications, and
that the Inductance Tester would be copyright
even if not patented.
All Ican say is that you will find a circuit
in a publication, printed over the last two or
three years as a Manual and by a Radio Ham
organisation in alarge Country across the Pond.
The test instrument under discussion is actually
amixture of standard (old) technology, and latter day logic chip technology.
Incidentally, regarding JB's reply and comments about aSci-Fi story regarding the loss of
handwriting skills by society, atrue story comes
to mind:
A certain large Super Power leading the Space
Race to the Moon invented aball-point pen that
could write under any conditions of extreme pressure or in avacuum or upside-down. Its research
and development cost millions of dollars. The
reply from the other Super Power was that they
already had such a writing instrument that cost
absolutely nothing at all in research and development -they said that it was called aPencil!
Bill Jackson,
G7VPL, Blackburn, Lancs.
Hello again Bill. On your first point - oh, all
right, rit spill the chips (publish or be damned?).
you referred to the design having been published in the ARRL Manual, the ARRL being the
American Radio Relay League. I'll also point out
that our ere-while sister magazine Practical Wireless imports and sells them through its books
pages!
On your second point -nice one!

OFF-THE-SHELF TAYLORING
Dear EPE,
A.A. King, in his letter to Circuit Surgery
August '98 admits to not even having resistors in
stock. As he says he is enjoying the' hobby, can
Isuggest he buys a pack of resistors as soon
as possible. A regular EPE advertiser lists 730
0.25W resistors for £4 and aglance down the rest
of the advert shows that for about £20 you could
get a very good starter kit of components at a
much lower price than buying each component as
required.

In fact the savings can be such that even if
you never use half of what you've bought, you
are still ahead. Does anyone pay more that 1
p
each for IN4148s, for example? Idon't because
Ialways buy 100 at atime, knowing that even if
Ionly use 25 of them I've broken even!
B.J. Taylor,
Rickmansworth, Herb
Absolutely right and, indeed, the technique
of "buying-in - at the right price to suit expected future use can be developed to quite a
fine art. Even ignoring "bumper bundles",
there is ALWAYS a quantity level to be found
at which components can be bought at aprice
lower than single-unit cost. Generally known
as "price-breaks" the quantities at which the
reductions occur depends on the goods in
question, and there are usually several levels
of further-reducing prices per quantity: for
example, quantities of 10. 50, 100. 500, 1000
and so on might each qualify for better discounts.
This is where shopping-around can often reap
rewards, even taking post and handling costs
into account. If you think you deserve adiscount
for what you consider to be significant quantities, negotiate with your dealer. If he won't
budge on price, try someone else.
It has to be admitted, of course, that sometimes it may be more convenient to simply
accept the price asked, irrespective of potential
savings elsewhere. Sometimes, "convenience"
is worth paying for (and Iam not punning on the
word!).
Nonetheless, dedicated hobbyists should keep
agood stock of regularly called-for items whose
restocking can be predicted and good prices
found before urgent more-costly purchasing is
necessary. As 1said. it's an art (if you want it to
be)!

PIC POINT
Dear LPL
Iwould like to disagree with you on the last
paragraph or two of your PIC Altimeter article,
which suggests the PICI6x84s are the only PICs
with EEPROM. This is not the case, Microchip
have recently announced OTP PICS with an E
infix which have EEPROM. Of course it takes a
good while for such to become available here in
the UK.
For example. Iam interested in trying out the
8-pin PIC with ADC, from the PIC I2C67x
family, but have yet to find anyone supplying it.
Chris Neale, via the Net
What 1should have said is that Ichose the
84 because of its EEPROM program memory
and EEPROM data storage, but would have
preferred to use one having 2K of the former
instead ofjust ¡K, had it been available.
With your "E" infix comment. Iassume you
refer to the PIC I6CE62X family. Pulling in
some info from the web. Isee this features 512
to 2048 words of one-time programmable (OTP)
programmable memory. 128 bytes of secure
EEPROM data memory and 96 bytes of SRAM
data memory. Although its maximum capacity is
enticing, its OTP nature is not likely to be so to
many hobbyist constructors, who prefer the flexibility of being able to reprogram a chip like
'84.
To find out who might stock less-common
PICs, readers should ask Arizona Microchip
Technology Ltd., 505 Eskdale Road, Winnersh Triangle: Woking, Berks RG41 5TU.
Tel: 0118 921 5800. Their web site is at
http://www.microchip.com.
For a bit more info on PIC I6CE62X family,
key in the above web address and add the
extension:
/10/Company/Edit/pRelease/PR70/index.htm.
At the time (28 Aug). 1did not try to locate
a data sheet. but one should be there, somewhere. The whole Microchip site is worth exploring anyway.
It calls itself "Planet Microchip" and has a
great deal of useful info.
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TASM vs MPASM
Dear EPE,
Ihave been reading the PIC Altimeter project
(Sept. '98) which mentions that the source code
is written in TASM assembler. Ihave not done
anything with PICs now for about three years
and have not heard of TASM.
Could you give me a brief overview of
the differences between MPASM and TASM.
Which one is best for me to use if Iwish to
begin building PIC projects again?
Richard Hughes, via the Net
Neither is "best", but for my own purposes I
find that TASM is easier and faster to use.
In a nutshell, MPASM is the program supplied by Arizona Microchip. the PIC manufacturers. The full version includes an on-screen
simulator as well as programming facilities, and
caters for the entire PIC family.
TASM is a shareware product that is supplied by us on our software disks with a purpose-designed PIC16C84 programming facility.
It does not allow other PICs (apart from the
PIC16F84) to be programmed.
To learn more about the coding differences,
read our PIC 16x84 Toolkit constructional article
of July '98. The Simple PIC Programmer of Feb
'96 gives more information about TASM itself
To know more about MPASM as a complete
package contact Arizona Microchip Technology
Ltd.. 505 Eskdale Road. Winnersh Triangle, Woking. Berks RG41 5TU. Tel 0118
921 5800. Or browse their web site at
http://www.microchip.com, from where all
their data is dnwnloadable free.

MAINS SAFETY
Dear EPE,
Iwould like to express my concern over the
Mains Socket Tester featured in the September
'98 issue. In the past Itoo have used stripboard
for mains powered projects, but Ifeel that its use
should not be encouraged.
Genuine Veroboard appears to work well,
but the cheaper varieties from some other
manufacturers seem to absorb water and become
conductive.
Over a period of time, such boards can become charred and brittle, leaving mains wiring
prone to breaking free. Spraying the board with
a conformal coating reduces the problem, as
does ensuring that adjacent tracks do not have
high potentials between them.
Matters are made worse if high frequency,
high voltages are used - though this clearly is
not the case with this circuit.
I think you should consider only using
fibreglass p.c.b.s for mains projects
•
Matt Waite, via the Net
We thank you for your cautionary advice and
are pleased to pass it on to other readers. Whilst
we would not agree that stripboard should never
be used for mains projects, it obviously makes
sense to use atop quality variety.
We would also add the caution that no electrical circuit (whatever the voltage) should be subjected to wetness, even if it's only condensation.
If water ingress (in whatever form) is likely to
occur, it should be housed in suitably approved
waterproof case.

BASIC TOOLKIT
Dear EPE,
Ihave been trying to run your PIC Toolkit
with GW-BASIC, but have had no success.
What interpreter did you use for development?
Anon, via the net
Toolkit will only run on QBasic or QuickBASIC. Whilst GW-BASIC can be used instead
of these two interpreters in many instances
where "normal" BASIC listings are concerned,
there are significant differences in the way
machine code is handled - which Toolkit relies
on for much of its operation. Also, GW requires
line numbers whereas the QBs do not.
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VIDEOS ON ELECTRONICS
A range of videos (selected by EPE editorial staff) designed to provide
instruction on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction and
grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make learning both
easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or magazine study. Each video
uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon
instruction etc., and a very full commentary to get the points across. The
tapes originate from VCR Educational Products Co, an American supplier.
(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes,)

BASICS

V201 to VT206 is a basic electronics
coarse and is designed to be used as a
complete series. If required.

vr2o1 54

minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits. This
video is an absolute must for the beginner.
Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms law.
how to use the digital multimeter and much
more.
Order Code VT201
Vf202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits. This
is your next step in understanding the basics of
electronics. You will learn about how coils.
transformers, capacitors, etc are used in common circuits.
Order Code VT202
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semiconductors.
Gives you an exciting look into the world
of semiconductors. With basic semiconductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconductor
devices explained.
Order Code VT203

VCR MAINTENANCE

VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input
to the audio/video heads then from the
heads back to the output.
Order Code VT102
111103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally cleaning the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.
Order Code VT103

DIGITAL

Now for the digital series of six videos.
This series is designed to provide a
good grounding in digital and computer
technology.

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power Supplies.
Guides you step-by-step through different sections of apower supply.
Order Code VT204
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers. Shows
you how amplifiers work as you have never
seen them before. Class A, class B, class C,
op.amps. etc.
Order Code VT205
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators. Oscillators are found in both linear and digital circuits. Gives a good basic background in oscillator circuits.
Order Code VT206

C34195

each
inc. VAT 8£ postage
Order 8or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven
of the most common gates which are used
in almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation.
Order Code VT301
111302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops will
further enhance your knowledge of digital basics. You will learn about Octal
and Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops,
counters, etc.
Order Code VT302
Vf303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers and
Displays is your next step in obtaining a solid
understanding of the basic circuits found in
today's digital designs. Gets into multiplexers,
registers, display devices, etc.
Order Code VT303
111304 59 minutes. Digital Four; ŒC and ADC
shows you how the computer is able to communicate with the real world. You will learn
about digital-to-analogue and analogue-to-digital converter circuits.
Order Code 1/1304
111305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory Devices
introduces you to the technology used in many
of today's memory devices. You will learn all
about ROM devices and then proceed into
PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, DRAM, and
MBM devices.
Order Code VT305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU gives
you a thorough understanding in the basics of
the central processing unit and the input/output
circuits used to make the system work.
Order Code V1306

VIDEO ORDER FORM
IFull name.
Address:

Post code:

Telephone No

Signature:
IE Ienclose cheque/PO payable to W1MBORNE PUBLISHING LTD
I[I] Please charge my Visa/Mastercard:
Card expiry date
I Card No:
I

Please send video order codes.

Please continue on aseparate sheet of paper if necessary.
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RADIO
VT401 61 minutes. AM. Radio Theory. The most
complete video ever produced on a.m. radio.
Begins with the basics of a.m, transmission and
proceeds to the five major stages of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is detected, converted
and reproduced. Also covers the Motorola CQUAM a.m. stereo system. Order Code VT401
VT402 58 minutes. EM. Radio Part 1. F.M. basics
including the functional blocks of a receiver.
Plus r.f, amplifier, mixer oscillator. i.f, amplifier,
limiter and f.m. decoder stages of atypical f.m.
receiver.
Order Code VT402
Vf403 58 minutes. EM. Radio Part 2. A continuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, proceeds
to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency doubler.
stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier stages.
Also covers RDS digital data encoding and
decoding.
Order Code VT403

VT501

MISCELLANEOUS

58 minutes. Rbre Optics. From the fundamentals of fibre optic technology through
cable manufacture to connectors, transmitters
and receivers.
Order Code 1/1501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Tedualogy A basic introduction covering some of the common uses of
laser devices, plus the operation of the Ruby
Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers the basics
of CD and bar code scanning.
Order Code 1/1502

ORDERING: Price includes
postage to anywhere in the
world.
OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the
VAT portion of the price to pay
for airmail postage and packing,
wherever you live in the world. Just
send £34.95 per tape. All payments
in £ sterling only (send cheque or
money order drawn on aUK bank).
Send your order to:
Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill,
Merley, Whaborne, Dorset BH21
1RW (Mall Order Only)
Direct Book Service is adivision of Witobome
Publishing Ltd.
Tel: 01202 881749 Fax: 01202 841692
Videos are normally sent within seven days of
receipt of order.
E22
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Schematics

WINBOARD

DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL

PCB Layout
Easily create designs up to 200 pins.
Compatible with industry standard formats.
Expand the capacity at any time.
IVEX Products are also available from,
Henry's Audio Electronics -London
Peats The world of Electronics -Dublin

Compatibility___
from the lcal St
j-rt1

0

The complete, powerful schematic and PCB layout tools for Windows.
Design your schematic with VVInDraft...

-Choose from over 10.000 parts in WinDraft's
complete library of components
-All the utilities you need are included in the
package from an Electncal Rules Checker to
netlist output to pnnting and plotting outputs
-Cut and Paste into other Windows applications
such as Microsoft Word. Makes it easy to
document your projects!

0

Create the artwork for the PCB with WinBoard...

-Quickly route boards on up to 16 layers
-Use SMD or through-hole components — or rrux them
for maximum flexibility
-Unique pad-stack editor can create pads of virtually
any size or shape.
-Rotate components in 0.01

increments

-Create aGerber photoplot. NC Drill, pick and
place, and other manufactunng outputs!.

0

New IvexView Gerber viewer...

-Save time by producing manufacturable boards
first time!
-Pnnt photo-positive or photo-negative artwork on
your pnnter
-View over 20 formats from most PCB layout
programs

Tel 0181 926 1161

V\linDraft and VVinBoard come •omplete with reference manuals and tutorial guide Price includes delivery
24 hour unlimited technical sup port is available, free of charge simply by visiting http //thepcsol demon co uk
The PC Solutudn, 2a Hugh Road Leyton, London, E15 2BP

Fax 0181 926 1160

http //www thepcsol demon co uk

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
Buy 10 x£1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE

FREE COMPONENTS
SP1
15 x 5mm Red Leds
SP2
12 x 5mm Green Leds
SP3
12 x 5mm Yellow Leds
SP4
10 x 5mm Amber Leds
SP5
25 x 5mm 1part Led clips
SP6
15 x 3mm Red Leds
SP7
12 x 3mm Green Leds
SP10 100 x 1N4148 diodes
SP11 30 x 1N4001 diodes
SP12 30 x 1N4002 diodes
SP18 20 x BC182 transistors
SP19 20 x BC183 transistors
SP20 20 x BC184 transistors
SP21 20 x BC212 transistors
SP23 20 x BC549 transistors
SP24
4 x Cmos 4001
SP25
4 x 555 timers
SP26
4 x 741 Op.amps
SP28 4 x Cmos 4011
SP29 4 x Cmos 4013
SP30 4 x Cmos 4025
SP33 4 x Cmos 4081
SP36 25 x 10/25V radial elect. caps.
SP37 15 x 100/35V radial elect. caps.
SP39 10 x 470/16V radial elect. caps.
SP40 15 x BC237 transistors
SP41 20 x Mixed transistors
SP42200 x Mixed 0.25W .C.F. resistors
SP47
5 x Min. PB switches
SP49
5 x 5metres stranded wire
SP102 20 x 8-pin DIL sockets
SP103 15 x 14-pin DIL sockets
SP104 15 x 16-pin DIL sockets

SP105
SP109
SP112
SP115
SP116
SP118
SP125
SP126

5 x 74LS00
15 x BC557 transistors
4 x Cmos 4093
3 x 10mm Red Leds
3 x 10mm Green Leds
2 x Cmos 4047
10 x 1000 16V radial elect caps
8 x Battery clips -4each
PP3 PP9 types
SP128100 x Cable ties (small)
SP130100 x Mixed 0-5W C.F. resistors
SP131 2 x TL071 Op.amps
SP132 2 x TL082 Op.amps
SP133 20 x 1N4004 diodes
SP134 15 x 1N4007 diodes
SP135 6 x Miniature slide switches
SP136 3 x BFY50 transistors
SP137 4 x W005 1-5A bridge rectifiers
SP138 20 x 2-263V radial elect. caps.
SP140 3 x WO4 bridge rectifiers
SP142 2 x Cmos 4017
SP143 5Pairs min. crocodile clips
.(Red & Black)
SP144 3 x TIP31A transistors
SP145 6 x ZTX300 transistors
SP147 5 x Stripboard 9strips x25 holes
SP151 4 x 8mm Red Leds
SP152 4 x 8mm Green Leds
SP153 4 x 8mm Yellow Leds
SP156 3 x Stripboard. 14 strips x
27 holes
SP160 10 x 2N3904 transistors
SP161 10 x 2N3906 transistors
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SP164
SP165
SP167
SP168
SP175
SP182
SP183
SP187
SP189
SP192
SP195

RP3

2 x C106D thyristors
2 x LF351 Op.amps
6 x BC107 transistors
6 x BC198 transistors
20 x 1/63V radial elect. caps.
20 x 4.763V radial elect. caps.
20 x BC547 transistors
15 x BC239 transistors
5 x 5metres solid core wire
3 x Cmos 4066
3 x 10mm Yellow Leds
RESISTOR PACKS -C.Film
5each value -total 365 0-25W

£2.80
10 each value -total 730 0-25W
£4.00
RP10 1000 popular values 0-25W
£5.80
RP4 5each value-total 365 0-5W
£3.75
RP8 10 each value-total 730 0-5W £6.35
RP11 1000 popular values 0-5W
£8.10
RP7

Catalogue available £1 P&P or FREE
with first order. P&P £1.25 per order.

NO VAT
Orders to:

SHERWOOD
ELECTRONICS
7Williamson Street
Mansfield. Notts. NG19 6TD
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How To Use Your

EPE CD-ROM No, I
Presented Free with this issue

anT

HERE'S atrial version of the EPE world exclusive Phi=vB Simulator on
the Free CD-ROM. plus a wealth of free demonstration s.PIC fil es
more besides! This CD-ROM runs on an IBM-compatible PC. with
Windows 95/98/NT. A web browser is used to view the contents, but the
demonstration files can also be accessed manually using Windows Explorer
or File Manager.
The CD runs best if Microsoft Internet Explorer is used (note that no
Internet connection is needed), as all software demos will then self-install
when selected.
If you don't have a browser, we have included a free copy of Netscape
Navigator Version 4, but you should then note that the software demos may
need to be run manually from the Windows 95 Start/Run line - full instructions on doing this are provided on-screen, please follow them closely.

Start Here!
l'se Windous kylorer to view the contents of your free CD ROM.
Netscape Navigator users, double-click on the file welcome.txt to view
instructions on using the CD contents with your browser. Or. click on
default.htm to launch it in your browser straight away.
IMPORTANT: when running demos, if you are offered an option
by your browser. you should choose - Open" or "Run (his program
from its current location" (depending on version) in order to start the
set-up procedure. Please do not choose "Save this program to disk"
which only copies the setup routine itself, and does not start the installation.

EPE CD ROM No.1 Welcome Page
PhizzyB Computer Simulator Introduction - specially recorded for
EPE by Clive "call me Max" Maxfield, co-author of the Bebop books. Click
the Bee to launch atwo minute movie presentation! Note: if using Microsoft
Internet Explorer, choose "Open this file from its current location" to run the
movie directly from CD. If using Navigator 4, wait for the AVI to load up.
then right mouse-click and choose "Play. - to run. Click your browser's
"Back' button to return to the Welcome page. if necessary.
Also on the free EPE CD ROM No.l. we've included these fabulous
demonstrations and previews:
PhizzyB Simulator - introducing the new PhizzyB (Physical Beboputer)
simulator. Follow the on-screen instructions, click the link and choose (Explorer) "Open" or "Run this program from its current location" depending
on your browser version.
A group called PhizzyBD will be created ("D" for "Demo") -click the
icon to run the special EPE Edition PhizzyB Simulator! Click the on-screen
"Power" button to start the demo unit. Please note this demonstration version will not communic-ate with an actual hardware Phi=yll connected to a
serial port. The full version of Phi=y8 Simulator on CD à required to
download programs.
EPE PIC Tutor - we've included aspecial pre-release demo edition of
our brand new CD-ROM tutorial package. Follow the instructions on screen.
This will also install the Toolbook II Runtime engine in a Windows subdirectory (windoweasym) which is needed for several other demos. Please
ignore any start-up en-or message, and run the pre-release version by clicking
the newly created PICTutor icon. Some of the PIC tutorials are enabled in
this preview edition: run them and also remember to try the PIC button to see
a fantastic display of PIC processor operation in action, in our unique new
Virtual PIC environment.

EPE PIC Files S Projects
• Also squeezed onto the disk is the entire EPE software library of available
PIC, 8051 and other project files! Simply open the appropriate folder to
access the files, or navigate to the PICS directory using Explorer/Windows
File Manager. Please see the readme text files in each folder for a description of file contents.
• Reprint of the article Using Intelligent LCDs by Julyan Ilea in Adobe
Acrobat format. A 32-bit Acrobat reader is included on the CD-ROM. Note
that a 16-bit version reader is also included in the Proteus sub-directory on
the CD.
Please note that some files may be "zipped" so a file unzipping unlit)
(e.g. PKWARE or WinZip) is needed to open them. Some files (e.g. the
Mind PICkler) relate to future EPE projects yet to be published (see
EPEwelcome.txt)! Special instructions are given separately for users of the
EPE PIC Tutorial -see box.

Electronic Software Demos
Click the "other demos" option on the Welcome page to explore the
software demonstrations included on your free-CD ROM.
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• Digital Electronics by Mike T()oley takes users through the subject right
up to the operation of microprocessors. The virtual labs allow users to operate
many circuits on-screen.
• Electronic Circuits and Components & The Parts Gallery by Mike
Tooley - two applications in one package! Provides an introduction to the
principles behind the most common electronic components, plus a Pans
Gallery to help students recognise actual components.
Follow the on-screen instructions to run the demos directly from the CD the Toolbook Runtime engine will be installed, see the installation information provided on-screen. An order form in Adobe Acrobat format is included
on disk for purchasing the full versions of these programs from the EPE
Direct Book Service.
• Quickroute Systems: The Idea Factory - ademo version of their virtual
laboratory and modelling tool, combining graphs, maths. sound and animations
to form acaptivating, fun-packed circuit simulator for all ages. Quickroute 4.0
-demo of Quickroute's powerful integrated schematic capture. p.c.h. autorouting and CADCAM package. MExpress - "BASIC for engineers", ahighly
versatile 2D/3D modelling tool. (Limited demo version.) Follow the on-screen
instructions to install these trial versions onto your hard disk.
• PICO Technology - trial versions of PICO's test and measurement
software suite: PicoScope - converts your PC to an oscilloscope using a
PICO ADC. PicoLog - data logging software for Windows. EnviroMon measures a range of environmental parameters, with set-point alarms and
other features. osziFOX - this probe-style mini I.c.d, oscilloscope can store
and print via PC link software. Instructions are given for Microsoft Explorer
and Netscape Navigator users to install onto their PC.
• Electronic Principles 5.0: A rolling demonstration of the many hundreds
of screens available in the very latest version of this popular electronics
educational package. Follow the on-screen installation notes to install it to
your hard disk.
• Labcenter Proteus IV: Trial version. which includes full working versions of ARES Lite. afrecv, are/shareware p.c.h. design package. plus ISIS
Lite freeveare schematic capture programs. Install by following the on-screen
instructions.
• Number One Systems Easy -PC: This demonstration version of Easy-PC
offers users a sophisticated Windows package for advanced p.c.h. design.
Features include ahigh-speed. gridless. shape-based automuter. and Number
One Systems offers free technical support for full version users. Installation
instructions provided on-screen.

PIC TUTORIAL
Special instructions for using the files provided for the PIC Tutorial
series (EPE March, April, May 98):
Open the folder PICTutor in the CD path "EPENEPE_Files\PICS".
Extract (unzip) the file pictutor.zip on the CD to anew directory on your
hard disk called C:\PICFUTOR and also copy the file tut.bat to the same
place.
Open the TASM sub-directory in the same PICFutor directory on the CD.
[lien extract tasm30.zip to directory CeICTUTOR on your hard disk.
On the CD. open the PICS sub-directory called PIC.programmer
and extract picprog.zip to CeICTUTOR. Also copy send2.exe and
sendlexe to directory C:\PICTUTOR if necessary (see readme2.txt).
Now switch to the directory C:\PICTUTOR on your hard disk. Run the
DOS-based batch program tut.bat to compile all the .ASM files to .013.1
tiles. Now exit to DOS and switch to C:\PICTUTOR from where the files
can be used.
Setting up the PICS directory on your hard disk: Open the folder
P1C.programmer in the PICS directory of your free CD-ROM. Unzip
picprog.zip to a new directory on your hard disk called C:\PICS. then
copy send2.exe and send3.exe to C:\PICS as well, if necessary.
Open the TASM directory in the PICS directory on the CD-ROM and
extract tasm30.zip to C:\PICS. At this point, you'll find it convenient to
open and copy the contents of any other PIC project directories that you
want to use, to C:\PICS on your hard disk. Close all windows and exit to
the DOS prompt.
You can now enter the directory C:\PICS from where these files can be
used in preparation kir programming your own microcontrollers with the
relevant codes.
Note. TASM shareware is duplicated on this CD-ROM. to mirror the
way our FTP site is organised t'or the benefit of Internet users.
In case of problems E-mail:
techdepteepemag.wimborne.co.uk
You can also post feedback and general enquiries in the EPE Chat Zone
on our web site or write to the editorial address.
Please note the legal disclaimer and copyright notice on the CD-ROM.
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*Produces attractive schematics like you see in the magazines.
•Nettist, Parts List & ERC reports. *Hierarchical Design. *Full
support for buses including bus pins. *Extensive
component/model libraries. *Advanced Property Management.
*Seamless integration with simulation and PCB design.

L

Available in 5 levels -prices from £295 to £1625 + VAT.
Call now for further information & upgrade prices.

PCB Design

Simulation
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*Automatic Component Placement. •Rip-Up & Retry
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ANDY FUND

Part One

A precision electronic
thermostat for control of
room heaters up to 3k W.

O

\' might ask "Why bother to
construct an electronic thermostat
when it costs less to buy a heater
already fitted with one?" The answer
is accuracy and convenience. A heater
thermostat is usually a bi-metallic device
fitted into the heater itself, usually near
the bottom to minimise the effects of
proximity to the heating elements.
Generally this places it close to the floor
which is just about the worst place for
a room heating control's sensor. Being
mechanical, it can operate at any point in
the mains a.c. cycle, resulting in frequent
arcing which burns contacts and generates
mains-borne electrical noise.
From this point of view the less often it
operates the better but the feedback effect
of heat reaching it from the element tends

to increase operating frequency. Consequently, most thermostats of this type have
a large differential between the "on" and
"off" points so users usually complain of
being too hot or too cold most of the time!
Of course, frequent thermostat adjustments
can be made but to make them the user
must bend down, often in an awkward
place, to reach the control and this can
become apain in every sense of the word!

STRESSFUL POINT
By contrast an electronic thermostat can
have its sensor and control placed anywhere the user prefers. Usually this wiU be
around chest height on a wall, well away
from direct heat rising from the heater.
Switching takes place at the "zerocrossing" points of the a.c. mains voltage.

T-Stat modules (left to right): Power Controller. Damp Stat (next month) and Room Stat.
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so that there is less stress on the heater
element and very little mains-borne noise.
As the "switch" is an electronic device
with no contacts to burn the heater can be
turned on and off as often as is necessary
for precise control, although a small
differential is normally used to ensure
positive switching and reasonable heater
efficiency.
For the user's point of view an
electronic thermostat is usually a great
improvement. Once the desired temperature is set the room temperature simply
rises to it and remains there.
A thermometer will often show it
remaining constant within a degree,
affording comfort unknown with conventional thermostats. Another advantage is
that more sophisticated electronics can be
incorpôrated to provide extra functions,
such as damp reduction by tracking just
above the external temperature.

SAFE POWER
At the design stage of this project it was
decided to construct it as two separate sections. A "Power Controller" unit handles
the 230V a.c. mains power and provides a
safe, low-voltage interface for controlling
the electronics. This section has an optoisolated input kir the control signal and
contains the zero-crossing detection, and
provides alow-voltage d.c. supply.
Using this unit the constructor can construct and experiment with control circuits in complete safety even whilst it is
switched on and operating. This will be
particularly useful for experimenters wishing to use it with other primarily resistive
loads.
For instance, it could control up to 3kW
of lighting. Three of these units could
control up to ninety 100W light bulbs
using asimple three-channel sequencer or
a sound-to-light circuit for a really stunning home disco display. Care would he
needed to ensure the mains supply could
handle the combined load of course, but
the controlling circuitry could be handled
with complete safety.
Two versions of the power controller
were built and both are described here.
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The first uses a I6A triac controlled by
an opto-triac with a built-in zero-crossing
detector. The second, for constructors attracted to this project but unhappy about
constructing 230V a.c. mains circuits, uses
a"solid-state relay" which costs more but
greatly simplifies construction.
Both units have to be capable of dissipating some heat. Both the "relay" and
the triac develop about I.6V across their
power terminals when supplying a load.
At full power, about 13A, this corresponds
to about 20 watts so consideration must
be given to the safe dispersal of the heat
generated and to the resulting temperature
rise.
Both versions of the controller use an
inexpensive aluminium box with a large
heatsink bolted to the top, resulting in a
case with an attractive and compact appearance and athermal resistance of about
1.5 °C per watt. At full power the greatest
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CONSTRUCTION
Construction and wiring of the Triac
unit, with the main components in approximately the positions they occupy in
the prototype. is shown in Fig.2. There
seemed little point in producing a p.c.b.
design for this simple circuit so most of
the electronic components are soldered to
ashort tagstrip. The tagstrip is mounted so
as to clear the metal chassis of the case,
using screws and nuts as shown.
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voltage both triacs will turn off at the next
zero-crossing, cutting off the output.
A voltage dependent resistor, VDR I, is
included in the circuit as a transient suppressor. Normally this does nothing. but if a
high voltage "spike" occurs in the mains
supply it conducts briefly to clamp it to a
safe value. Triacs are sensitive to overvoltage so the inclusion of an inexpensive
suppressor is aworthwhile precaution.
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MOC3041

4
mt2
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mll
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OUPUT
TO SK2
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SOCKET
L
0 N

TO CHASSÉS
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the Triac Power Controller.
expected temperature rise is about 30°C.
though in practice neither unit has become
more than very slightly warm to the touch.
Better safe than sorry, though! The allmetal housing allows "secure earthing"
of all accessible parts of the unit both for
safety and for effective screening against
radiation of any interference that may be
present despite the zero-crossing feature.

The opto-triac, ICI, is inserted into a
d.i.l. socket soldered into a small piece of
Olin. matrix stripboard which is then connected to the tagstrip as shown in Fig.2.
If a &pin d.i.l. socket is not obtainable
an 8-pin type can be used, but it would

COMPONENTS
TRIAC POWER CONTROLLER
Resistors
R1
1k
R2
330f
All 0.6W 1% metal film

See

.-r OP
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Capacitors
Cl
470s radial elect. 35V
Semiconductors
D1, D2
1N4001 50V 1A rec. diode
(2 off)
CSR1
C246D 400V 16A triac
IC1
MOC3041 zero crossing,
opto-triac isolator
Miscellaneous
Ti
min. mains transformer:
230V a.c. primary;
12V-0V-12V 100mA
secondary
VDR1
250V a.c. transient
suppressor
SKI
3-pin 180° DIN chassis
socket
TB1
4-way screw terminal
block, 16A rating
Aluminium
box
(AB13),
size
152mm x102mm x51mm;
min.
tagboard, 38mm wide cut to 15 pairs of
tags; stripboard 0.1in. matrix, size 5
copper strips x10 holes; flat, undrilled,
plain
aluminium
heatsink,
size
152mm x94mm x14mm;
6-pin
d.i.l.
socket; TO220 mounting kit; 13A fused
mains plug; 13A mains trailing socket;
13A mains cable; heatsink compound;
heatshrink sleeving for CSR1 (see text);
multistrand connecting wire; solder etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only

£22

excl. 13A mains plug & socket

The power triac bolted to the metal case cover, using a mounting kit, and positioning of components on the base of the case.

TRIAC POWER
CONTROL
The circuit diagram for the Triac
version of the Power Controller is shown
in Fig.!. A conventional power supply using a 12V-0V-12V transformer
provides a nominal 12V d.c. output from
socket SKI. In fact, the unloaded output
is about 17V and it can provide up to
25mA before the voltage dips below 15V.
This is sufficient to supply a thermostat
circuit using a 12V regulator i.c., but
where a higher current is required a
250mA transformer or a 15V-0V-15V
type can be used instead.
A positive voltage applied to the input
pin of SKI causes current to flow through
limiting resistor RI and the I.e.d. in optotriac ICI to turn on the interna( triac. Also.
ICI contains azero-crossing detector so it
only turns on when the next mains zerocrossing point is reached.
As it does so, current is supplied to the
gate (g) of the power triac CSR1 which
then supplies current to the main load
through SK2. On removal of the input
Everyday Practical Electronics, November
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Fig.2. Tagboard component layout and interwiring for the Triac Power Controller version. The heavy duty wiring is indicated by
the thick leads.
be worth blanking off the unused holes in
some way to prevent incorrect insertion.
Stripboard is not intended for 230V
a.c. use, so to increase the clearance
between tracks unused sections should be
carefully removed with a sharp knife as
shown in Fig.3.

WIRING
Socket SKI is a3-pin 180° DIN chassis
type. Wiring to this and other low-power
parts of the circuit can be carried out with
ordinary thin insulated hook-up wire, but
the high-current mains wiring through
terminal block TB1 consists mainly of the
cores of the incoming and outgoing cables.
which are I3A 3-core mains flex.

Connections to the triac CSR1 are made
with short lengths of insulated wire taken
from 10A mains flex. Heavier wire than
this would put undue stress on the triac
leads, which are, in any case, thinner.
The connections of these leads to the
triac are soldered and then insulated and
strengthened with heatshrink sleeving.
Thick wire should also be used to make
the "earth" connection from terminal
block TB I to the metal case. This is
soldered to a tag secured under one of
the mounting screws for transformer T1.
These small transformers are often thickly
coated with varnish and paint which
should he scraped off the mounting lugs
before fitting to ensure good contact.

Fig.3. Once the opto -isolator has been
mounted, remove all unwanted copper
tracks from the piece of stripboard.

Completed Triac Power Controller with its trailing socket.

Fig. 4. Mounting the power triac on the
metal case using a TO220 mounting kit.

ASSEMBLY
The method of mounting the power triac
CSR1 is shown in Fig.4, see also photographs. The mounting tab of this device
is internally connected to MT2 and so
becomes "live" during operation, and it
must also be able to transfer up to 20W of
heat to the case.
It is bolted to the centre of the top
section of the case, beneath the centre of
the heatsink, using aT0220 mounting kit.
This consists of a plastic insulating bush
and amica washer which are assembled as
shown in Fig.4, using a small quantity of
silicone heat transfer compound to obtain
good thermal contact. Any burrs around
798
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the mounting hole should be removed
carefully and there should be no dirt or
other material between the mica and
adjacent surfaces which might cause impaired heat transfer.
The heatsink is secured to the case with
a bolt at either end, again with plenty of
heat transfer compound to ensure good
thermal contact. The centre section of this
is about 6-5mm (1
/in.) thick, so a small
4
blind hole drilled in it can neatly conceal
the head of the triac mounting screw.
The output flex from the unit is fitted
with atrailing 13A socket SK2 whilst the

input has afused plug. PLI. The fuse can
he a 13A type. or a lower value if the
full 13A output is not required. Use of a
smaller fuse is also recommended whilst
testing.

TESTING
Before testing it is advisable to check
the insulation between mains "Live" and
the metal case, using a meter with a
high-resistance range or a "Megger" if
one is available to ensure the integrity
of the triac mounting insulation. Testing
involves simply powering the unit and

RELAY CONTROLLER

ensuring that about I7V d.c. is available
from the appropriate pins of socket SKI,
then connecting a load, such as a 100W
light bulb, to the trailing output socket
SK2 and shorting SKI +VE and Input
connections which should turn on the
load.
Whilst testing this part of the project it
is essential to take great care to avoid
touching any "live" parts. When testing
is complete the case can be screwed
together and this part of the project completed with some self-adhesive rubber
feet.

COMPONENTS
SOLID-STATE RELAY
POWER CONTROLLER

See

Using asolid-state relay cuts down on mains wiring

Capacitors
Cl
470p. radial
elect. 35V

A

Page
Semiconductors
01. D2
1N4001 50V 1A rec. diode
(2 off)

s PROMISED, for those wishing to
avoid the construction of mains
powered circuitry an alternative
version using a "solid-state relay" can be
built. This device consists of a plastic
block with two large screw terminals at
one end for connection into the mains
circuit and two smaller ones at the other
for the low-voltage d.c. control input. Its

The Input connection (il - DIN socket
SKI goes straight to the relay RIA input
and the mains live passes through the
relay to the load, at SK2. Although suppression is built into the relay an external
suppressor VDR Iis also provided for additional protection as these are very cheap
compared to the relay.

Fig.5. Circuit diagram for the Solid-State Relay Power Controller.
metal underside pro), ides a much larger
contact area for heat dissipation than that
of a triac mounting tab and is internally
isolated so there are none of the insulation
problems associated with the triac.
Internally it contains two back-to-back
thyristors for power switching and an
opto-isolated control circuit with zerocrossing detection. Suppression components are also built-in. It even contains a
current limiting resistor for the opto input
device.
Although much easier to use the cost
is higher, approaching £20 in small quantities. It is still necessary to dissipate heat
at full power too, so the same case and
heatsink are used as for the Triac version.

CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram for the Solid-State
Relay Power Controller version is shown
in Fig.5. As before it has a simple low
voltage d.c. supply with atransformer TI,
and diodes DI/D2 to supply an external
control circuit through socket SKI.
Everyday Practical Electronics, November
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Miscellaneous
ALA
600V 25A solid-state relay
Ti
min. mains transformer:
230V a.c. primary;
12V-0V-12V 100mA
secondary
VDR1
250V a.c. transient
suppressor
SKI
3-pin 180' DIN chassis
socket
TB1
4-way screw terminal
block, 16A rating
Aluminium
box
(AB13),
size
152mm x102mm x51mm;
min.
tag board, 38mm wide cut to 11 pairs of
tags; flat. undrilled, plain aluminium
heatsink, size 152mm x94mm x14mm;
heatsink compound; 13A fused mains
plug; .13A mains trailing socket; 13A
mains cable; multistrand connecting
wire; solder etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only

£25

excl. 13A mains plug & socket

The solid-state relay bolted directly on the case cover of the relay version.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction and wiring ot the SolidState Relay Power Controller version is
shown in Fig.6. The two diodes DI and D2
and capacitor Cl are again mounted on a
small piece of tagstrip and external 230V
a.c. connections are made though a terminal block 181. The two leads from TB1
to the relay RLA are made using insulated
core wire taken from I3A mains Ilex.
The relay is fixed to the upper part of
the metal case with a single bolt passing
through relay, case and the heatsink. with
liberal applications of heatsink compound
to ensure good heat transfer. A special
mounting washer is available for the relay.
consisting of a very thin plate with a
special coating, but this didn't look ideally
suited to this application and the use of
compound was preferred instead.
When siting the tagstrip, terminal block
and transformer in the case it is necessary
to ensure that they will not come into contact with the relay since this projects further into the internal space than does the
triac. Testing of this unit is carried out in
the same way as for the triac version.
Both of these controllers are intended to
operate with primarily resistive loads such
as convector heaters or incandescent light
bulbs. However, two ancient fan heaters.
containing at least some inductance because of their motors, were tried with both
versions and worked without any problems
arising.
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Fig. 6. Interwinng between components for the Solid-State Relay Power Controller.

Temperature sensing using the LM335Z chip

H

r=c)

RLA

ROOM TEMPERATURE
THERMOSTAT
AVINO built one of these power controllers it is necessary to construct a
suitable circuit to operate with it.
The circuit of a simple but very accurate
and effective Room Temperature Thermostat is shown in Fig.7.
The sensor ICI is an LM335Z temperature sensor i.e. This is supplied with a

FROM PL I
13A FUSED
PLUG

ON
OE

4SOLID

current of about lmA by resistor RI, and
a temperature-sensitive output voltage is
developed across it. This has a positive
coefficient of 10mV per degree C but, as it
starts from absolute zero (— 273.15°C), at
room temperature it has an output of about
3V. For improved accuracy the LM3357.
has an adjustment terminal but this is not

used in this circuit as error compensation
is made elsewhere.
An adjustable reference voltage is
provided by resistors R3, R4 and preset
VR2, with a small amount of useradjustable variation from VR Iand R2 for
the users' control. This voltage is buffered by op.amp IC2a, and compared with
the output of ICI by IC2b. Resistors R7
and R8 provide positive feedback equivalent, to about one degree Fahrenheit
(sorry, but the author prefers the old
units! Calibration can be in Centigrade or
Fahrenheit).
Output current to operate the Power
Controller is provided by transistor TRI.
This current also passes through I.e.d, DI
to indicate when the output is "on".
When it is off, resistor R9 ensures a low
impedance path to negative for the control line. Power for the circuit is provided
OUT

IC3
PL 12

IN

TB1/1
0 +12V

TR
SET
TEMP

OUT
TEl 3
0 OV

Fig. 7. Full circuit diagram for the Room Temperature Thermostat The TB points. on tee right. link to the Power Controller via a
DIN plug and socket SKI.
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by regulator IC3, which converts the unregulated supply from the controller to
12V with the usual decoupling capacitors
C4 to C6.

CONSTRUCTION

Photograph below
shows foil glued to
the sensor, IC1,
to improve thermal
coupling.
TR1

The components for the Room Temperature Thermostat are all mounted on
a small printed circuit hoard (p.c.b.) as
shown in Fig.8. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service. code 208.

SET
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*le
+ --•
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.VE
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GND
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TO MAINS
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COMPONENTS
ROOM THERMOSTAT
Resistors
R1
R2, R5, R6
R3
R4
R7
R8
R9
All 0-6W 1%

8k2
100k (3 off)
10k
2k7
10011
220k
1k
metal film

See

TALK
Page

Potentiometers
VR1
10k rotary carbon, lin.
VR2
1k 22-turn square cermet
preset
Capacitors
Cl C2
470n resin-dipped ceramic
(2 off)
C3
lOp. radial elect. 63V
C4. C5
100n resin-dipped ceramic
(2 off)
C6
1004 radial elect. 35V
Semiconductors
D1
5mm red led., 10mA type
TR 1
BC184L npn silicon
transistor
ICI
LM335Z precision
temperature sensor
1C2
7621 dual CMOS op.amp,
rail-to-rail outputs
IC3
78L12 12V 100mA
positive voltage
regulator
Miscellaneous
TB1
3-way 5mm, low-profile,
p.c.b. mounting, screw
terminal block
Printed circuit board available from
EPE PCB Service, code 208; 8-pin
d.1.1. socket; case, size And type to
choice; plastic knob; multistrand connecting wire; solder pins: solder etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only

£15

excluding case

Construction
Fig.8. Component layout. interwiring and full
should present no
size copper foil master for the Room
Temperature Thermostat.
special problems. It
is best to fit the
resistors first, then
the small ceramic
capacitors.
then
larger components.
A
d.i.l.
socket
should be used for
IC2.
For testing, the
unit
should
be
powered
without
IC2. using a supply
of about I5V either
from abench power
Completed Room
supply
or
from
Temperature Thermostat.
the controller unit.
Presence of the I2V
INSTALLATION
regulated supply should be checked,
The completed board can be fitted into a
following which IC2 can be inserted.
case for mounting in asuitable position as
CALIBRATION
described earlier. The sensor ICI can be
sited externally or internally in the case as
For calibration, the sensor ICI should be
desired.
connected to the board with a short length
Internal fitting will require a few holes
of two-core cable so that it can be immersed
to be drilled to allow air to flow through
in water at various temperatures. It will
the case to ensure a reasonably rapid
need waterproofing for this, the easiest way
response to temperature changes. The
is to place afinger cut from athin rubber or
prototype also has a small piece of
plastic glove over it. Suitable plastic gloves
aluminium cooking foil glued to the sensor
are available free from many petrol stations,
to improve thermal coupling to the surwhere they are to be found next to the diesel
rounding air. Connection of the unit to the
pump!
Power Controller can be made using thin,
A lk resistor connected across Output
unobtrusive wiring since no high voltages
(TB I/1) and OV (TB I/3) connections will
or currents are involved.
cause the I.e.d. DI to illuminate when the
Initially the controlled temperature may
output is in the On state.
differ slightly from the setting of control
A container should be filled with water,
VR Idue to the small self-heating effect of
using a thermometer to adjust the temperathe current flowing through ICI. If atherture to the intended mid-scale value of conmometer is placed close to the unit preset
trol VR I. probably 65°F or about 17°C. TemVR2 can be tweaked until the indicated
perature control VR Ishould be adjusted to
and actual temperatures agree, following
mid-point, and with the sensor immersed in
which acceptable accuracy should be obthe water as described the preset VR2 should
tained across the full range.
be adjusted so that the output is at it's switchNext Month: The construction of a
ing point, i.e. tiny movements of VR1 should
special thermostat designed to minimise
turn it on and off.
the problem of dampness in outbuildFollowing this it is a simple matter to
ings, such as garages or sheds used
adjust the temperature of the water to
as workshops, will be described. This
some scale values, find the correspondshould be of particular interest to readers
ing settings of VR1 and mark them. The
with outside "shacks", where damp can
prototype covers a range of 40°F to 90°F,
cause havoc with modern circuits and
marked every 10 degrees.
components.
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Crownhill Associates Limited

PIC BASIC COMPILER
Write PIC Programs in BASIC
• Expanded BASIC Stamp Icompatible instruction
set
• True compiler provides faster program execution
and longer programs than BASIC Interpreters
• 12CIN and I2COUT instructions to access external
serial EEPROMs and other I2C devices
• More user variables
• Peek and Poke instructions to access any PIC
register from BASIC
• Serrai speeds to 9600 baud
• in line assembler and Call support
• Supports all most popular PICs. PIC16C55x. 6x.
7x, 6›. 92e and PIC14000 micros
• Use with any PIC programmer

PIC12C508/509 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
This integrated development environment offers a
unique software development tool for the PIC
12C508 /509. The package consists 01 508/509
In-Circuit Emulator, Programmer, EdICE a fully
integrated Assembler with trace functions & ICE508
tracer/disassembler.

The

development system is supplied with MPASM

assemblerdisassembler and 10 projects, including
circuit diagrams and unprotected source code. Projects
cover subjects from simple sound effect generator
Stop Watch. LCD display driver. Keypad encoder and more
7.50 P&P + VAT

NEW! PIC PROGRAMMER KIT
Programs the Popular PIC 16C84. 16E84. 12C508 9 and 24xx series serial memory
devices. Connects to the serial port of a PC and requires No EXTERNAL power supply.
The kit includes instructions for assembly. circuit diagram and component layout.

PIC BASIC PRO

CABLE £5 INC. VAT AND DELIVERY. COMPLETE KIT just £15.00 including Delivery and
VAT (UK Only). Or READY BUILT £20.00 INCLUDING Delivery and VAT (UK ONLY)

PIC16C84

110

CD ROM
• Packed with information

/04p

OIL

PIC 12C508 509

£2 00

11-100

£1 90

1-10
11-50

£1 05
£1 00

101-500

£1 80

51-100

£0 90

£1 00

1-50

• All current data sheets

24LC16
1-50

• PUF Viewer
£10 Inc. VAT P&P (in UK)

PIC16C620

£1 95

PIC16C621
PIC16C622

£2 25
£2.50

AMAZING LOW PRICES
PIC 84 & MEMORY

Price
04995 •P&P -VAT

Supplied with sample programs including circuit diagrams
PIC BASIC without programmer or PIC84
£49.95
PACKAGE with programmer A PIC 16484
199.95
PIC BASIC PRO without programmer or PIC16F84
£150.00
PIC BASIC PRO with programmer and PIC16F84
£198.00

24LC65

• Programs and Diagrams
• Application notes

£1 50

PIC16C54
PIC16C56
PIC16C58A
PIC16C62

PIC16C63. PIC16C64.
PIC16C65.PICI6C620.
PIC16C621. PIC16C622,
PIC16C71 PIC16C73,
PICI6C74. PIC16C84,
PICI6C622.PICI6F84.
PIC16F83, PICI6C554.
PIC14000, PIC16C508.
PICl2C509 8 MEMORY
CHIP24C01 TO 24LC65

The %Basic Pro Compiler allows BASIC Stamp II
commands. using pins on PORTA. C. D. E as well as
PORTB. and the capability 01 using more RAM and
program space
A list of the new features and commands appear below
• Real If
Then
Else
Endif
• Hierarchical expression handling
• interrupts en Basic and assembler
• Bult in LCD support
• Oscillator support from 3.56Mhz to 20Mhz
• More variable space (processor dependentl
• mPASM ICE compatibility
• All Assembly routine for all functions are supplied
and can be modified to suit your needs

This handy little programmer is easy to build, taking no more than 30
mies to assemble and test. The Professional qualify PCB is
double-sided, through-plated with solder resist and screen printing to
aid efficient assembly. It is supplied with driver software to run in
DOS on a 286 PC upwards and under Windows 95 on 486 or
Pentium and a Disk full of interesting projects. tips and data sheets
for PIC devices. including FREE Assembler and Simulator (requires
9-pin D-type to 9-pin D-type cable to connect to serial port of PCI

1998 Microchip

deuces
PIC l6C52
PIC16C55
PIC16C57
PICI6C61

Write your PIC programs in BASIC! The PecBasec
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Understanding Computers

PhizzyB COMPUTERS
Introduction - Getting it off the ground!
C Tt

Alan Winstanley
gg

p

RACTICAL 1.1.I.l IRONIC'S Sheesh! I
remember that from years ago!"
Such was an unsolicited E-mail I
received from somewhere in America
about four years ago. which in the event
was to be the genesis of Something Pretty
Big.
Much electronic mail has flowed between Clive "Hi! Call me Max" Maxfield
and myself since then, mostly jokes and
wise-cracks (as you will discover, readers,
Max is a wit and a half I), which garnish
Max's incredible knowledge of anything to
do with computing systems. digital electronics and present and future electronic
technology.
When Ifinally set eyes upon Max, Iwas
greeted by the sight of a
tall bespectacled person cutting a dash in American blue
denims and exquisitely-crafted
American leather cowboy boots.
Quite remarkable, that, because
we were in the middle of
Sheffield at the time — a bright
November morning several years
ago: ameeting from which great
things lay ahead for the readers
of EPE and the world at large!
Max introduces himself to you
in a specially-made AVI multimedia movie clip included on
your free demo CD-ROM. which
runs in Microsoft Windows.
Simply run the CD-ROM and
click the Bee to witness (and
hear) Max orating at his best.

WORLD EXCLUSIVE
What you are reading now. though. is
an introduction to the first instalment of
an EPE world exclusive series in association with Maxfield & Montrose Interactive. Inc., featuring the PhizzyB —
the Physical Beboputer — the latest in a
sprightly series of highly entertaining,
educational and original works from the
creative minds of Max and co-author
Alvin Brown.
Although British born and bred. Max
departed this country to go and work in
the United States, and Alvin too picked
up certain transient Sheffield mannerisms
en route to the USA nearly adecade ago.
Both of them live and work in Alabama.
USA, for Intergraph Computer Systems
(www.intergraph.comhies) awell-known
manufacturer of powerful N15-based computer 2D/3D workstations.

Max and Alvin have toiled relentlessly
for the past year to create the concept of
the PhizzyB. a unique piece of computer
hardware which can be made to mimic
and execute the actions of its on-screen
counterpart, whose "virtual" embodiment
takes shape in the PhizzyB Simulator
software.
Together, the PhizzyB hardware and
the PhizzyB Simulator software form
a great-to-build, fun-to-use computer
tutorial, demonstration and application
system which is. well. rinky-dinky and
mega-cool (as Max would doubtless say).
"What", I hear you cry. "is the
Beboputer'?" Well, that's a computer
teaching and demo tool which relates to

Max's and Alvin's second book, Bebop
Bytes Back (the first being Max's unparalleled Bebop to the Boolean Boogie, achapter from which we reproduced in the Dec.
'97 and Jan. '98 issues).
The second book is a comprehensive low-down on how computers were
created, how they live and breathe and
generally strut their stuff. Accompanying Bebop Bytes Back is a multimedia
CD-ROM featuring The Beboputer Computer Simulator, a fully-functional "Virtual Computer" replete with interactive
labs — so, you can learn to drive and
program the Beboputer using your own
personal computer, and by following the
book and the on-screen "labs", you will
learn more about the fundamentals and
operation of computer systems in amonth
of Sundays than you ever dreamt possible
(remembering there are five Sundays in a
month, maximum).

IThe principal reason for the reduction in transatlantic Internet bandwidth is directly attributable to the
volume of Max's jokes sent by E-mail every morning. (Max also enjoys using dry humorous footnotes
like these, so Ithought Iwould, too — it might be the making of me as awriter.)
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Then another idea sprang to mind, as
these things do. How about a real, live,
pulsing and breathing, hardware version of
the Beboputer? A physical version of the
Beboputer? Thus the Physical Beboputer —
dubbed Phi:zyB —was born.

BIZZY-BEE
Nov, %%e could v‘ork some real magic —
we could learn to program and use a
"virtual" computer on a personal computer screen using the PhizzyB Simulator
software, and then we could send those
programs to the real PhizzyB which connects to your computer's RS232 serial
port. PhizzyB can then be made to do
some pretty cool and useful stuff in the
real world.
Extending the idea further, we
could then develop a range of
PhizzyB add-on units (such as
simple input/output sub-systems)
which would allow the outside world to interact with the
PhizzyB (and vice versa).
If you want to dig further, or
learn more about the Bebop
books, there is a mass of additional material on the free CDROM to entertain and amaze
you, and we're sure you'll agree
it's all pretty unique.
So, readers, hopefully between the three of us, we'll
tantalise you enough for you to
want to follow the series, learn
how computers think and work,
and most importantly to build your ovrn
PhizzyB to run on your own PC.
Each monthly PhizzyB feature is divided into two distinct sections, aconstructional design and atutorial. Max and Alvin
have masterminded and written the entire
tutorial series which uses the PhizzyB and
PhizzyB Simulator software in conjunction
with your personal computer (an IBMcompatible PC running Microsoft Windows 95/98/NT) to form a fully-fledged
tutorial and demo system.
You will also need the full working
version of the PhizzyB Simulator software.
and a spare serial port, which must be
either COM Ior COM2. We will tell you
about sourcing everything later.
The constructional article each month
is a practical one which deals with the
aspects of assembling the PhizzyB and a
variety of smaller peripheral units.
Max and Alvin tell you more about
PhizzyB and what it does in the feature
on the next page. Then I'll tell you about
assembling its printed circuit board — it's
all very straightforward.
803
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PhizzyB COMPUTERS
Part 1: PhizzyB and PhizzyB Simulator
Clive "Max- Maxfield and Alvin Brown

H

ELLO

there, and welcome to the first installment of a really
unique and exciting electronics and computing project. This
series of articles will be of interest to anyone who wants to know
how computers perform their magic, because it uses aunique mix
of hardware and software to explain how computers work in afun
and interesting way.

INOUR

book, Bebop BYTES Back (An
'Unconventional Guide to Computers),
we described asimple microcomputer that
we named a Beboputer. As opposed
to building this microcomputer out of
physical devices, we implemented the
Beboputer as a "virtual machine" something you could see and play with on
your computer screen - that was delivered
on an interactive CD-ROM accompanying
the book.
Next, we worked in conjunction with
the Department of Electronics Engineering
at the University of Hull in England to
design aphysical manifestation of
the Beboputer. The result created by
student Andrew John Ayre as his
final year project we called
the PhizzyB (which
stands for Physical
Beboputer), as
illustrated by
the screen

Simulator, and how to then download
these programs into the PhizzyB and run
them in the real world. Note that in order
to transfer your programs into a real
PhizzyB, you will need a fully-functional
version of the simulator - more details
later.
Returning to Fig.2, note that the large
circuit board at the bottom of the PhizzyB Simulator Interface corresponds to the
PhizzyB itself. The other large board (at
the top of the screen) represents an expansion board, whilst the smaller boards to the
left and right represent generic input
and output devices. Future
articles in this series
will focus on

Now comes the cunning part of our tale.
because next we created a special Phi.:zyB Simulator, which provides an accurate
virtual representation of the real PhizzyB,
as shown in Fig.2. Amongst other things,
the CD-ROM accompanying this issue of
EFE contains a Free demonstration copy
of the PhizzyB Simulator that you can use
to emulate the PhizzyB on your PC screen.
In order to run this simulator, you will
need an IBM-compatible PC containing an
Intel 486 processor or higher and running
Windows 95, Windows 98, or Windows
NT. Oh, and aCD-ROM drive of course!
Over the coming months, this series of
articles will describe how to create programs and run them on the PhizzyB
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the construction and use of the expansion
board and a variety of input and output
devices.
All you have to do to learn how to
install your demonstration copy of the
PhizzyB Simulator is to put the EPE demo
CD in your CD drive, invoke your Web
browser (Netscape, Microsoft Explorer,
or similar), and point the browser at
D: \default.htm (substitute "D:" for the
letter of your CD drive).
If you don't have a Web browser installed, one can be found on
the demo CD (just run the program
D:\Plus +\Netscapekb32e404.exe to install a 32-bit version of the Netscape
browser on your PC).

SIMPLE DIGITAL
COMPUTER
Betore v.e leap into the fray, it's probbly a good idea to quickly refresh our
minds'as to what constitutes asimple computer system.
In its broadest sense, a computer is a
device that can accept information from
the outside world, process that information
using logical and mathematical operations,
make decisions based on the results of this
processing, and ultimately return results to
the outside world -see Fig. 3.

shot shown
here (Fig. I).
The accompanying
constructional article has
been specially written for us
by Alan Winstanley, who describes
how to assemble the PhizzyB from
the ground up.

VIRTUALLY CUNNING

This series doesn't assume any great technical knowledge,
although an understanding of fundamental electronic concepts
would certainly be an advantage. It would also be helpful to have
had some practical experience at assembling components onto a
printed circuit board. You should also be moderately familiar with
using aPC-compatible computer.
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The "brain" of the computer is its
central processing unit (CPU), which is
where all of the number crunching and
decision making is performed. High-level
control of the CPU is provided by two
signals called clock and reset.
The clock input switches back and forth
between two voltage levels millions of
times asecond and is used to synchronize
the internal and external actions of the
CPU, while the reset input is used to force
the CPU into aknown, well-behaved state.
The reset signal is automatically activated when power is first applied to the
system, and this power-on reset serves to
initialize the CPU. Note that there are
some other control signals such as the
IRQ (interrupt request), but we'll leave
any discussion of these signals for future
articles.
Coming out of the CPU are three buses
called the control bus, address bus, and
data bus (where the term bus is used to
refer to agroup of signals that carry similar information and perform a common
function). The CPU uses its address bus
to "point" to other components in the
system; it uses the control bus to indicate whether it wishes to "talk" or "listen"; and it uses the data bus to convey
information between itself and the other
components.
With regard to these "other components," the ones we're interested in here
are the memory devices (each of which
may contain thousands or millions of
words of data) and the input and output
ports. As their name might suggest, the
data contained in read only memories
(ROMs) is hard-coded during their construction. The CPU can read (extract) data
from ROM devices, but it cannot write
(insert) new data into them.
By comparison, data can be read out of
random access memories (RAMs) and new
data can be written back into them (the
act of reading data from a RAM does not
affect the master copy of the data stored
inside the device).
When power is first applied to the system, the RAMs initialize containing random values, so any meaningful data stored
inside a RAM must be written into it by
the CPU after the system has powered up.
Last, but not least, the computer uses its
input and output ports to communicate
with the outside world. (Fig.3 only shows
individual input and output ports, but a
computer can effectively have as many of
each type as its designer wishes.)
By a strange quirk of fate, Fig.3 also
reflects the architecture of the PhizzyB

the accumulator (ACC). As its name
(and thus the PhizzyB Simulator). To
implies, the accumulator is where the
all intents and purposes, the PhizzyB
CPU gathers, or accumulates, intermediate
Simulator is a fully-functional computer,
results —see Fig.5.
its just that its been implemented as a
The ways in which you can modify and
virtual machine (in the form of aprogram
employ the contents of the accumulator
called acomputer simulator) as opposed to
will become apparent as we progress. Sufconstructing it from physical devices.
fice it to say that the CPU can be inOne other point worth knowing is the
structed to load a byte of data from a
way in which the PhizzyB's CPU permemory location into the accumulator (this
ceives the external world, which is as a
involves taking a copy of the data in the
series of memory locations. The PhizzyB's
memory; the contents of the memory at
16-bit address bus can be used to point to
that location remain undisturbed).
216 = 65,536 unique locations numbered
The CPU can also be instructed to perfrom $0000 to $FFFF (where "$" characform a variety of arithmetic and logical
ters are used to indicate hexadecimal
operations on whatever data is currently
values), as represented in Fig.4.
inside the accumulator. Last, but not least,
The hexadecimal numbering system is
the CPU can be instructed to store the condescribed in the PhizzyB User Manual
tents of the accumulator into a memory
Volume I, which is provided free with
location (this overwrites any existing conyour PhizzyB Simulator (check the Phiztents in that memory location, but leaves
zyB's online help for more details).
Fr.r
For our purposes here,
we need only note that
4
addresses $4000 through
$EFFF are occupied by
Ila
random access memory
(RAM), which is used to
Input and output
RAM
store any programs you
ROM
create (addresses $0000
Fig.4. PhizzyB memory map.
through $3FFF are considered to be occupied
by
read-only
memory
(ROM), which is of little
interest to us at the
moment).
Control Bus
Towards the top of the
Data Bus
memory map are the input
Address Bus
and output (I/0) ports,
which the PhizzyB uses
to communicate with the
outside world. In fact the
PhizzyB regards these I/0
port addresses as standard memory locations
Fig.5. The accumulator (ACC).
and doesn't realize that
the contents of the accumulator totally
we're using them for other purposes. The
undisturbed).
PhizzyB has three input ports, at addresses
$F010, $F011, and $F012, and three
INSTALLING PhizzyB
output ports, at addresses $F030, $F031,
If you haven't already done so, install
and $F032.
your demonstration copy of the PhizzyB
To refresh your memory about bits and
Simulator as described on the EPE CDbytes — a bit is a single part of an
ROM, onto your Windows 95/98/NT PC.
electronic memory which can be set to one
It's best to ensure that your monitor is set
of two states on (logic 1) or off (logic 0). A
to a screen resolution of 1024 x 768 if
byte is a group of bits (usually eight)
possible, to make the most of the diswhich can be operated on as asingle unit.
plays. You can check this by right-clickACCUMULATOR MCC)
ing the Microsoft Windows "wallpaper",
choose Settings Desktop Area and select
Before we start to create our first
the desired screen resolution, which also
program, you should also be aware that,
depends on your video card and monitor
amongst other things, the PhizzyB's CPU
size. Now use:
contains an 8-bit register, which is called

111111111111111111,, ,

Control bus
boto bus
Address bus

To the
outside world
From the
outside world
Fig.3. The bowels of a simple digital computer.
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Start -> Programs -> PhizzyBD ->
PhizzyBD
to invoke the simulator, as illustrated in
Fig.6.
Initially, we are only going to be concerned with the large board at the bottom
of the PhizzyB Simulator Interface window, because this is the portion of the interface that represents the main PhizzyB.
As we see, the main PhizzyB has three
input ports. The input port at address
$F010 is connected to an 8-bit switch
device on the board, while the other two
input ports at addresses $F011 and $F012
can be used to receive information from
the outside world.
805

port,

a deep breath and proceed to the next
section.

PROGRAM CREATION
The program you're about to create is
very simple and contains just three instructions (Fig.7). The first instruction loads the
accumulator with the contents of address
$F010, which is actually connected to one
of the PhizzyB's input ports (as we'll see,
this port is driven by an 8-bit switch).
General-purpose connector

Power I

Input port
($F010)

ACC

o

te,..a

Output port
($F030)

1
T-rurni
PC

is
e.,.•

s
e;
s. a
s
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[Fil lU 11
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IRO]

ST I RS

,R1.1
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Fig.6. The main PhizzyB interface.
Similarly, the main PhizzyB has three
output ports. The output port at address
$F030 is connected to an 8-bit 1.e.d.
bargraph display on the board, while the
other two output ports at addresses $F03 I
and $F032 can be used to send information
to the outside world.
First click the Power button. This will
cause the Status Register and $F030 output port I.e.d.s to all flash on and then off
again. Also, the ACC (Accumulator), PC
(Program Counter), IR (Instruction Register), and SP (Stack Pointer) 7-segment
displays will all flash number 8s, then the
PC will change to display $4000 (the first
address in the PhizzyB's RAM), and the
other displays will display all zeros.
Note that this power-on reset sequence
exactly matches that of the real PhizzyB.
We'll explain the roles of the ACC, PC,
IR, and SP in the fullness of time.
Exciting isn't it? What, you want more?
Well, the reason why nothing appears
to be happening is that your PhizzyB
Simulator doesn't yet have a program to
run. In the not-so-distant future we'll show
you how to create your own programs. But
for the moment, use the Memory —>
Load RAM pull-down menu in the main
window to invoke a dialog offering a
list of the programs that are currently
available.
Locate the testl.ram file in the scrolling
list on the left-hand side of the display
and double-click this entry to add it to the
right-hand list.
In fact testl.ram contains avery simple
machine-code program that we delivered
with your PhizzyB Simulator. Click the
dialog window's Load button to load the
contents of testl.ram into the PhizzyB
Simulator's memory. Now cliçk the PhizzyB's Ru ("Run") button to execute the
program and note that the $F030 output
port I.e.d.s start to flash a simple pattern. Once your adrenalin rush has run its
course, click the Power button to powerdown the PhizzyB Simulator, then take
806

The second instruction writes the contents of the accumulator to address $F030,
which just happens to be one of the PhizzyB's output ports (this port drives aset of
eight I.e.d.$). The third instruction directs
the CPU to jump back to the beginning of
the program and do it all again.
To the left of Fig.7 is a flowchart illustrating the sequence of operations. To
the right of each action box in the flowchart is the equivalent machine code that
must be placed in the PhizzyB's memory.
The first instruction is located at address
$4000, which is the first location in the
PhizzyB's RAM. All of your programs
will commence at this location, because
this is the address that the PhizzyB will
automatically run from when you hit the
Run button on the interface.
B

•

INDIRECT
ADDRESSING
The $91 opcode at address $4000 instructs the CPU to load the accumulator
with the data from the location whose
address is specified by the following two
(operand) bytes at addresses $4001 and
$4002 ($F0 and $10 = $F010).
This form of instruction is said to use
the absolute addressing mode, because the
two bytes following the instruction contain aspecific (absolute) address. What the
CPU doesn't know is that address $F010
doesn't actually point to a location in the
memory, but instead points to the input
port driven by aset of eight switches.
The $99 opcode at address $4003 directs the CPU to save the contents of the
accumulator to the location pointed to by
the following two bytes at addresses $4004
and $4005 ($F0 and $30 = $F030). Once
again, the CPU doesn't know that address
$F030 doesn't actually point to a location
in the memory, but instead points to the
output port that drives aset of eight I.e.d.s.
Finally, the $C1 opcode at address
$4006 tells the CPU to perform an
unconditional jump to the location pointed
to by the following two bytes at addresses
$4007 and $4008 ($40 and $00 = $4000),
which will cause the program to start all
over again. So this program's sole function
in life is to loop around reading whatever
values it finds on the 8-bit switches and
writing these values to the 8-bit I.e.d.
bargraph display.

PROGRAM ENTERING
AND ASSEMBLING
The program representation shown in
Fig.7 is in aform known as machine code,
so-called because this is the form that is
understood and executed by the computer
(machine). If you wished, you could write
all of your programs directly in machine
code and then manually insert them into
the PhiazyB's memory, one byte at atime.
But this approach would be excruciatingly
boring and error-prone, to say the least.
A vastly more preferable technique is to

110
e

Load ACC
from $F010
Store ACC
to $F030

$4000 E $91
•

e

$4001 i__$F0
$4002

$10

0400:3

$9_9

04004 , $F0 .
$4005 t $30

Jump back
to $4000

0407,6
▪

$C1

$4007 L....$40
$4C08

$91 rLoad the accumulator with the. data in
the address specified by the following two
bytes ($F0 and $10 = $F010)
$99 = Store the contents of the accumulator
into the address specified by the following two
bytes ($F0 and $30 = $F030).

$C1 = Jump to the address specified by the
following two bytes ($40 and $00 = $4000)

Fig.7. Flow chart and machine code for counting program.
The $91, $99, and $C1 opcodes (operation codes) are part of the PhizzyB's instruction set:
(The full instruction set is documented
as described in the PhizzyB Simulator's
online help. Also, the PhizzyB's instruction set and addressing modes are fully
documented in Appendix A of The Official
Beboputer Microprocessor Databook; for
your further reading pleasure, this Appendix is provided free with your PhizzyB Simulator (check the PhizzyB's online
help for more details).

describe your programs at ahigher level of
abstraction — say in a form known as assembly language —and to then use autility
called an assembler to automatically translate these programs into machine code.
Use the Tools —> Assembler pulldown menu in the main PhizzyB Simulator
window (or click the appropriate icon on
the main window's tool bar) to invoke the
assembler (see Fig.8). Make sure the
cursor is flashing in the assembler's working area, then enter the following program
in the PhizzyB's assembly language:
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.ORG

$4000 #Set program's origin to
address $4000
LDA [$F0101# Load accumulator from
address $F010
STA [$F030]# Store accumulator to
address $F030
1MP [$40001# Jump to address $4000
.END
#End of the program

Note the .ORG and .END statements.
These are known as pseudo instructions or
directives (because they "direct" the assembler). The .ORG is used to specify the
start address or origin of the program (address $4000 in this case), while the .END
informs the assembler when it reaches the
end of the program.
Also note that anything to the right of
a hash "#" character (also known as a
number sign, pound sign, or sharp) is considered to be a comment. Comments may
occur anywhere on a source line and are
ignored by the assembler.

LEiie Edit

FUTURE ACTIONS

the assembler has just created a file
called myprogl.ram, which contains the
machine-code equivalent of your program.
Once you've successfully assembled your
program, dismiss the assembler to make
room on your screen.

In the next part ol this series. sell
describe the design and construction of
a pair of simple circuit boards that can
be used to test the real PhizzyB's external Input/Output ports. Also, we'll create
some programs to emulate these boards on
the PhizzyB Simulator, and we'll describe
how to use the PBLink utility to download
these programs to your real PhizzyB. Note
that the PBLink utility is not included with
the demo copy of the PhizzyB Simulator.
In future issues we'll be designing, building, and simulating a smorgasbord of input and output devices that will enable the
PhizzyB to interact with the outside world,
cumulating in a project that is so amazing
you'll ... But NO! The excitement might be
too much for you at the moment, so for
your own safety we're going to be forced to
hold some of our plans in reserve.
Now that we've whetted your appetite,
you'll doubtless want to hasten over to
the details for the PhizzyB hardware, in a
practical article specially written by Alan
Winstanley.
Everything you need to know about the
construction is included, and we don't
assume any great prior knowledge of
electronics.

PROGRAM LOADING
AND RUNNING
Click the PhizzyB Simulator's Power
button to power up the simulator. Now use
the Memory —> Load RAM pull-down
menu in the main project window to invoke a dialog offering a list of the programs that are currently available.
Locate the myprogl.ram file you just
created in the scrolling list on the left-hand
side of the display, double-click this entry
to add it to the right-hand list, and click the
dialog window's Load button to load the
contents of myprogl.ram into the PhizzyB Simulator's memory (see Fig.9).
Tit le bar
Menu bar

insert Window Help

_LJ

Tool bar

FURTHER READING
•

Working area

•

Status and
message bar'

The PhizzyB and the PhizzyB Simulator
are so amazingly cunning that we have
been moved to create a number of user
manuals and other documents for them. The
PhizzyB User Manual Volume 1: Phi:::yll
Simulator (on the free CD-ROM) introduces the various components of the main
simulator and describes how to use the
various tools and utilities to create and run
programs.
The second volume in this series,
the PhizzyB User Manual Volume 2:
Development System (on the PhizzyB

Fig.8. PhizzyB assembler screen.
Now consider the LDA 1$F0101 statement, where LDA is amnemonic meaning
"load the accumulator". This statement
instructs the CPU to load the contents of
address $F010 into the accumulator. As we
see, our assembly language uses square
brackets [and] to imply that we're talking
about the contents of amemory location.
The next instruction, STA ($F030], instructs the CPU to store the contents of
the accumulator to the location at address
$F030, STA being the mnemonic meaning
"store the accumulator (at)". Finally, the
JMP ($4000] instruction uses the absolute
addressing mode to instruct the CPU to
perform an unconditional jump to address
$4000, which returns it to the beginning of
the program.
Once you've entered this program, use
the assembler's File —>
Save As
command to save it to a file called
myprogl.asm.
Now comes the exciting part where you
assemble your program, which you do by
selecting the File —> Assembler pulldown menu in the assembler's menu bar
(or by clicking the appropriate icon on the
assembler's tool bar).
Assuming you haven't made any errors,
you'll receive the message "File assembled successfully" in the assembler's
status bar, otherwise you'll have to debug
any mistakes and try again.
In addition to anumber of other actions,

preg.eism.
Assembler
f
TTTTTT [Ti

Assembly
source file

$1000
LDA
STA
, 11P

F,r1

11031

31

progiram

3V rlCi
($1004)

' Machine
code file

mmunmui.

Machine code
loaded into the
EPE-Beboputer 's
memory

Fig. 9. The machine code generated by the assembler is loaded into the PhizzyB
Simulator's memory.
Now click the simulator's Ru ("Run")
button to execute your program (the CPU
automatically starts with whatever instruction it finds at address $4000). As we
know, this program loads the accumulator
with the contents of the input port connected to the 8-bit switch device, writes
this value to the output port driving the
8-bit I.e.ct display, and then jumps back to
the start of the program at address $4000
and does the whole thing again.
Test that your program is working by
clicking on one or more of the switches on
the 8-bit switch device and observe what
happens.
Congratulations! You've successfully
written, assembled, loaded, and executed
your first program. Now that wasn't too
bad was it?
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Simulator CD-ROM), describes how to use
the PBLink utility to download programs
from the PhizzyB Simulator to the real
PhizzyB.
The third volume, the PhizzyB User
Manual Volume 3: Expansion Board describes both the real and simulated versions
of the expansion board.
Also of interest is The Official Beboputer
Microprocessor Databook, which, amongst
many other things, describes the PhizzyB's
assembly language, instruction set, and
addressing modes.
More details on these documents can
be found on the PhizzyB Simulator's help
pages or on our PhizzyB web pages at
http://www.maxmon.com/phizzyb (details
on Volume 3 of the user manual are only
available from this web site).
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Understanding Computers

PhizzyB COMPUTERS
Construction - Build your own Bee
Alan Winstanley

Assembling and testing the main
PhizzyB computer board.

L

ET'S get down to the practical aspects
of creating your very own PhizzyB
computer from the ground up.
Straight away, we must say that the
PhizzyB is a commercial product and, for
the purposes of these articles, we are far
more interested in showing you how to
build and use it, rather than exploring how
PhizzyB works in detail. Such technicalities
would be beyond the scope of this series.
The free demo disk provided with this
EPE issue has Volume 1 of the PhizzyB
User Manual to get you started.
However, there are several on-line
manuals available in Adobe Acrobat PDF
format on the full working version of the
PhizzyB Simulator.
Further technical data is also available
in The Official Bebopuier Microprocessor
Handbook which can be purchased on-line
from Maxfield & Montrose Interactive, Inc.
for avery modest price. How to obtain such
things (and others) is covered later.
To assemble and enjoy using your PhizzyB, no assumptions are made about your
knowledge of electronics. It is necessary,
though, for you to have had some experience of using asoldering iron. But it has
to be stressed that the success of the
electronics side of things rests on the quality
of the soldered joints. Presently we shall
give some advice on how to ensure you get
agood soldering result.
The PhizzyB board is quite densely
populated and the soldering, whilst not

difficult, is quite intricate: PhizzyB uses
a double-sided board with plated-through
holes (p.t.h.). It includes an extra "solder
resist" too — that's the green layer which
helps ensure molten solder only goes where
it's supposed to go.
Just to help make construction as reliable
as possible, there is also a full silk-screen
print on the board, showing you precisely
which component goes where. Since the
board was designed in the USA, it has been
necessary to locate equivalent parts on sale
in the UK, and these have been tested and
approved during development.
Whilst we have provided afull parts list,
readers must be made aware that for a
minority of the parts, the manufacturer is
critical and alternative brand devices should
not be substituted. Furthermore, some parts
are obviously critical as far as their dimensions are concerned, so if they are to fit the
p.c.b. properly, care must be taken to select
appropriate parts.
The pre-programmed microcontroller,
printed circuit board and full CD-ROM are
available from the EPE Editorial office, see
later.

HOT TIPS!
We have an excellent resource available
on the Internet, in the form of our universally recognised Basic Soldering Guide
(www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/solderfaq.htm) which tells you virtually everything
you need to know about soldering.

You need the following basic tools and
equipment:
• hands (two, maximum)
• pencil-type soldering iron, say 15W or
so, with afine tip point
• line-gauge multicore solder, 0.7mm or
thereabouts
• soldering iron stand with damp sponge
• soldering frame — optional — nice to
have if you can afford it
• miniature electronics-grade pliers for
bending wires
• side-cutters
leads

for

snipping

component

• screwdriver for good measure (all kits
worth their salt use one).
Because we want PhizzyB to have as
wide an appeal as possible, this constructional article will tell you everything you need to know about identifying
the electronic components and general
methods surrounding its assembly, as we
have in mind (say) the PC user who may
not be very experienced in electronics
assembly but would like to construct a
PhizzyB to link to their own computer.
Regular EPE readers can skip through
some of the detail as you probably know
it already (but maybe have a peek just
to be sure you're not missing anything
important).
If necessary, if you have not used a
soldering iron very much before, practice
using a soldering iron with some surplus
components. Construction of the PhizzyB
is best undertaken using a "soldering
frame", a gadget which holds various
parts in situ on the board while you solder
the joints on the underside, although many
people seem to get by without one.
Be patient during assembly. Don't rush
it, and there's an excellent chance that
your PhizzyB will work first time!

MODULAR OPTIONS
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To help with the construction costs, it is
possible to adopt a "modular" approach
to assembling the PhizzyB, at least up to a
point. You may decide to go the whole
hog and assemble the entire product, or
you can choose to be more selective and
upgrade the board later with extra components, if desired. You can:
• Solder all components into place to
produce the coolest computer demo and
hardware/software system ever conceived
in the history of humankind, or
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CONSTRUCTION

• omit the battery back-up function (the
controller chip IC7 and battery BAT1).
and/ or

First,
an
important
note
for
UK/European readers: at the time of
writing, it has not yet been possible to
source an equivalent p.c.b. mounting 3V
Lithium back-up battery to fit the
American-designed board.
This situation may change but, in the
shorter term, a small adaptor board has
been designed in the UK which is capable
of carrying a Lithium battery coin cell
holder, so that the battery can be exchanged if necessary without any desoldering being needed.
The adaptor board fits the pinouts of
the PhizzyB battery (BAT!). Skilled and
experienced readers will be able to improvise. Without the battery, any program
and data contents will be lost when power
is interrupted. and PhizzyB will have to be
reloaded from the PC software, via the
PBLink. This only takes asecond.
At this point, you may decide to omit
the battery altogether for now. That's OK
-start assembly by inserting the jump wire
JUMP!, and omit IC7. This bypasses the
battery controller. (If you decide to insert the battery at a later date, you must
desolder or cut the jumper wire and tit IC7
plus the battery.) Otherwise, the battery
will be fitted last of all, because it is the
tallest component.
A copy of the silk-screen print is
shown in Fig.I for reference. The following suggested order of assembly will

• omit the 7-segment displays (DUAL Ito
DUAL6) and their corresponding display
driver chips (IC101/1C102). You will still
have the ability to monitor the registers
(memories) which are "mirrored" on your
PC screen, although it's maybe not as neat
as watching what the PhizzyB has to say
for itself
• Lastly you can omit IC5, one of the
two 32K random access memory (RAM)
chips used to store data in the PhizzyB.
This obviously reduces the data storage
capacity of the PhizzyB, but there will still
be ample available firepower to follow the
series. You can add the second chip later if
you like.
The construction follows alogical order,
fitting the smallest parts first and progressively building up the board until the tallest and largest parts are inserted last of
all. If you use a soldering frame, you
might still want to follow this same order
and gradually locate the parts rather than
insert everything at once.
However, before starting, be sure to
check that you have all the parts, and
that they all fit the PhizzyB board. Do
not remove any integrated circuits (i.c.s also known as chips) from their anti-static
packaging until you are ready to fit them to
the board. This will be at the very end of
construction and preliminary testing.
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So far so good! The next stage is more
intricate. We strongly recommend protecting your investment in PhizzyB by using
dual-in-line (d.i.I.) sockets to carry all of
the i.c.s (and one or two other parts). They
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help less experienced constructors to gain
some revisionary practice of soldering and
handling the PhizzyB board.
Insert the six 22k resistors RI to R4
and R101 to R102 (colour coded red-redorange-gold) into place. bending the leads
with thin-nosed pliers to match the board.
Make sure the resistors are reasonably flat
against the board. Solder the leads, then
snip off any excess wire with miniature
side-cutters. Continue with R6 and R7,
which are two 4.7 kilohm resistors (yellow-violet-red-gold).
Next, insert the three single-in-line
(s.i.l.) resistor packages, labelled on the
board as R5. R8 and R9. These packages
actually contain nine individual resistors
all joined to a"common" pin, making ten
pins in all. You can prove this by using an
ohmmeter. Hence the s.i.l. resistor must be
correctly orientated: a dot printed on the
body marks pin I(common), which aligns
with the square box in the silk-screen print
symbol. Note also that if the recommended
s.i.l. resistors are used (Boums 4610X
series) then:
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Fig. 1. Full size reproduction of the silk-screen print showing component positions on the PhizzyB printed circuit board.
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should you have any worries about
damaging these devices during soldering.
This is an option, and single-in-line
socket strips can be used, snapped off to
length (two strips of nine sockets for
each dual display). However, note that it
is worth socketing switch SW5 (16-pin
dual-in-line switch) together with BARI
(20-pin bargraph 1.e.d.) using ordinary
d.i.l. sockets. This is in order to make
these devices removable for future expansion projects, but they are not shown in
the photos of the prototype.

CAPACITORS

Fig.2. Example of d.i.l. Lc. pinouts.
Orientation is denoted by the dimple
and/or notch.
enable you to change any faulty chips
(unlikely, but you never know) and,
more importantly, they help prevent any
damage occurring to the semiconductor
chips through excessive soldering heat
being applied

ORIENTATION
The orientation of each i.e. is identified
by a notch at one end, and/or a dimple
(see Fig.2). What you must do is insert
the d.i.l. socket for each of these devices
the correct way to match the silk screen
printing on the PhizzyB board. A notch at
one end of the socket must match the
same identifier on the silk-screen print.
The i.c.s themselves will later be inserted
the same way round.
For reliability and strength, it's best
to ensure that every socket lies flush
against the board. This is easy if asoldering frame is used, but otherwise various
tricks include using a length of adhesive
tape to hold the socket temporarily during
soldering.
As atip, look closely at the pins when
soldering: if all the pins protrude through
the board at the same height, then it's
safe to say the d.i.l. socket is flush against
the PhizzyB board. This is pretty important, because if you are inexperienced in
handling and soldering such devices then
you would find it somewhat tricky to
desolder and correct again. Ultimately,
you could accidentally damage the board
and the last thing which any of us want
you to be is disappointed!
Proceed by soldering in the i.c. sockets. If you are inexperienced at this, practise on IC7 socket first (regardless of
whether you choose to fit the battery
controller chip). Take your time, working diligently and methodically and you
should be fine.
It only takes two or three seconds at
most to make such a joint, using a few
millimetres of solder. Definitely avoid
applying an excess which might bridge
and short adjacent contacts, /nd doublecheck all the time to ensure the sockets
are completely flush against the board.
Keep the i.c.s in their packaging for now.
Max and Alvin suggest "socketing"
the 7-segment dual light-emitting diode
(I.e.d.) displays and bargraph displays
810

Once you have all the resistors and i.e.
sockets in place, next insert the nonelectrolytic capacitors, most of which
are used to decouple the power supply
by removing noise and spikes near to
the i.c.s. All capacitors are vertical
("radial") p.c.b. mounting types.
To make a neat job, a good tip is to
solder one pin of a capacitor, turn the
board over and straighten the device,
then secure it by soldering the other
pin. Solder all the polyester and ceramic
capacitors into place. paying close attention to their markings. These can confuse
beginners and old hands alike:
• Devices marked "10n" are 1
OnF (ten
nanofarads)
• "100n" means 100nF
• Any labelled as "p.1" are Ole, or
100nF
• Cl may be labelled as "p.33" which is
0.331.1.F (0.33 microfarads).
There are various "pitches" (distance
between the pins) used for the capacitors,
so be sure to select the right types (see
components list). Leave the electrolytic
capacitors until later. Follow on with
the switches SW1 to SW4, and SW6.
(Remember SW5 is best socketed.)
The dual I.e.d.s can be fitted next if
you're confident enough about soldering
them directly instead of using sockets,
again making sure they are flat against
the board. Look for the decimal point
location to align them correctly — see
photos. The bargraph display BAR101
follows next (BARI being socketed).

LARGER PARTS
By now your PhizzyB should be really
taking shape. Continue construction by
soldering into position the quartz crystal
XTAL1, then the electrolytic capacitors
Cl to C11 and C14. These capacitors are
polarity critical, and you will observe a
positive sign on the p.c.b., which denotes
the positive lead. (Usually, you see a
negative sign printed on the capacitor's
body which by an uncanny coincidence,
signifies the negative wire.) It is very
important that these capacitors are soldered in the right way round.
Turning next to the power supply section: Phizzyd's circuit operates at 5V d.c.
so an on-board regulator is used (REG I)
to provide a constant 5V voltage from
the suggested 9V d.c. mains adaptor. The
best way of fitting it is to bend its wires
to the required shape, then bolt the device
through the hole provided in the board
using an M3 x 6 nut and bolt. Then
solder the regulator's three leads.
Now install CON2, which is the d.c.
power inlet socket.

Amongst the very last components to
solder are the five "IDC headers" (Insulation Displacement Connector), CON3
to CON7. PhizzyB has a preferred way
and a wrong way, and it is indicated on
the silk screen print which way the large
notches in the sides of the headers should
match with the board.
(Experienced users of IDC connectors
will see an arrowhead symbol moulded
in the plastic body, too, which matches
an arrow on the silk-screen print.) Ensure
the headers are flush against the board.
The very last item is CON1, the RS232
serial connector which hooks to your PC.
There are several holes on the board to
accept the commonest styles of rightangle socket, and the connector will drop
straight in. Some types use mounting
prongs which need no further attention,
otherwise consider using small nuts and
bolts to firmly secure the connector.
You can now add the four mounting
pillars, which act as "feet" for the PhizzyB and which stand the solder side off
the tabletop.
After this, your PhizzyB is very nearly
complete: there is only the battery (if
used) to solder on-board, which can be
done after all the testing is complete.
Construction for the battery sub-board
is described later. But before we breathe
life into PhizzyB, it is necessary to perform some preliminary tests to ensure
everything is in order.

INITIAL TESTING
With none of the dual-in-line devices
installed — still keep the integrated circuits in their packaging — the next stage
is to closely inspect all your soldering.
Look especially for:
• Joints you overlooked completely —
solder them!
• Badly made or "dry" joints: desolder
them with adesoldering pump or braid,
and re-apply fresh solder
• Excessive "blobs" of solder bridging
adjacent pins — desolder, clean up and
rework
• Whiskers of solder shorting neighbouring terminals.
• If you see any dubious-looking solder
joints, rework them.
If everything looks to be in order, we
now move to the testing phase, where
we power up the board without any integrated circuits in place. An ordinary 9V
300mA to 500mA regulated mains adaptor is needed, with astandard 2.1mm d.c.
plug. The "tip" or inner sleeve is negative (see the PhizzyB Manual on the
CD-ROM), so go ahead and apply d.c.
power to the board.
If regulator REG Ibecomes warm after
10 to 15 seconds, switch off immediately
and check the polarity of your power
supply!
Use avoltmeter set to a 10V d.c. range
and proceed to test out the board as
follows. The metal tab of REG1 and its
mounting bolt are at OV, which you can
use as the common OV connection for
your multimeter.
Test for +5V appearing at the i.e. pin
locations in Table I, using the positive
probe of your meter.
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(Don't worry: chips are remarkably
sturdy, but don't overdo it.)
Now comes a critical part of the
assembly. You must double-check the
polarity of the i.c.s, looking for the
notch/dimple on the chip and align it with
the notch of its i.e. holder. All the i.c.s
face the same way, you'll notice, to make
life easier.
Place each i.e. on its socket and push it
firmly into place, but do ensure that each
pin is properly located. Avoid any pins
misaligning with its terminal and possibly
bending underneath. (Straighten any bent
pins by using fine-nosed pliers, ensuring
you briefly earth yourself before touching
the chip with metal pliers.)
The most important component is IC3,
the PhizzyB microcontroller, and you will
want to ensure that this particularly is installed correctly into its holder. Also fit
the dual displays, SW5 and BARI into
their holders, if used.
Inspect the board very closely to confirm that each and every pin is correctly
in place.

Table 1
Pin number

ICI
14
IC2
16
IC3
31, 40
IC4
20
IC5 (if used)
28*
IC6
28*
IC7 (if used)
8
IC8
16
IC9
26
ICIO
26
ICI!
20
IC101 (if used)
19
IC102 (if used)
19
*IC5/1C6 will only measure +5V if
JUMPI is in place, or if BAT1 is fitted.

If you fail to measure any voltage at all, double-check the polarity of
your mains adapter plug (test with a
voltmeter), and also check the voltages
around REG1 (see Fig.3) to ensure the
power supply is reaching the board.
We think, though, that the chances of
failure at this point are very remote, and
any problems will be due to mechanical defects, including poor soldering, and
very unlucky would be the reader whose
PhizzyB doesn't measure up correctly at
this stage. (See the end of the article for
details of where to get more help.)
Next, you should install i.c.s. Disconnect the power supply before inserting
them.
All the d.i.l. i.c.s are CMOS devices
and are static sensitive, so special precautions are needed to ensure you do not
inadvertently "zap" the chip with adischarge of static electricity which may
have accumulated on your board, or yourself. (A computer monitor screen is one
example of a source of static, nylon carpets and underwear another.)
Most people use an anti-static wrist
strap in conjunction with a special mains
earthing adapter (and often, an earthed
bench mat) to ground their body and
work area, thereby eliminating static
build-up. Alternatively, you should
touch agood earth before handling
the chips.
The main problem
now is that the

BACK-UP BATTERY

Fig.3. Power supply section of the
p.c.b. The mounting bolt of regulator
REG1 is at OV.
pins of the dual-in-line devices must be
made to align with their respective sockets: pins tend to arrive ex-factory slightly
splayed out, so it is necessary to gently
straighten them slightly.
Do this by resting one row of pins on
an anti-static surface and bend them by
grasping the i.e. moulding and bend
the pins simultaneously. The pins are
generally "springy", but you should
bend the pins evenly and progressively, and repeat until they align
with the i.e. sockets.

The PhizzyB RAM 3V battery back-up is
an optional extra which retains memory
data when the main power supply is interrupted. A Lithium coin cell (CR2430)
will manage a low current consumption
CMOS memory probably for many years.
At the time of writing, and in spite of the
best endeavours of your scribe, it hasn't
proved possible to source abattery which
exactly matches the PhizzyB board.
An adaptor board has therefore been
designed which is 1.4inch square and
carries a coin cell battery clip. This fits
vertically into the PhizzyB board. The
design is shown in Fig.4. This board is
supported using two short thick lengths of
solid copper wire (e.g. as used in domestic lighting systems). Experienced constructors can adapt a3V memory back-up
of their own design as the necessary
connections are self-explanatory.
The final task, where appropriate,
is to install the Lithium backup coin cell or adaptor. This
can be soldered directly,
and correct polarity is
vital. You may
decide to leave
this until later
on, when

The partially assembled PhizzyB board, with
the d.i.l. i.c.s omitted prior to testing
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FILE DOAN ANY SWAP POINTS
CN COPPER TRACK LUCE

COMPONENTS

2eAnvL
ope
SATIERY HOLDER

sIca)

670-01)

Resistors
R1 to R4,
R101, R102 22k (6 off)
R5, R8
4k7 9-resistor sil.
package (2 off,
Boums 4610X
series)
R6, R7
4k7 (2 off)
R9
15011 9-resistor sit
package (Boums
4610X series)
All 0.25W 5% carbon film unless marked.

SOLDER ON COPPER
TRACK SIDE
RIGID COPPER
MIES

Fig.4. PhizzyB battery connection and
mounting.
programs are loaded into the PhizzyB
which can be retained by the back-up
battery.
When all components are in place,
congratulations! Give yourself a slap on
the back! You can, incidentally, generally
handle the completed PhizzyB board
without needing to take any further
anti-static precautions, although you must
certainly take precautions if you have
cause to handle any individual chips.
PhizzyB is not your average everyday
object, though, so treat it with some care.

FINAL TESTING AND
OPERATION
IMPORTANT: before proceeding to
the final test, note that both switches on
SW6 must be set to OFF.
The next check is to power up your
fully-populated PhizzyB from the mains
adaptor. It is not necessary to connect to
your PC at this time. (Note that the
regulator REGI will be warm or hot in
normal operation.)
The modest display PhizzyB provides
when it awakens should gladden the heart
and tell you that all is well. All the 7segment displays will briefly flash 8s (the
decimal points aren't used), and both the
bargraph displays should flash briefly (the
eight right-most I.e.d.s only: the two left
I.e.d.s are unused).
After less than half asecond or so, the
I.e.d.s should all turn off, and the 7-segment displays should show:
(ACC) 00
(PC) 4000
(IR) 00
(SP) 0000
(A similar start-up routine is displayed
by the PhizzyB Simulator when you hit
the virtual "power" switch.)
Your PhizzyB is now ready for use.
You can then proceed to install the PhizzyB Simulator software from the full version CD-ROM (view the file default.htm
in your browser, or open Welcome.txt
for CD installation instructions).
Load the software, connect the PhizzyB to your computer serial port, and
then open ademonstration file and send it
to your PhizzyB, as follows.
To attach PhizzyB to your PC, you
must use a null modem cable, i.e. a
female-to-female 9-pin serial lead on
PhizzyB CON I and either COM1 or
812

Capacitors
C1

C2
C3 to C6
C7 toC11,
C14

C12, C13

IC101, IC102
DUAL1 to
DUAL6

BAR 1,
BAR101
REG1

0.33p, polyester,
10mm pitch e.g.
Siemens B32560
series
100n polyester, 5mm
pitch, e.g. Thomson
BF series
10n polyester, 5mm
pitch, e.g. Thomson
BF series (4 off)
111 63V min. radial
elect. 2mm pitch, e.g.
Philips 037 range
(6 off)
33p min. ceramic disk,
50V, 6mm pitch
approx. (2 off)

C15 to C25,
C101, C102 100n polyester, 7.5mm
pitch, e.g. Siemens
B32560 range
(13 off)

Semiconductors
IC1
74LS14 hex Schmitt
trigger
IC2
MAX232CPE RS232
transmitter/ receiver
IC3
Pre-programmed
PhizzyB
microcontroller
IC4
74LS373 tri -state octal
D-type flip-flop
IC5
Toshiba
TC55257DPL-70L
32K x 8CMOS
SRAM *
IC6
Toshiba
TC55257DPL-70L
32K x 8CMOS
SRAM
IC7
Harris ICL7673 battery
backup controller •
IC8
74LS138 3-to-8 decoder
IC9, IC10
OKI (only) 82C55A2
programmable
peripheral interface
(2 off)
IC11
74LS540 octal
buffer/driver

COM2 of your PC. Some leads may have
male-female connections, in which case it
is possible to attach a "gender changer"
to produce the required female fittings at
both ends.
After installing the software, ensure the
full version PhizzyB Simulator CD is in
the drive, then click Start —> Programs
—> PhizzyB —> PhizzyB to launch the
full version PhizzyB Simulator software.
Then go Tools —> PhizzyB Interface
(or use the PhizzyB Interface icon —
there's a "flyover" prompt on the icon
toolbar) to activate the PBLink software
(which is used to load programs to your

MAX7219CNG display
controller (2 off)
dual 0.56-inch
7-segment common
cathode I.e.d. display,
e.g. HDSP 5323
(6 off)
10-segment led.
bargraph display, e.g.
HDSP 4820 (2 off)
LM340-75 5V 1A
TO-220 voltage
regulator

Miscellaneous
SWi to SW4 min. push-to-make
switch, p.c.b.
mounting, 6.5mm x
4.5mm (4 off)
SW5
8-way s.p.s.t.
switch
SW6
2-way s.p.s.t.
switch
XTAL1
11.0592MHz HC49
quartz crystal
BAT1
3V Lithium CR2430
coin cell •
CON1
9-pin right-angle p.c.b.
mounting
D-connector (male)
CON2
2.1mm d.c. power inlet
socket
CON3 to
CON6
shrouded (boxed)
20-pin straight-up
IDC header (4 off)
CON7
shrouded (boxed)
50-pin straight-up IDC
header
PhizzyB Simulator CD-ROM (full working
version)
Printed circuit board, available from the
EPE PCB Service, (PhizzyB); 8-pin d.i.l.
socket; 14-pin d.i.l. socket; 16-pin d.i.l.
socket (3 off); 20-pin di!. socket (3 off);
'24-pin d.i.l. socket, 0.3-inch wide (2 off);
28-pin di'. socket (2 off); 40-pin d.i.l.
socket (3 off); p.c.b. connectors, single-inline snap off, 12 strips x9 contacts'; 9-pin
to 9-pin null modem serial cable (femalefemale); mounting pillars, 3mm thread (4
off); M3 x6mm nut and bolt; 9V 300mA
to 500mA regulated d.c. mains adaptor,
2.1mm plug (tip negative); p.c.b. mounting
24mm coin cell holder, 24mm, Farnell
676470'; solder, etc.
optional (see text)
Approx Cost
Guidance Only

d
e

1

30

including lull CD-ROM

PhizzyB). In its menu, click File —>
Options (or use the Options icon) to
select the relevant COM port. Come back
here and check or change the settings
if your PhizzyB doesn't communicate
properly.
In the PBLink window, click File —>
Open (or click the icon, or CTRL + 0)
and open the filename Testl.ram. The
first few lines of the PBLink window will
read:
RAM file:
Start —> Finish
$4000
$4017

Size (bytes) Downloaded
24
No
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Ensure your PhizzyB is connected and
powered up. Go File —> Download, or
click the Download RAM File icon (third
one), and this tiny program will instantly
(as fast as amouse click!) be downloaded
to the hardware PhizzyB.
Then click Run (the > > icon) or F2,
and your PhizzyB will run the program
and display a simple binary count on
$F030 output port. You can also press the
"Run" and "Step" keys either in the
software or on your real PhizzyB and
watch the I.e.d. displays react.
Don't forget the on-line help contained
in the PhizzyB User Manual Volume
2 (run the full version PhizzyB CDROM). You may wish to print it off for
reference. It gives explicit instructions for
setting up and installing the hardware,
configuring the PBLink software, and
loading and testing your PhizzyB, which
is now ready for use.

• The hardware design of the PhizzyB was undertaken in the UK at the Department of
Electronic Engineering at the University of Hull, by a gifted young student — Andrew
Ayre — who, for his final year University project — and with arms tied behind his back
and teeth gnashing — nevertheless successfully engineered the entire circuitry needed to
create areal-life PhizzyB. Andrew also developed the PBLink for the PhizzyB Simulator
software for Windows. The PhizzyB-loving world owes Andrew abig thank-you.
• PhizzyB wouldn't fly in astraight line unless all its innermost workings talked to each
other properly. The printed circuit board required for the PhizzyB was engineered in the
USA by David Thompson using the Auto-Active environment provided by the Veribest
PCB layout suite, from VeriBest Inc., CO., USA (http://www.veribest.com).
• PhizzyB is aTrade Mark of Maxfield & Montrose Interactive, Inc., Alabama, USA.
The PhizzyB source code and microcontroller files are commercial items which are fully
protected by international copyright.

address and your queries will be relayed
to them.
EPE web site users can also check
the EPE Chat Zone. The Constructional
author's E-mail address is:
alaneepemag.demon.co.uk.

HELP!
What to do if it doesn't work? We
really do think that if you have soldered
the components with reasonably tidiness,
and fitted the integrated circuits correctly,
PhizzyB will work first time.
However, rest assured that support is
never very far away, and is available by
E-mail or post, see the on-line help of the
PhizzyB Simulator CD-ROM. Don't forget to check http://www.maxmon.com,
the web site for Maxfield & Montrose
Interactive, Inc. Max and Alvin are
always pleased to hear feedback, comments, and (especially) praise.
Alternatively, you can write to the
PhizzyB co-authors at the Editorial

BEBOP-A-LULA:
The two amazing books referred to earlier, Bebop Bytes Back and Bebop to the
Boolean Boogie, are available from the Direct Book Service (see their pages elsewhere in this issue).

NEXT MONTH

RESOURCES

Two
really
simple
constructional
projects are described next month — an
8-bit Switch on an "input" board, and an
8-bit L.E.D. Display on an "output"
board. These are intended to test out the
external I/O ports and they let us
experiment with the software.
Looking ahead to future instalments,
we will be adding a liquid-crystal display
and a versatile expansion board to greatly
enhance the capabilities of your newlyhatched PhizzyB!

The following items are available from the EPE PCB Service at
the Editorial address (prices include
VAT and P&P):
Full working version of the PhizzyB CD-ROM £14.95
Pre-programmed PhizzyB microcontroller £14.95
PhizzyB printed circuit board,
£14.95.
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The fully assembled PhizzyB printed circuit board - it is so well designed you should have little difficulty achieving such a
professional appearance.
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Everyday Practical Electronics are pleased to be able to offer all readers these

ELECTRONICL
TWO
PPLICATIONS
ON ONE
CD-ROM

ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS
COMPONENTS
+ THE PARTS
GALLERY
by Mike Tooley

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley

Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates
covered in Electronic Circuits & Components, and takes
users through the subject of digital electronics up to the
operation and architecture of microprocessors. The virtual
laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on
screen.

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS
lectronic Circuits & Components
rovides an introduction to the
rinciples and application of the
lost common types of electronic
Dmponents and shows how they
re used to form complete circuits.
he virtual laboratories, worked
xamples and pre-designed circuits
llow students to learn, experiment
nd check their understanding as
ley proceed through the sections
nthe CD-ROM. Sections on the
isk include:
'undamentals: units & multiples,
lectricity, electric circuits.
Iternating circuits.
Passive Components: resistors,
apacitors. inductors, transformers.
:emiconductors: diodes,
ansistors. op.amps, logic gates.
Passive Circuits
ictive Circuits

I »worn! I
ànrint».•atai
On. I-

FUNDAMENTALS

Mel»

1•11•1

a

.••.10,

Virtual laboratory - sinusoids

Virtual laboratory - flip-flops

COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
Multiple gate circuits. equivalent
logic functions and specialised logic
functions such as majority vote,
parity checker, scrambler, half and
full adders. Includes fully interactive
virtual laboratories for all circuits

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC
Introduces sequential logic
including clocks and clock circuitry.
counters, binary coded decimal and
shift registers.

'I

HE PARTS GALLERY
lany students have agood
nderstanding of electronic theory
ut still have difficulty in recognising
le vast number of different types of
lectronic components and symbols.
'he Parts Gallery helps overcome
lis problem: it will help students to
ecognise common electronic
Dmponents and their corresponding
ymbols in circuit diagrams.
elections on the disk include:
,
omponents
cimponents Quiz
:ymbols
:ymbols Quiz
ircuit Technology

Fundamentals introduces the
basics of digital electronics
including binary and hexadecimal
numbering systems. ASCII, basic
logic gates and their operation,
monostable action and circuits, and
bistables -including JK and D-type
It ip-flops

•

Logic laboratory

Virtual laboratory - traffic lights

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
A D and D A converters and their
parameters. traffic light controllers.
memories and microprocessors architecture, bus systems and their
arithmetic logic unit.

GALLERY
o
_,•

41 le--

Circuit technology screen

lobbyist/Student

Microprocessor

£34 inc VAT

istitutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry)
istitutional 10 user (Network Licence)

£89
£169

plus
plus

-H.4

A catalogue of commonly used IC
chematics taken from the 74xx
and 40xx series. Also includes
photographs of common digital
integrated circuits and circuit
technology.

Hobbyist/Student

£45 inc VAT

VAT

Institutional (Schools/HE/FE Industry)

VAT

Institutional 10 user (Network Licence)

£99
£199

plus
plus

VAT
VAT

Minimum system requirements: PC with 486/33MHz, VGA+256 colours, CD-ROM drive. 8MB RAM. 8MB hard disk space.
Windows 3.1/95/NT, mouse, sound card. Demo available from Web site http://www.MatrixMultimedia.co.uk

CD-ROM ORDER FORM
Please send me:
Version required:
11 Electronic Circuits Er Components -Parts Gallery
EJ Digital Electronics

Hobbyist/Student
Institutional
Institutional 10 user

Full name'
Address•

Post code -

Tel. No -

Signature'
1! enclose cheque/PO in £sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £
I Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £
Card No'

Card expiry date .

ORDERING
Prices include UK postage
Student Version -price includes postage
to most countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add f5 for
airmail postage per order
OVERSEAS ORDERS: Institutional Versions -overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each CD-ROM for airmail postage
(do not add VAT unless you live in an EU
country, then add 17",% VAT or provide
your official VAT registration number).
Send your order to: Direct Book Service
33 Gravel Hill, Merley Wimborne
Dorset BH21 1RW
(Mail Order Only)
Direct Book Service is adivision of Wimborne
Publishing Ltd To order by phone ring
01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax
CD-ROMs are normally sent within seven days

Advertisement

Kenwood oscilloscopes
-EPE reader offer
Features
2 channel 20MHz and 40MHz versions
High withstand input -400Vpk
Relay attenuators
Scale illumination (CS4135)
Vertical mode triggering
Fix synchronisation
External trigger
N line and frame triggering
Calibration output
Complete with two probes
Model shown :CS4125
Vann Draper is offering readers of Everyday Practical
Electronics special discount on the Kenwood range of high
quality oscilloscopes.
The CS4125 20MHz 2 channel oscilloscope normally sells for
£361.33 but is available to EPE readers for just :
£319 including vat and delivery.
The CS4135 40MHz 2 channel oscilloscope normally sells for
£528.75 but is available to EPE readers for just :
£479 including vat and delivery.
Both oscilloscopes are delivered ready to use complete with
two Xl/X10 probes, mains lead, operating manual and a
one year manufacturers warranty.
To order simply post the coupon to :
Vann Draper Electronics Ltd at Unit 5, Premier Works,
Canal Street, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL.
Alternatively tel 0116 2771400, fax 0116 2773945
or email sales@vanndraper.co.uk

Key specifications
3d8 bandwidth
CRT size
CRT voltage
Vert sensitivity
Input impedance
Time base
Sweep mag
Mode
Trigger
Cal signal
Z axis input
Weight
Size
Power
Approvals

:20MHz (CS4135 40MHz)
:150mm rectangular, graticule 8 by 10 divisions
:Approx 2kV (CS4135 approx 12kV)
:lmV -5V/div, 12 ranges, 1-2-5 steps, fine adjust
:1Mohm +/-2%, approx 22pF
:0.5s -20Ons/div, 20 ranges, 1-2-5 steps, fine adjust
:X10
:CH1, CH2, Alt, Chop, Add, CH2 ihvert
:Auto, Norm, Fix, TV frame, TV line
:lkHz squarewave, 1Vpk-pk +/-3%
:TTL level, dark for positive voltage
:7kg (CS4135 7.2kg)
:300 x 140 x 415mm excluding protrusions
:100/120V, 220/230V ac, 50/60Hz, 30W
:CE for EMC and LVD

Other more advanced models available please ask for details.

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
The test & measurement specialists

www.vanndraper.co.uk

Use this coupon for your order
Please supply me :
CS4125 20MHz scope(s) at £319 inc vat & del
CS4135 40MHz scope(s) at £479 inc vat & del

Name:
Address :

Tel No :
Total £
Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
or debit my visa, mastercard or switch card :
Card type :
Card No:
Expiry date :

Switch iss No :

Signature :
Overseas readers can still obtain this discount but
carriage charges vary according to country. Please
telephone, fax, email or write to Vann Draper.
815

Cover CD and reader offer

J

Test Equipment has come a long way over the last few years. Traditional benchtop' instruments such as
oscilloscopes are giving way both to smaller hand held units and, more recently. to PC based instruments.
Pico Technology are at the forefront of these developments and we are giving you the chance to save
15% off the purchase price of this high quality test equipment. You can order either the ADC200 or

OsziFOX oscilloscopes using the order form below. This offer is valid until the 15th Dec 1998.

Transform your PC....

Into an oscilloscope, spectrum analyser
and multimeter...

The ADC200 range of PC based oscilloscopes offer performance only previously
available on the most expensive 'benchtop scopes. By intergrating several
instruments into one unit, the ADC200 is both flexible and cost effective.
leeeeollme-

pied"

10.4V
310kHz

Connection to a PC gives the ADC200 the edge over

traditional oscilloscopes: the ability to print and save
waveforms is just one example. Advanced trigger modes,
;such as save to disk on trigger, make tracking down those
elusive intermittent faults much easier. The ADC200 is
supplied with PicoScope software (DOS & Win 3.1, 95/98
and NT) which is powerful, yet simple to use, especially with its

comprehensive online help. Installation is easy and no configuration
is required; simply plug into the parallel port and it is ready to go.
There are three models in the ADC200 range: the ADC200/20, 200/50 and 200/

-2
,

100 offering a 20, 50 and 100 MS/s scope and a 10. 25 and 50 MHz spectrum analyser
respectively. The ADC200 is the ideal solution for applications such as video and automotive
testing, electronics design and fault finding.

£255

The ADC200 is also supplied with Picolog software, which enables it to function as an advanced
data logger and chart recorder. Don't take our word for it, see how good the software is for
yourself. Take a look at the demo
-^
cover CD.

lire

Pi ne

et

1
9
0111
+ VAT

scope at your

Once oscilloscopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over
, the years they have got smaller and smaller . The latest
development in this field has just arrived a digital storage
oscilloscope in a handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a
pencil and about as thick as your thumb.
Despite its small size, its performance can match that of aservice

Unly

E68

oscilloscope With asampling rate of up to 20MS/s, even signals
in microprocessor circuits can be recorded. Using its voltmeter
function, numeric AC and DC voltages can be easily measured.VAT +

The low cost of the OsziFOX, together with its small size makes
it ideal for any electronics engineer who needs the ultimate in portability.

Order form Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 70J

P 1CC

• Tel: 01954 211716 • Fax: 01954 211880 • E:mail post@picotech.co.uk

re, hnoh,i,,,Limited
www.picotech.com

Please send me:

Pleases fax or post to us at the given address

Delivery details
Name:
Address:

Free information on the whole Pico range
J
osziFOX
Qty:
@ £68 +P&P+VAT .£84
ADC 200/ 20
Qty:
£255 +P&P+VAT .£302
ADC 200/ 50
ADC 200/ 100

Qty:
Qty:

Credit card

_I

@ £340 +P&P+VAT .£406
£425 +P&P+VAT .£506
Cheque

_J

Card Number
I

Post code

Total: £
Expiry date

I I I

1 I1

I 1I

I Il

Signature:
To qualify for this offer quote ref: EPE998

I
NGENUITY
UNLIMITED

Our regular round-up of readers' own circuits. We pay
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere. The
circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or
word-processed, with abrief circuit description (between
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all
circuit schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF.
They could earn you some real cash and aprize!

WIN A PICO PC BASED
OSCILLOSCOPE

•50MSPS Dual Channel Storage
Oscilloscope •25MHz Spectrum Analyser
•Multimeter •Frequency Meter
•Signal Generator
If you have anovel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then aPico Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.
Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage
oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
addition, two single channel ADC-40s will be
presented to the runners up.

Audio Frequency Doubler - Pfttc_u Effffeeo

B

interested in electronic effects for
music. Iwas quite intrigued by the pitch
doublers and changers found on some professional effects units. Iquickly realised that the
frequency changes were arrived at by digital
means and the circuit digram shown in Fig.1
is one way this can be achieved by the hobbyist.
The method used is basically that of a
non-linear mixer. Given two sine waves of
frequency fl and f2, then the sum and differences, i.e. fl + f2 and fl — f2, may be generated by arranging the circuit to multiply the
two sine waves together. As fl and f2 are
actually the same, the result is fl +fl or 2f1;
fl —fi is zero.
The multiplication is accomplished by
passing one copy of the input onto the
non-inverting input (pin 3) of IC2 which, in
conjunction with the junction f.e.t. TRI.
forms a variable gain amplifier. Its gain is
controlled by the amplitude of asecond copy
of the input amplified by ICI, and applied to
the gate (g) of TRI. The f.e.t. is biased so as
to mimic a reasonably linear resistance
between its source and drain. This resistance
is then modulated by the input sine wave.
The gain of IC2 equals (R5+Rds )/Rds
EING
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Fig.l. Circuit diagram for the Audio Frequency Doubler
where R. is the f.e.t. drain-source resistance.
The change in gain produces the multiplying
action.

PICO PRIZE WINNERS
It's time to judge the Ingenuity Unlimited submissions over the last six months. Three
lucky entrants each win a fabulous prize of aPICO Technology (www.picotech.com) PCbased Oscilloscope! EPE Editor Mike Kenward and /U host Alan Winstanley carefully
considered all the published submissions and prizes were finally awarded as follows:
WINNER — receives a superb PICO Technology ADC200 50 PC Digital Storage
Oscilloscope
Electronic Dice — Steve Teal, Witney, Oxfordshire (July 1998). Although far from a
new application of electronics, in light of our Teach-In 98 series the judges were
pleased to see how the contributor had fulfilled the logic design requirement methodically, meeting the challenge of incorporating specific logic devices to hand.
RUNNERS-UP — each wins a PICO Technology ADC 40 Single-channel PC-based
Oscilloscope
L.E.D. Cycle Rear Lamp- — Alan Bradley, Belfast, Northern Ireland (October
1998). We were impressed by this simple but effective design which was well
researched in relation to component choice and current UK legislation.
Audio Frequency Doubler — Alan Lippett, Stafford (November
1998).
A systematically designed effects unit using asmall number of active components.
Our thanks to PICO for their on-going sponsorship
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If V„„, of IC2 =G xV,„ where G is the
gain and G itself is a function of V,„, then
V, =G(V) xV1„.
Unfortunately, due to the f.e.t. and
op-amp arrangement. G(V,) mathematically
resembles something like a+(b x V,„) where
aand bare constants. This gives us:
V,„„ = (a + (b x V,„)) x V,„, and
Vo„, =a= V,„ + bx V,„ x V,„
This means we have an extra term, ax V,„
which is of course the original input signal
multiplied by some constant. This must be
removed, and this is the purpose of IC3.
an adder circuit, or rather a subtracter! The
mixed output is applied to the inverting input
and the original signal is applied to the noninverting input via potentiometer VR2. By
careful adjustment of VR2 the original signal
will be nulled out, leaving the doubled frequency at the output of IC3.
In use, set Level control VR Iso as not to
overdrive ICI. It is not recommended exceeding 0.4V pk-pk on the input. I originally
used 741s for the op.amps which gave good
results, but better spec types such as LM3I8s
improved the nulling. The circuit worked
well up to 10kHz. Note that a 9V dual split
supply is required.
Alan Lippett, Stafford.
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Logic Gate Tester - 'When due munpourd.ewn

A

operate as amodulo-4 asynchronous counter.
1C2 will generate the codes 00, 01, 10 and
11. These codes will be distributed to the
i.c. to be tested in IC Sockets 1and 2, and
the NOR gates of IC3 and IC4 will decode
and display the condition of the inputs via a
simple I.e.d. display D5 to D8 (outputting the
result similar to aTruth Table —A.R.W.).
Thus, DI to D4 display the gate output
states and D5 to D8 display the result of
their truth tables. The "expected" outputs
which are derived from Truth Tables should

of surplus TTL chips
might find the circuit of Fig.2 handy as a
means of checking the function of avariety
of TTL logic gates. This circuit is ideal for
students and enthusiasts who make extensive
use of AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR and
XNOR gates (7408, 7400, 7432, 7402 and
7486 respectively).
ICI is aclock generator configured' in the
astable mode, and VR Iallows the user to set
the input frequency of the network. IC2 contains adual J-K flip-flop that is designed to
NyoNE with lots

be compared to the actual outputs displayed
by the light-emitting diodes. An error will
register as a small leakage current that will
turn an I.e.d. slightly on.
Since this circuit contains two i.e. holders
(the second one for 7402's only) it is important
to know the pinouts of the Lc. that you would
like to test. Two i.c.s should not be inserted at
the same time. Also, the circuit cannot test i.c.s
with an open collector output.
Mirza N. Beg,
Lenasia, South Africa.
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram for the Logic Gate Tester

Courtesy Light Delay circuit diagram shown in Fig.3 forms an electronically' controlled time delay for acar's courtesy light ("dome light"). The
only connections to the unit are an "earth" (negative chassis), and a
lead to the courtesy light switch "live", on the driver's doorswitch,
which should be aground-switching type.
On closing the driver's door, switch SI will open and capacitor CI
will charge through transistors TR2 and TR3. These are connected as a
high-gain Darlington pair. Diode DI ensures that CI is discharged
quickly when the doorswitch is closed. (i.e. the door is open).
As the collector of TR3 rises, the lamp starts to dim. When it
reaches approx. 4.5V, transistor TRI will turn full on, lowering the
base volts of TR2, causing it and TR3 to turn off. The collector of
TR3 will rapidly rise, causing the lamp to go out. The speed at which
the lamp dims will depend on the value of CI and the combined gains
of TR2/TR3.
Most medium gain, low power npn transistors can be used for TRI
and TR2, but TR3 will need to be capable of switching IA. It should
not require aheatsink. The whole unit can be constructed on stripboard, enclosed in a small box, and fixed neatly under the vehicle
dashboard.
Peter Exeter,
Dereham, Norfolk.
THE SIMPLE
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Fig.3. Vehicle Courtesy Light Delay circuit diagram.

INGENUITY UNLIMITED
BE INTERACTIVE
IU is your forum where you can offer other readers the
benefit of your Ingenuity. Share those ideas and earn
some cash and possibly aprize!
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1998

Special Review

EASY-PC FOR '
WINDOWS 55
ROBERT PENFOLD
We put another pc.b. design
program under the microscope.

O

PC. For example, you often have to
run graphics programs at standard VGA
resolution, while Windows programs on
the same computer operate in SVGA
modes at double or more the normal VGA
resolution. The new Windows version of
Easy-PC will no doubt be of great interest
to users of previous versions, as well as
first-time users looking for a modem
printed circuit design package.

VER the years 1suppose that Ihave
tried most of the printed circuit
design programs that have come onto the
market, from simple shareware offerings to up-market professional packages
providing every feature imaginable.
Easy-PC is one of the more successful printed circuit design programs, and
this award-winning software has now been
available for about ten years.
For some reason the original MS-DOS
version of Easy-PC eluded me, as did the
various upgraded MS-DOS versions. Iwas
therefore more than alittle happy to try out
the new Windows version of Easy-PC.
This runs under the Windows 95/98 or
Windows NT operating systems, but not
under Windows 3.1 or earlier.
Running modem Windows software and
older MS-DOS programs on the same
computer can be problematic, and the
MS-DOS programs often fail to make full
use of the facilities available on amodern
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In order to run Easy-PC you need a
reasonably well-specified PC. The minimum requirements are and 80486 processor with maths co-processor, 8MB of
RAM, 20MB of hard disk space, and a
SVGA display having a resolution of 800
by 600 or more in 256 colours. However,
the minimum recommended system' is a
100MHz Pentium, 16MB of RAM, and a
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The screen has a conventional Windows layout, complete with scrollbars. The
graphics are excellent, and with a screen resolution of 800 x600 or more will
clearly show quite large board layouts.
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1998

display resolution of 1024 by 768. The
graphics performance is not quite as fast as
some other modem Windows programs,
and when designing large boards there is
definite advantage in using avery fast PC.
There is no set limit to the number of
tracks, pads, etc. that the program can
handle, because its capacity is governed by
the amount of free memory. Running the
program under Windows 95, I6MB of
RAM was sufficient to accommodate a
large demonstration board, and most users
will probably not need to worry about a
memory upgrade. The program is supplied on five HD disks, and installation in
standard Windows fashion proved to be
trouhle-free.

On running the program you are greeted
with aconventional Windows screen having
amenu bar and atoolbar at the top, and a
status bar at the bottom. This leaves most of
the screen free for drawings, but the toolbar
and status bar can be switched off if the
largest possible drawing area is required.
Duè to the large number of file types
and output options, separate File and
Output menus are used. Easy-PC is a
combined schematic capture and printed
circuit design program. Circuit diagrams
and boards have their own file types, but
there are other types including project
files, which are used to group together all
the files for aproject. This enables circuits
split over several pages to be associated
with asingle printed circuit board.
There are also technology files, which
act rather like templates in word processors, etc. In other words, atechnology file
controls layer settings, the screen grid,
etc., but does not contain a design.
Amongst other things, this enables different sets of starting conditions to be used
for different types of project. You simply
produce atechnology file for each type of
project (audio, digital and radio frequency
circuits for example). There are further file
types to handle symbols, components, and
their libraries.

DESIGN PROCESS
Ilie design process starts by selecting
"Schematic Design" from the file menu,
and then drawing the circuit diagram in the
window that this produces. The supplied libraries of components are not
quite as comprehensive as those supplied
with some other printed circuit design
819

programs, but there is still an excellent
selection of analogue and digital components. You can, of course, add your own
libraries of components.
Components are selected via either the
menu system or one of the buttons on the
toolbar. In either case this brings up awindow which enables you to scroll through the
available components in the current library,
and select the one you require. When necessary, a second window can be brought up,
and adifferent library can then be selected.
Each component can have more than one
physical symbol, and many of the semiconductors are available with both conventional
and surface mount encapsulations.
Although the physical attributes are irrelevant to the circuit diagram, it is still

that enables it to be deleted, rotated in 90
degree increments, the line width to be
changed, etc. The exact options available
depend on the type of object chosen. The
"Properties" option brings up a further
control panel that provides more precise
control, such as rotation in 0.1-degree
increments.
Using the schematic editor is generally
quite easy and after each net is completed it dumps you back into the editing
mode, this makes editing easier, adding
new connections can continue simply by
double clicking on any device connection.
The diagrams produced by the various
schematic capture programs tend to be
neat if rather basic. Easy-PC is no exception, but it is possible to use various line
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is needed in order to turn this into a
practical board design.
The normal way of tackling the conversion is to start by drawing aboard outline.
Connectors and other major components
are then moved into the required positions.
Once any additional repositioning of components has been completed, the nets (that
simply run straight from one pin to the
next) must be routed properly, one-by-one.
Left clicking on anet converts it to atrack,
which can then be dragged around the
screen and have segments added. Editing
in the printed circuit part of the program
is broadly the same as when using the
schematic capture section.
If you wish to produce aprinted circuit
design for an existing circuit diagram, it
is not necessary to redraw the circuit and then convert it to a p.c.b. If
preferred, Easy-PC can be used as a
simple electronic drawing board. The
physical symbols are placed on the screen
and the board outline is added. Then
either the nets are added and routed, or
the tracks are laid down straight away
with no rats-nest being used at all.
Producing boards in this fashion is quite
straightforward using Easy-PC, and all
the usual editing facilities are available.
Components are easily added to a
board produced via the schematic capture
method. It is again just a matter of adding the physical symbols
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Easy-PC makes widespread use of
pop-up control panels. This one controls various aspects of the display.
such as the screen colours.
important to choose the right one at this
stage because the physical outline of the
component will be carried forward into the
printed circuit design. Selecting the right
component and outline is quite straightforward, but no "thumbnail" sketches of
components are shown in the selection
window. (We understand there is a component preview window on the new Version 2 Ed.)

INTERCONNECTIONS
Once the circuit symbols have been
placed on the screen the interconnections
can be added. There is a "free" mode,
which permits lines to be added at any
angle, as well as the usual orthogonal
mode that only permits horizontal and
vertical lines. Each line carrying interconnections is called a net. Each net is
automatically numbered, but you can use
your own names for supply rails or any net
that can be given auseful name.
Symbols, nets, and text are easily
edited. Left clicking on an object selects
it, and it can then be dragged around
the screen. Rubber banding ensures that
moving objects does not alter the existing
set of interconnections. Simply right clicking on an object brings up acontrol panel
820
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Using the "Add Component" button brings up a control panel that enables the
required component to be selected. It is possible to switch to another library via the
"Browse" button.
widths and text styles to produce prettier
results, should you need to do so.

for the components and then putting in
the new nets and (or) tracks.

THE EASY ROUTE

ALL CHANGE
P.C.B. 'CAD
programs
that
use
schematic capture can be rather convoluted
in use. Easy-PC is very user-friendly, and
converting a circuit diagram into a
corresponding board design is very
straightforward. Selecting "Translate to
PCB" from the Tools menu opens a new
window into which the basis for the board
is placed. At this stage the board design is
simply the physical symbols for the
components with a "rats nest" of
interconnections. A large amount of work

Although no autorouter is included as
standard with Easy-PC, an add-on autorouter
is available in the form of Multirouter II.
This can only handle up to two layers, but
four and eight layer versions are available at
higher cost. Multirouter II is supplied on two
HD disks, and is installed separately from
Easy-PC. However, once installed it effectively becomes part of Easy-PC, and it is
activated by way of the Tools menu.
Ithink it is fair to say that, in general,
autorouters do not live up to expectations.
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They are very good at weaving ultra-fine
tracks across boards having two layers,
operating on the basis of mainly working
horizontally on one layer and vertically on
the other. This rather simplistic approach
does not necessarily produce boards that
are reasonably cheap and easy to produce.
Also, with some types of circuit, but
particularly analogue types, it tends to
produce large amounts of stray coupling
which could easily prevent the layout from
working at all.
What is often needed is a single-sided
board, aided by some link-wires or zero
ohm resistors where true single-sided routing is not possible. This type of board is
easy for do-it-yourself board production,
relatively cheap for commercial production, and gives a good chance of the
finished board actually working.
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board in the desired fashion. Provided the
component placement and design rules are
sensible, Multirouter II seems to make a
good job of things, and avoids excessive
use of vias (through-board connections). It
is also quite fast, generally taking no more
than afew seconds to route simple boards,
and afew minutes to route the more complex ones.
As an initial test of the program's
single-sided routing capability, tgave it a
very simple preamplifier circuit with component placement that made the board very
easy to route. With the right design
rules Multirouter II produced the intended track pattern, albeit with one
or two tracks taking slightly circuitous
routes. This may not seem like much
of a test, but most autorouters would
actually fail to completely route this

MANUALS
Both Easy-PC and Multirouter Il are
supplied with AS ring-bound manuals.
There are some 290 pages in the Easy-PC
manual and 57 pages in the manual for
Multirouter II. Both manuals are fairly
comprehensive, explaining principles as
well as telling you how to operate the
program. The Easy-PC manual includes a
large section at the back giving details of
the component symbols supplied. Both
include thorough indexes.
There are also comprehensive on-line
help systems included in both programs.
Hard copy can be produced via the
Windows printer, and users of HPGL
compatible plotters will welcome the inclusion of a direct output for plotters of
this type. There are also NC drill, Gerber, and DXF outputs, together with
parts lists and reports generators. No
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route appropriate sections of aboard. It is
a rather specialised facility, but one that
could be very useful when designing certain types of board.
The preview router is a simple single
pass type that can help the user to set up
the main router with the optimum design
rules. With a fast PC the main router is
usually so fast that this facility is not really
required, but it could be useful when using
an older PC.
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Multirouter Il provides good control
over the routing strategy via this
control panel. The layer control panel
is used to select the layers on which
tracks can be run. and whether each
layer has a vertical or horizontal bias.
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NEW BREED
Multirouter Il is one of anew breed of
autorouters that tries to do things rather
more like ahuman designer. It has rip up
and retry, where afailed attempt to route a
track is aborted and a fresh attempt with
a different strategy is tried. It also uses
shove aside techniques, which can move
existing tracks out the way to make room
for new ones.
Gridless autorouting enables awkward
components having unusual pin spacings
to be accommodated. Multi-pass operation
enables designs to be refined, with unnecessary track segments being removed,
corners being mitred, and where possible,
tracks are fattened. Last, and by no means
least, it can operate on asingle layer with
no horizontal or vertical bias on that layer.
This permits efficient routing of singlesided boards.
So much for the theory, does it actually
produce worthwhile results in practice? As
with most autorouters, there are various
design rules that can be adjusted in an
attempt to get the program to route the
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Right clicking on an object brings up a control panel that provides basic editing
facilities such as delete and rotation in 90-degree steps. Selecting "Properties"
produces a control panel that permits more precise control. This is the text
properties control paneL
board, or would go — all round the
houses". Trying some more complex
circuits produced very good results with
both doublç and single-sided boards.

MEMORY AND
PREVIEW
In addition to the normal router, there
are preview and memory autorouters. The
memory router is intended for use with
boards that have simple repeating track
patterns, as found in many memory circuits, and digital circuits in general. In
most cases this would only be used to
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Windows metafile output facility is available. However, I understand that in the
new Version 2anything added to the clipboard using cut or copy can be pasted into
other Windows programs.

TRACK RECORD
Easy-PC is awell-established and much
respected program, and for the many existing users who wish to move on to a
modem Windows p.c.b. CAD program this
new version probably represents the only
sensible upgrade path. New users have
several other programs in the same price
range to consider.
821

In some minor ways Ifound Easy-PC
a little disappointing. For example. some
more buttons on the toolbar could speed up
operation of the program. There is plenty
of room for them, and plenty of keyboard
shortcuts they could replace or augment.
(We understand a "Zoom All" button has
been included in Version 2. Ed.)
One of the big selling points of EasyPC has always been the ease with which
new users could learn to use it. Icertainly
found that it was easier to learn than other
p.c.b. CAD programs of similar capabilities,
and new users should be able to start using
it in earnest almost immediately. It proved
to be entirely stable during the test period,
with no crashes, Windows error messages,
or odd happenings.
Although Easy-PC does not stand out
from the crowd, it compares quite well
with other p.c.b. CAD programs, and
having moved on to Windows 95 software
it is the one that Iwill probably use from
now on. Unfortunately, the price tag is
probably too high for most home users, but
there is now a limited version of the
software which can be used for designs
containing the equivalent of over thirty
16-pin i.c.s, i.e. 500 pins.
Multirouter 11 does stand out from the
crowd. This is a seriously clever piece of
software that seems to reach the pads that
other autorouters cannot reach! Apart from
producing efficient two layer boards, it is
one of the few autorouters that can make
aworthwhile attempt at producing singlesided board designs.
With most autorouters you have little
real control over the way the board is
routed, and have to accept things the way
the program does them. Multirouter II attempts to route boards in amore sophisticated fashion than most other autorouters,
and also gives the user more control over
the finished result. It is the only autorouter
Ihave tried that could properly handle the
single-sided boards I produce for EPE
projects, and certainly rates as the best

Using the right routing options enables single-sided boards to be auto-routed.
Some of the tracks in this preamplifier take the "scenic route", but Multirouter Il has
found what is essentially the right track pattern.
program of this type that Ihave tried so
far. Ithink that Multirouter II might be the
deciding factor for some prospective purchasers of Easy-PC, and it is a program
that Iam happy to recommend.
Easy-PC for Windows (£595 plus
VAT). Multirouter ll for Windows (£295
plus VAT). Easy-PC 5(X) (£245 plus VAT)
and MultiRouter 11 5(X) (£150 plus VAT)
are available from Number One Systems Ltd., Harding Way, St.
Ives,
Cambridgeshire, PEI7 4WR (Tel. 01480
461778, Fax 01480 494042, E-mail:
sales@numberone.com. For mail order
customers there is a delivery charge of
£7.50 plus VAT. Upgrades are available
for earlier versions of both programs.

A working demo of Easy-PC for Windows Version 2 can be downloaded from
the Number One Systems web site at
http://www.numberone.com
The demo on the FREE CD-ROM given
away with this issue of EPE is for the
earlier Version reviewed here.

SPECIAL OFFER
EPE readers can get a 20 per cent
discount on Easy-PC 500 and Multirouter
II 500 if they purchase them before the end
of 1998. Just mention this review, the
prices are then £196 plus VAT and £156
plus VAT respectively. Don't forget to add
the VAT and £7.50 plus VAT for mail
order delivery.
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KEEP YOUR MAGAZINES
SAFE —RING US NOW!
This ring binder uses a special
system to allow the issues to be
easily removed and reinserted without any damage. A nylon strip slips
over each issue and this passes over
the four rings in the binder, thus
holding the magazine in place.
The binders are finished in hard-wearing royal blue p.v.c.
with the magazine logo in gold on the spine. They will keep
your issues neat and tidy but allow you to remove them for
use easily.
The price is £5.95 plus £3.50 post and packing. If you order
more than one binder add £1 postage for each binder after the
initial £3.50 postage charge (overseas readers the postage is
£6.00 each to everywhere except Australia and Papua New
Guinea which costs £10.50 each).
Send your payment in £'s sterling cheque or PO (Overseas
readers send £ sterling bank draft, or cheque drawn
on a UK bank or pay by credit card). to Everyday
Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202
841692. E-mail: editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Web
site:http://viww.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
(We cannot reply to queries or confirm orders by Fax due to
the cost.)
We also accept credit card payments. Mastercard (Access) or Visa (minimum credit card order £5). Send your card number and card expiry
date plus cardholder's address (if different to the
delivery address).
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For further details
and an application
form please
contact'
The Personnel
Officer,
Brooklands
College. Heath
Road. Weybridge
Surrey. KT13
Tel: 01932
797787

email: sales©numberone.coni
http://www.numberone.com

Brooklands College is a medium-sized
Further and Higher Education college
which delivers education and training to
more than 5000 students and is uniquely
situated in its own nature reserve in
Weybridge

RAINER/LECTURER
IN ELECTRONICS/
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Salary: up to 23,311 depending on
qualifications and experience.
We are looking to appoint aTrainer/Lecturer In
Electrical/Electronic subjects to join ateam of
engineers teaching on arange of courses from
NVQ level 2to HNC/D. The ideal candidate
should have industrial experience and possess
an electronics/electrical qualification.
Training/Lecturing experience would be an
advantage but not essential as trainer training
will be given.
For an informal discussion with the Head of
School telephone 01932 797775 or
01932 797787 for an application form.
Closing date for applications: 16 Oct 98
Applications are welcome from all irrespective of
gender, race or disability.
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Constructional Project

15-WAY INFRA .RED
REMOTE CONTROL
MAX HORSEY -

PCB DESIGNS BY TOM WEBB

Increase your control options with
this 15-way coded IR Transmitter
and Receiver system.

Ç

AS I month we described a unit based
around a 38kHz modulated system,
ch offers the range and reliability associated with commercial infra-red (IR)
control systems. Several set-ups were described, amongst them a4-way latching or
momentary system, which makes it possible to transmit two or more "ways" at
the same time.
The 15-way system described now
employs a multiplexing arrangement.
Open collector transistor outputs are
provided at the receiver, to enable the user
to control whatever is required. either
directly, or via relays.

This numbering system conforms with the
data inputs (D8 to DI I) of the HTI2B
encoding device shown in Fig.4 (Transmitter system circuit) last month.
Note that the switches labelled SI to S4
in last month's Fig.4 are not required and
should not be confused with the switches
in the 15-way circuit.
One side of all the switches in Fig.1 is
connected to OV. Each switch is joined to

Part Two

the appropriate combination of data points
via a matrix of diodes. To take one example, if S4 is pressed, then Data 10 goes
low, but the diodes prevent any other data
points from being affected.
When Data 10 at the Transmitter
(H1 12B pin D10) goes low, the equivalent
data output at the Receiver shown in Fig.2
goes high. We will see later how ahigh at
pin DIO is made to activate Output 4at the
Receiver.
Returning to Fig. I. if S6 is pressed, then
Data 10 goes low again, but Data 9 also
goes low. Hence pins DIO and D9 both go
high at the receiver, and this activates
Output 6. We are effectively counting in
binary, with receiver pins D8 to DI 1

15-WAY
TRANSMITTER
The transmitter circuit is the same as
that described last month, except that the
data inputs are encoded in binary fashion
to provide 15 ways, as shown in Fig.l.
The circuit diagram illustrates how 15
push-to-make switches are connected to
four points, labelled Data 8 to Data II.

Fig.1 .Circuit diagram for 15-way switching matrix. This circuit is incorporated, with
some simple amendments, to last month's Transmitter.
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Table 1: Relationship between Matrix switches, Transmitter and
Receiver Outputs.

representing values of I, 2, 4 and 8
respectively. Table 1 illustrates the principle, in which logic 0 is represented by
OV and logic 1is about 5V.

15-WAY RECEIVER

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
etc

The I5-way Receiver and Decoder circuit diagram is shown in Fig.2. It is similar
to the 4-way receiver shown last month,
except that the data output pins from IC2
(D8 to D11) are connected to the control inputs A. B, C and D on the
multiplexer/demultiplexer IC4.
This device behaves like arotary switch,
the position of the switch being controlled
by the logic state of inputs A, B, C and D.
For example, if A is at logic 1, and the
other inputs at logic 0 then the switch will
be set to position 1, shown as output X1 in
Fig.2. In other words pin 1, the centre pole
(moving contact) of the imaginary switch
inside IC4, connects with pin 8.
If the inputs A, B, C and D count up
in binary, the pole (pin 1) of the switch
"moves" through the various ways shown
as XI, X2, X3 etc. Note that when inputs
A, B, C and D are all at logic 0, output X0
is active. Hence there are actually 16 outputs if this is included.
The outputs XO to X15 can be used to
drive light emitting diodes (I.e.d.$) directly
(via current limiting resistors), or anything
requiring a similar current (up to about
15mA). If I.e.d.s are required they can be
wired across the pads on the printed circuit
board (p.c.b.) intended for the base/emitter
connections of the transistors.
Darlington transistors (TR2 to TR17)
are shown in the circuit in order to allow
switching of an amp or more from each
output. Since only one output can be on at
any time, a single series resistor (R4) can
be used instead of resistors R6 to R21. The
latter resistors were included in case some
outputs are used for I.e.d.s, and others for
buzzers etc. If any resistor is not required,
it may be replaced with awire link.

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER
Dll
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

D10
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1

D9
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

D8
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Dll

O
o
o
o
o
o
o

The values of the resistors will depend
on the required use. For example, I.e.d.
series resistors should be around 22011 on
a4.5V supply or 680f/ on I2V. If transistors are employed, increase these values by
about three to four times.
As in the previous receiver circuits, the
regulator IC3 can be omitted if a4.5V supply is employed. Components R5, TR18,
R22 and D1 may all be omitted if a"code
detect" indicator is not required.

OPEN COLLECTOR
OUTPUTS
Each ot the Darlington transistors TR2
to TRI7 are npn types which turn on when
the voltage at the base (b) rises. If ordinary
transistors are employed, such as BC108
or BC184L (for small currents) the base
voltage required for turn on will be around
0.7V. If Darlingtons such as TIP122 are
used, the turn on voltage will be around
1-4V. Darlingtons have the advantage of
being able to switch high currents (an amp
or more) yet still require only a tiny current at the base.
The collector (c) of each transistor is
shown unconnected (open circuit). It is
essential to note that any device being
powered must be connected between the
chosen open collector output and the
positive supply line. This is because the

D10

o
o

D8
1

o
1

o
1

o
1

o

=1
=2
=3
=4
=5
=6
=7
=8
etc.

collector will be "open" when the transistor is turned off, and around OV when the
transistor is turned on.
So, if a relay is required, for example, connect one side of the relay
coil to positive and the other side to
the appropriate collector. Note that the
word "positive" in this instance means
the positive supply voltage before the
regulator IC3, i.e. directly to the battery
or other power source.
ICI, IC2 and IC4 all operate on a +5V
supply from the output of the regulator.
Hence the transistors interface the 5V supply with the pre-regulation power supply,
enabling I2V relays or solenoids to be
employed.
If the regulator IC3 is omitted and replaced with a wire link, the whole circuit
may then he operated on a4.5V supply.

BACK-E.M.F
PROTECTION
If relays, motors or similar inductive
output devices are used, adiode (such as
type 1N4001) should be connected across
the output device, with the cathode (k) of
the diode on the positive side, to protect
against "reverse surges — back e.m.f.
(electromotive force) at switch-off. (Note
that a band or ring on the diode body
indicates the cathode end).

OUT ri
78L05
IC3

DI

COMMON
POSITIVE

R2
10x

TR1

R5
4k7

BC184L

Cl

47k

OUTPUTS
0TO 15

O

R22
SEE
TEXT

TR18

BC184L

bAi

JT
V CD
XX
X1
18

S2

02
X3

VDD
2
3
4

6
7

AO

VT

Al

OSC 2
63
64
As
66

IC4

OSC 1

DIN

IC2
HT120

D11
010

1
12

09

A7
Vss

4067

08

010
XII

1N4001

6

B1

23
22
21

-r
M

SEE TEXT

OUTPUT
CIRCUITS
x16
SEE TEXT

X6

X9

02 TO D17

7

05

X8

10

8

04

X7
14

9

IMI1M

TR2
TO
TR17
T.P122

R6 TO R21

20

X12
9

013
X14

vss

XIS

7
16

12

Fig.2. Full circuit diagram for the 15-Way Receiver and Decoder. The inset area (TR2 TRI 7) is repeated for each output pin of IC4.
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S15

Layout of components
on the 15-Way Switch
Matrix board. The
Le.d.s belong to the
Transmitter p.c.b.

IS

TRANSMITTER
CONSTRUCTION
Switches SI to S15 and diodes DI to
D22 are mounted on aseparate p.c.b., (the
Matrix board) as shown in Fig.3. This
board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 211( I5-Way Matrix).
It may be more convenient to insert the
diodes in the p.c.b. before the switches.
Ensure that they are fitted the correct way
round.
Next, construct the Transmitter p.c.b. as
shown last month in Fig.6, but without its
switches SI to S4. Remember to note which
options are required regarding supply voltage and whether S5 (on the transmitter
p.c.b., not the switches p.c.b.) is required.
As with last month's transmitter, the
coding switches (S6) will probably not be
required unless you wish to frequently
change the code. If you have built more
than one infra-red control system, you will
need a different code on the second
Transmitter/Receiver system. This can be
achieved by inserting an extra wire link
across apair of pads intended for S6, or by

soldering in 56 and
setting one or more
ways to on.
When the
transmitter
b ,..,..n board
is
F.:17...' Complete.
insert connecting wires
as shown in Fig.4 so

that
the
matrix
switches p.c.b. may be
linked
with
the
transmitter p.c.b.. The
two p.c.b.s are placed
back-to-back, with an insulating piece of
plastic or card between them to prevent a
short circuit.
DATA 8

DATA 9

IC2

534

UT

0=
0=
Cl=

COMPONENTS
TRANSMITTER
Resistors
ee
R1
4k7
R2
10M
R3 to R5
4127 (3 off)
(see text)
Page
All 0.25W 5% carbon film or better.

FICDP
TALK

Capacitors
Cl, C2
100p ceramic disc (2 off)
C3
100n ceramic disc
C4
470p, radial elect. 16V
Semiconductors
D1 to D3
infra-red led. (3 off)
TR1
TIP122 npn Darlington
ICI
HT12B coded
IR -transmitter
IC2
78L05 +5V regulator
(see text)
Miscellaneous
S5
min. s.p.d.t. toggle switch
(see text)
S6
6-way d.i.l. s.p.d.t. slide
switch module
X1
455kHz ceramic resonator
Printed circuit board (Transmitter)
available
from
the
EPE
PCB
Service, code 205 (trans.); plastic
case
with
battery
compartment,
145mm x78mm x34mm; 18-pin d.i.l.
socket; battery and holder (see texts);
connecting wire; solder, etc.
SWITCH MATRIX
Semiconductors
D1 to D22 1N4148 signal diode
(22 off)

•
C4

Miscellaneous
S1 to S15 min. push-to-make switch
(15 off)
Printed circuit board (Matrix) available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 211
(Matrix), insulating card to suit.

•

DATA 10

DATA 11

Fig.4.
Printed
circuit
board
connections/amendments
to
last
month's Transmitter.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only

£25

Fig.3. The 15-way Switch Matrix printed circuit board component layout and full size copper foil master. The Data lead-off
wires link to the Transmitter board (last month) as indicated in Fig.4.
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RECEIVER
CONSTRUCTION
Now construct the I5-way Receiver
board, as shown in Fig.5. This board is

COMPONENTS
15-WAY RECEIVER
Resistors
See
R1. R3
47k (2 off)
R2
10k
R4. R6 to
R21
see text
4k7
Page
R5
R22
6801! for 12V.
22012 for 4.5V
All 0.25W 5% carbon film or better.

TALK

Capacitors
Cl
100n ceramic disc
C2
100011 axial elect. 16V
Semiconductors
D1
red led.
D2 to D17 1N4001 rectifier diode
(16 off) (see text)
TR1, TR18 BC184L npn transistor
(2 off)
TR2 to TR17 TIP122 npn Darlington
transistor (16 off)
(see text)
ICI
1St U60 or PIC12043
sensor/receiver
IC2
HT12D decoder
I03
78L05 +5V 100mA
regulator (see text)
IC4
4067 1-to-16 way
analogue multiplexer
Miscellaneous
Si
min. s.p.s.t. toggle switch
S2
6-way
s.p.s.t. slide
switch module
Printed circuit board (Receiver), available from the EPE PCB Service, code
212 (15-W Rec/Dec); plastic case with
clear lid, 152mm x113mnrx 72mm approx; p.c.b. mounting pillar (4 off); connecting wire: solder. etc.

£38

Approx Cost
Guidance Only
excluding case

Fig.5. Receiver Decoder printed circuit board component layout, wiring and full
size underside copper foil master pattern.
available from the EPE PCB Service, code
212 (I5-W Rec/Dec).
Ensure that the various options have
been considered. For example, if a I2V
supply will be used, fit regulator IC3. Omit
IC3 and link its In/Out pads on the board if
a4.5V supply is to be employed.
Consider how many outputs are required, and whether an output current of
up to about 10mA is sufficient, in which
case Darlington transistors TR2 to TR17
are not required.
Resistor R4 is provided in case the current required by all outputs is the same.
For example, if only a set of I.e.d.s is required, asingle resistor (R4) can be fitted,
and resistors R6 to R21 omitted. The current for the I.e.d.s will then be taken directly from the outputs of IC4. The pads
which are joined to the outputs from IC4,
and intended for R6 to R21, make convenient connecting points.
The cathodes (k) of the I.e.d.s may all
be connected to OV via a single wire.
There will be anumber of spare OV points
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on the p.c.b. if the transistors are not
employed.
If a variety of currents is required then
fit a wire link in place of R4, and fit
resistors R6 to R21 as required. In the
prototype, amixture of I.e.d.s and transistors was used (as seen in the photographs),
and so various resistor values were fitted.
For example, on a 12V supply a typical
resistor value for an I.e.d. is 68011, and
2k2f/ for a transistor base. The suggested
values for a4.5V supply are 220f/ for the
I.e.d. and 68011 for the transistor base.
One source of confusion may be the
pads labelled "COMMON OUT + VE".
These are positive (from the battery or
power supply), and are intended for any
device which is operated via the transistors.
Alternatively, a device which is
connected directly from any output of IC4
must be connected to OV. As stated, a
number of pads are available on the p.c.b.
which are joined to OV.
The point made about the code switches
in the Transmitter also applies here, and
827

The completed
Receiver housed
in a case with a
transparent lid. A larger
case may be required if
-switching" relays are to occupy the same case.
remember to have exactly the same arrangement in the receiver with regard to
switch mode S2 so that the circuit looks
for the correct code.
Begin assembly by soldering in the i.c.
sockets, followed by the wire link and
small components. Fit the optional components as required, and take care with the
polarity of electrolytic capacitors and transistors. The transistors are unlikely to require heatsinks.
Fit the delicate IR sensor ICI, either directly to the p.c.b., with the bulge facing
the outside, or via wires. Remember that
the infra-red beam must be able to "see"
the sensor when installed in acase.
Fit the necessary connecting leads and
insert the i.c.s.

TESTING
When the receiver is turned on, output
X0 (pin 9 of IC4) should be at about 3V
to 4V. This should make Output 0 active, assuming that no IR signal is being
received. If this is not the case, check the
power supply connections on IC4 (pins 24

Make sure that the Receiver infra-red sensor, on the p.c.b., aligns
with the IR lens and the "beam entry" hole in the side of the case.

and 12) for a reading of 5V (or 4.5V if
battery power is used). A I2V reading
suggests aserious problem and the circuit
should be switched off immediately before
damage to ICI and IC2 is caused. In this
event, check the connections to regulator
IC3 carefully.
If all is well so far, aim the transmitter
I.e.d.s at the front of the receiver module
(there is asmall bulge at the front). Place
the two units about a metre apart. See if
pressing abutton on the transmitter causes
any reaction at the receiver.
If TR18 and its associated components
have been fitted, I.e.d. DI will indicate
the presence of a correctly coded signal.
Otherwise, test the voltage on the VT pin
(pin 17) on IC2 of the receiver. It should
be at OV but change to about 5V when a
signal is received.
Should the VI' test fail, check that the
receiver (ICI) is fitted the correct way
round, with its bulge facing the outside
edge of the p.c.b. Now check the voltage
on the pins of ICI. Pin 3 should be positive, and pin 2at OV.

When a signal is not received, pin 1
(the output pin) should be at just under
4V. When asignal is received this voltage
should fall by about IV. Note that as the
signal is oscillating, avoltmeter provides a
rather approximate guide to voltage. If an
oscilloscope is available, it should be possible to view the encoded signal, in which
case the trace will rise and fall between 4V
and OV.
If this test fails, try sending a signal
from a remote control unit belonging to
a TV or similar. The signal will not be
decoded, but you will at least know if
ICI is working and hence determine if
the fault lies in the transmitter or receiver
assembly.
If the output from ICI is working, test
the signalat the Data In (pin 14) of IC2 on
the receiver. It should be at about OV when
no signal is received, rising to about 1.3V
on avoltmeter. An oscilloscope will show
that the signal actually pulses to about 5V.
Pushing switch SI on the transmitter
should make pin D8 on IC2 of the receiver
switch to about 5V, S2 should switch D9,
S4 should switch DIO, and S8 switch
DII. Other switches should cause different
combinations of the outputs from IC2.
Check that the voltages on these outputs
are copied correctly to IC4.
Note that Output 0 on the receiver is
only active at switch on, or if the transmitter is in non-latching mode.
If the outputs from IC4 are working
correctly, remember that the outputs from
the transistors (if fitted) are either open
circuit or at OV. Normal voltmeter tests are
not possible. Instead, connect the positive
side of the voltmeter to positive (e.g. the
"COMMON OUT + VE" point on the
p.c.b.) and use the negative lead of the
voltmeter as aprobe to test the outputs.

TRANSMITTER TESTS

Layout of components on the completed Receiver p.c.b.
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It is difficult to test the transmitter (see
last month) fully unless an oscilloscope is
available, in which case the code can be
checked at the Dour (pin 17) of ICI. A
similar but inverted code should appear at
the collector of TR 1and (if the IR I.e.d.s
are the correct way round, and the series
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1998

Two halves of the Transmitter case opened-up to reveal the two
p.c.b.s and the matrix of holes for the output "code" switches. Note
the cardboard separating the two p.c.b.s in the lefthand photo.
resistors are of the correct value) a signal
will be transmitted.
An oscilloscope will also determine if
the resonator (X1) is oscillating.
Voltmeter tests are confined to checking the power supply across ICI (pins 18
and 9). This should be around 3V to 5V.
Data pins D8 to DI 1should be high unless
an appropriate switch is pressed, in which
case the voltage should change to about
OV. Note that the series diodes will cause
a voltage drop, sometimes preventing the
appropriate data pin falling fully to OV.
This should not present aproblem.

COMMON PROBLEMS
Typical mistakes include dry joints and
bridged pads —i.e. adjacent pads accidentally
joined with solder. Further mishaps include

failing to insert wire links. For example, do
not forget the wire link bridging IC3 In/Out
pads if aregulator i.c. is not used. Also check
that all the polarity conscious components are
the correct wav round.

TRANSMITTER CASE
A number of suitable boxes are available
on the market, many with battery compartments and a suggested layout is shown in
the photographs. Very careful alignment
is necessary for the holes made for the
switches to project through the case.
Make a photocopy of the p.c.b. layout
diagram. fasten it to the case and drill
through the appropriate points.
The IR I.e.d.s should be bent over so that
they project the beam through holes made
in the end of the case.

RECEIVER CASE
Any suitable case may be used for the
receiver, and a suggested layout is shown
in the photographs. However, if 15 relays
are required, a much larger case may be
necessary!
If the IR sensor is mounted on the p.c.b.,
take care to position the p.c.b. opposite a
suitable hole drilled in the case, for the IR
beam to penetrate. A red filter or red lens
may be fitted over the hole on the inside of
the case; this is for cosmetic rather than
performance reasons.
If any relays are required to operate
mains equipment, a piece of insulated
p.c.b. material or plastic sheet must be
fixed into the case to make a separate
compartment for the mains wiring.
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CIRCUIT
SURGERY Z!
ALAN WINSTANLEY

1

This month, our in-house "Surgeon" examines some causes of power
supply ripple and checks out the use of buffer circuits.
Ripple of Applause

I
iere's aquery related to power supply
ripple, which highlights some issues concerning the layout of power supply circuits. Mr. S. Fox of Epping writes:
I have been interested in making a
variable voltage supply for some time now,
and Ihave been using a circuit with an
L200 regulator i.c. However, for one
reason or another, Iget 30mV of ripple
measured on my oscilloscope, which is
something I'm trying to sort out. In all the
circuits I've seen, whatever method they
use to obtain a d.c. voltage from the
mains, there is no mention of ripple.
The other point I'd mention, while
writing, is that these days it seems one
must have some sort of engineering facility
since most items are contained in metal
containers. This is rather beyond me so I
construct most things in wood. Iwas doing
this over 60 years ago when our pocket
money was in pence (pre-decimal old
money!) rather than in Pounds as would
seem today.
Your query on "ripple" first. Ripple is
the unwanted a.c. variation superimposed
on top of a smooth d.c. voltage. On an
oscilloscope, ad.c. voltage will display as
a constant straight line over time, but a
close look will often reveal alternating
peaks and troughs mixed in with it. This
can be caused by anumber of factors. The
ripple content (in millivolts) is one spec. to
look for in d.c. power supplies -the lower,
the better.
However it's uncommon to see specifications for ripple quoted in regulator data
sheets, because ripple can be introduced by
acombination of factors which are beyond
the control of the regulator manufacturer.
It's over to my creaking bookshelves —
SGS-Thomson produce the L200 and luckily Ihave acopy of the "SMART Power"
Application Manual, which Includes the
makers' design notes on this device.
The L200 is apositive variable voltage
regulator which includes acurrent limiter.
It provides up to 2A at 2.85V to 36V.
The output voltage is fixed with two external resistors and the current with one
low-value resistor. Hence, the regulator is
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housed in a5-lead Pentawatt package. The
operation of the L200 was described in a
special feature article by Andy Rind in the
July 1998 issue. Also, see Andy's Float
Charger design in the August 98 issue for
atypical application circuit.

Matters of Performance
Like many regulators, the performance
of the L200 depends greatly on the design
of any printed circuit board or interwiring layout. There are various ways in
which ripple can be introduced or affected,
including:
I. Insufficient power supply smoothing,
2. Poor regulation of atransformer
3. Poor choice of transformer secondary
voltage
4. Layout and wiring considerations
5. I.C. bypassing.
In the case of (1), too small a smoothing capacitor could provide inadequate
smoothing and introduce ripple. Provided
that the regulator does not "bottom out"
this is not aproblem, because the regulator
will output ad.c. straight-line voltage.
It is possible though for a regulator to
come out of regulation if there is insufficient input voltage (to overcome the
regulator dropout voltage), so any ripple
present on the input will also appear on
the output. You should allow sufficient
"headroom" on the input side to overcome the drop-out voltage of the device
under worst case conditions, to ensure that
the device continues to regulate properly.
In (2), atransformer regulation of up to 33
per cent is not uncommon on the smallest
sizes, so when the load current increases,
the transformer's peak output voltage will
fall. Usually the transformer manufacturer
ensures the secondary voltage is as specified
when running at full load. This means a
higher off-load voltage is present across the
transformer secondary to compensate.
If the regulation is poor, if you're not
careful with your choice of transformer
voltage (3) then again there is scope for
the regulator to "bottom out" — come out
of regulation — and ripple will appear on
the output.
Layout considerations (4) are in the
constructor's hands, and this is where you

can most influence the ripple content of
the voltage. If a circuit is being constructed on ap.c.b. then at higher outputs,
the layout of the copper track becomes
quite critical if ripple and noise are to be
minimised.
The L200 is a multi-pin package with
separate pins for the reference and current
limiting feedback. The manufacturer's data
recommends that the track connecting pin
3(ground) and any resistor on pin 4 (voltage reference) must be kept as short as
possible, and should not be crossed by the
load current.
Also, there must not be any "impulsive" currents between pin 3and the negative output terminal of the circuit, because
these will increase the ripple. Layout apart,
inadequate copper track or wiring thickness could also introduce resistance which
adds to the ripple.
For (5), using another device as an
example, National Semiconductor warns
against introducing resistance between the
output and the "adjustment" pin of its
LM317K, because this can affect load
regulation. Ripple rejection is specified in
dB, and is often expressed in the form of a
series of graphs. National Semiconductor
defines load regulation as the line regulation (change in [regulator] output voltage
for a change in input voltage) for a.c.
signals at a given frequency and a specified value of bypass capacitor on the
reference bypass terminal.
In the case of the common LM317,
ripple rejection is about 65dB without any
bypass capacitor, and improves (85dB)
when a 1011F bypass capacitor is fitted
between the "adj." pin and OV. A 10p.F
tantalum is usually the optimal choice for
the bypass capacitor.

Tool Case
Turning to your point about instrument
cases, it's true that the cost of plastic
moulded boxes can be daunting and also
that abench and amodest number of hand
tools are needed to perform some of the
mechanical work. (I illustrated the entire
prototyping process in my series "Build
Your Own Projects" in the November 96
to March 97 issues.)
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However, it can cost a manufacturer
several tens of thousands of pounds in
tooling costs to design and mould acomplex plastic box, even though the intrinsic
value of the plastic itself can be measured
in pence and grammes. You're paying for
the tooling depreciation and maintenance
costs as much as anything, and even I
hesitate to purchase nice plastic boxes because of the one-off costs.
Iwish you continued success with your
wooden boxes!

hard on) and can supply roughly 500mA to
the load.
You often see Darlington "arrays"
like these used for powering external
solenoids, indicator lamps and light-emitting diode displays. Some types are classed
as TTL/CMOS compatible, which means
that they are guaranteed to work with
ordinary 5V logic, remembering that a5V
TTL logic "high" can be as low as 2-7V:
a logic-compatible device knows how to
cope with this.

Buffers for Beginners

One in aMillion

My thanks to Sivasubramanian Pathmanathan in Japan who asked for the low
down on "buffers":
"What is abuffer? When are they used?
Could 1 have a brief explanation of the
function and use of buffers?" (By E-mail.)

If you don't actually need seven buffers in one package, then you could use
any of a number of MOSFET transistors to interface a low-power circuit to
a load. MOSFET transistors are voltagedriven switches which use so little gate
current you can ignore it.
However, manufacturers such as Zetex
(famed for their small but spirited bipolar
E-line ZTX transistors) will argue convincingly that bipolar technology is still an
excellent choice over MOS in many applications. Indeed, the ZTX range of transistors combines high capacity with small
package size and they make very good
buffer/interface devices.
An interesting driver which has been
around for over 20 years is the (bipolar)
LM395 produced by National Semiconductor. At the time, it was marketed as a
power transistor with again of a million,
and was produced in a TO-3 can as the
LM395K. The present version LM395T
has a TO-220 package (hence the "T")
but still incorporates the protection circuitry which we now all take for granted.
It can be treated like a blow-out proof
power transistor - it even looks like one.
As always with this type of protected
device, you should check any heatsinking
arrangements closely to ensure the device

A buffer is an amplifier circuit which
ideally has an infinite input impedance,
and also alow output impedance. They are
used in between stages of acircuit, usually
acting as a current amplifier to enable a
comparatively heavy load to be driven by
the preceding stage.
Buffers include ordinary bipolar or
MOS transistor switches that you might
couple to alogic gate, in order to drive an
external load such as a relay, solenoid,
loudspeaker, indicator and so on. You
could class a MOSFET power transistor,
hooked to the output pin of alogic gate or
a555 timer, as abuffer.
Buffers are also produced in dual-inline packages which contain several Darlington-type transistor drivers that can be
used for interfacing alow-power circuit to
the outside world. Examples include the
ULN2001 range, which contain seven npn
Darlington transistors (these have a very
high gain, which means they require negligible input current to turn each transistor
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with David Barrington

PhizzyB Computers
Great care should be taken when selecting parts for the PhizzyB
Computer projects. This applies particularly to the capacitors,
where lead spacing is critical if they are to fit on the p.c.b., the "null
modem" serial cable and the specified semiconductor devices.
It is most important that the OKI 82C55A2 chip and the Toshiba
TC55257 SRAM device are used. These were purchased from
Famell (te 0113 263 6311) codes 391-207 and 700-939 respectively. They also supplied the null cable, code 976-880.
We have made special arrangements to supply, through our
PCB Service, aready-programmed PhizzyB microcontroller, the full
working version of the CD-ROM and the screen-printed printed
circuit board. These are priced at £14.95 each, see page 836.
We have just received the news that Magenta (It 01283
565435) are putting together a full kit of parts for "PhizzyB". We
should make it clear that they will only supply full kits or ready-built
units. The kit is priced at £131.95 including VAT plus £3 for post
and packing. A ready-built PhizzyB will cost £149.99 plus £3 p&p.
Extras include the lead £3.99 and aplug-top p.s.u. £3.99.
'

PIC Tape Measure

Not much to report concerning components for the PIC Tape
Measure as most items should be readily available from your usual
local suppliers. One point to note, the 40kHz ultrasonic transducers
are normally only sold as pairs and prices do seem to vary, so shop
around. The ones in the model came from RS, codes 307-351 (tran.)
and 307-367 (rec.). They are also listed by Maplin as code HY12N.
For those readers who do not have the facilities to program their
own PIC chips, a ready-programmed PIC16C84 microcontroller is
available from Magenta Electronics (le 01283 565435) for the
sum of £12 all inclusive.
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doesn't shut down prematurely due to thermal overload.
The National LP395Z is a scaled-down
version made in a small plastic transistor
package which handles up to 10C1mA.
They are relatively cheap and form ideal
buffer transistors especially if a "fail
safe" protection is needed to protect the
load or the circuit. You can fetch details of
these devices from the National web site
(www.national.com) and the LM395T or
LP395Z are listed by Farnell, RS Components, and others.
You can, incidentally, buy a CD ROM
directly from National Semiconductor in
the USA. It contains tons of data sheets
and application notes for National's
devices. It costs US$4.00, takes about a
week to arrive and is great value. Check
their web site.
CIRCUIT THERAPY
Circuit Surgery is your column. If
you have any queries or comments,
please write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit
Surgery. Wimborne Publishing Ltd.. Allen
House. East Borough. Wrmborne, Dorset,
BH21
1PF. United Kingdom. E-mail
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. Please indicate if your query is not for
publication. A personal reply
cannot always be guaranteed
but we will try to publish
representative answers
in this column.

ENTER THE CHAT ZONE
The EPE Chat Zone on our web site
is now open as a way for readers to
exchange information, views, hints and
tips in virtually real time.
http:/iwww.epemag.wimborne.co.uki
wwwboard

If you do intend to do your' own programming, the software
listing is available from the Editorial Offices on a 35mn.
PC-compatible disk, see EPE PCB Service page 836. There
is a nominal admin charge of £2.75 each (UK). the actual software is Free. For overseas readers, the charge is
£3.35 surface mail and £4.35 airmail. If you are an Internet user, it can be downloaded Free from our FTP site:
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pubilDICS/TapeMeasure. It iS
also on the Free CD-ROM with this issue.
T-Stat Electronic Thermostat
Most items needed for the various options of the T-Stat
Electronic Thermostat should be stocked by most of our component
advertisers. The exceptions could be the relay and the zerocrossing triac opto -isolator.
The 25A relay is an expensive item, around £18, and was
purchased from Maplin, code MG36P. (On checking their supply,
we were informed they had three left but more were due soon.)
They also supplied the heatsink (code FL42V). opto -isolator (code
RA56L) and the transient suppressor (code HW13P).
The Room Stat printed circuit board is available from the EPE
PCB Service. code 208 (see page 836).
15-Way Infra-Red Remote Control
The main components for the Transmitter were covered in last
month's issue, which just leaves us with the 15-way Switch Matrix.
Suitable "tactile" pushswitches for the transmitter's add-on matrix
p.c.b. are available from Maplin, code KR9OX and Rapid Electronics (It 01206 751166), code 78-0610. Most of our component
advertisers should be able to offer suitable alternatives.
When ordering parts for the 15-Way Receiver, it might be worthwhile
asking for adiscount on the TIP122 power Darlington -you might be
lucky, try Greenweld. As mentioned last month, the semiconductors
came from: ISU60 - Electromail (zt 01536 204555), code 577-897:
PIC12043S - Famell, code 491-380: HT12D -Maplin. code AE18U.
Both printed circuit boards are available from the EPE PCB Service.
codes 211 (Mathx) and 212 (15-W Rec.).
831

DIREC
EPE BOOKS
ELECTRONICS TEACH-IN 88189
INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS
Mike Tooley B.A. (published by Everyday Practical
Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726/303). The book contains everything
you need to know including full details on registering for
assessment, etc.
Sections cover Microcomputer Systems, Microprocessors, Memories, Input/Output, Interfacing and Programming. There are various practical assignments and eight
Data Pages covering popular microprocessors.
And excellent introduction to the subject even for those
who do not wish to take the City and Guilds assessment.
80 pages
Order COde TI 88 89
£2.45
TEACH-IN No. 7. plus FREE SOFTWARE
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE
This highly acclaimed EPE Teach.ln series, which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab
test and development units, has been put together in
book form. Additionally, EPT Educational Software have
developed aGCSE Electronics software program to compliment the course and aFREE DISK covering the first two
parts of the course is included with the book.
An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed specifically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics.
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and starts
with fundamental principles.
If you are taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. If you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it. Teach -ln No. 7will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction and testing of both
demonstration and development circuits. These learning aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and
interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron
in action! The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system
will appeal to higher level students and those developing microprocessor projects.
160 pages
£3.95
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FOR A FURTHER SELECTION
OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT
TWO ISSUES OF EPE.
Note our UK postage costs
just £1.50 no matter how
many books you order!
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics
in association with Magenta Electronics)
Contains twenty projects from previous issues of EE
each backed with a kit of components. The projects
are: Seashell Sea Synthesizer. EE Treasure Hunter,
Mini Strobe. Digital Capacitance Meter, Three-Channel
Sound to Light, BBC 16K sideways RAM, Simple Short
Wave Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor Interface,
Eprom Eraser, 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter. Infra
Red Alarm, EE Equaliser, Ioniser, Bat Detector, Acoustic
Probe, Mainstester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider -(Lapel
Badge, Disco Lights, Chaser Light). Musical Doorbell,
Function Generator, Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier, EE
Buccaneer Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi
Interface, Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer,
Audio Signal Generator.
128 pages
Order code EP1
£2.45

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
PRACTICAL REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Provides awealth of circuits and circuit modules for use in
remote control systems of all kinds; ultrasonic, infrared, optical fibre, cable and radio. There are instructions
for building fourteen novel and practical remote control
projects. But this is not all, as each of these projects
provides a model for building dozens of other related
circuits by simply modifying parts of the design slightly to
suit your own requirements. This book tells you how.
Also included are techniques for connecting a PC to
a remote control system, the use of a microcontroller
in remote control, as exemplified by the BASIC Stamp,
and the application of ready-made type-approved 418MHz
radio transmitter and receiver modules to remote control
systems.
160 pages
Order code BP413
£5.99
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MODEL RAILWAY
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to provide the model railway
enthusiast with a number of useful but reasonably simple
projects that are easily constructed from readily available
components. Stripboard layouts and wiring diagrams are
provided for each project. The projects covered include:
constant voltage controller; pulsed controller; pushbutton
pulsed controller; pulsed controller with simulated inertia,
momentum and braking; automatic signals; steam whistle
sound effect; two-tone horn sound effect; automatic twotone horn effect; automatic chuffer.
The final chapter covers the increasingly popular subject of using acomputer to control amodel railway layout,
including circuits for computer-based controllers and signalling systems.
151 pages
Order code BP384
£4.99
A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE
MOUNT DEVICES
Bill Mooney
This book takes you from the simplest possible starting
point to a high level of competence in handworking with
surface mount devices ISMD's). The wider subject of SM
technology is also introduced, so giving a feeling for its
depth and fascination.
Subjects such as p.c.b. design, chip control, soldering
techniques and specialist tools for SM are fully explained
and developed as the book progresses. Some useful constructional projects are also included.
Whilst the book is mainly intended as an introduction, it
is also an invaluable reference book, and the browser
should find it engrossing.
120 pages
Order rode BP411
£4.99
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The books listed have been
selected by Everyday Practical Electronics editorial staff
as being of special interest
to everyone involved in electronics and computing. They
are supplied by mail order
to your door. Full ordering
details are given on the last
book page.

FAULT-FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Starting with mechanical faults such as dry joints,
short-circuits etc, coverage includes linear circuits, using a
meter to make voltage checks, signal tracing techniques
and fault finding on logic circuits. The final chapter oovers
ways of testing a wide range of electronic components,
such as resistors, capacitors, operational amplifiers,
diodes, transistors. SCRs and triacs, with the aid of only a
limited amount of test equipment.
The construction and use of aTristate Continuity Tester,
aSignal Tracer, aLogic Probe and aCMOS Tester are also
included.
136 pages
Order code BP391
£4.99
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
This book describes in detail how to construct some
simple and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of
test equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for
all designs, together with wiring diagrams where appropriate, plus notes on construction and use.
The following designs are included:AF Generator, Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Amplifier,
AF Frequency Meter, Audio Mullivoltmeter, Analogue
Probe, High Resistance Voltmeter. CMOS Probe, Transistor Tester, TTL Probe.
The designs are suitable for both newcomers and more
experienced hobbyists.
104 pages
Order code BP248
£3.99
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PC.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books, and covers
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photographic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
66 pages
Temporarily out of print
AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with a
wide range of preamplifier and power amplifier designs
that will, it is hoped, cover most normal requirements.
The preamplifier circuits include low noise microphone
and RIAA types, a tape head preamplifier, a guitar
preamplifier and various tone controls. The power
amplifier designs range from low power battery operation
to 100W MOSFET types and also include a 12 volt bridge
amplifier capable of giving up to 18W output.
All the circuits are relatively easy to construct using the
p.c.b. or stripboard designs given. Where necessary any
setting-up procedures are described, but in most cases no
setting-up or test gear is required in order to successfully
complete the project.
100 pages
Temporarily out of print

RADIO/TV
VIDEO
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR VIDEO
ENTHUSIASTS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides a number of practical designs for
video accessories that will help you get the best results
from your camcorder and VCR. All the projects use
inexpensive components that are readily available, and
they are easy to construct. Full construction details are
provided, including stripboard layouts and wiring diagrams. Where appropriate, simple setting up procedures
are described in detail; no test equipment is needed.
The projects covered in this book include: Four channel
audio mixer. Four channel stereo mixer, Dynamic noise
limiter (ONO. Automatic audio fader, Video faders, Video
wipers, Video crispener, Mains power supply unit.
109 pages
Order code BP356
£4.95
SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
I. D. Poole
The aim Of this book is to give guidance on the decisions
which have to be made when setting up any amateur
radio or short wave listening station. Often the experience which is needed is learned by one's mistakes,
however, this can be expensive. To help overcome this,
guidance is given on many aspects of setting up and
running an efficient station. It then proceeds to the
steps that need to be taken in gaining afull transmitting
licence.
Topics covered include: The equipment that is
needed; Setting up the shack; Which aerials to use;
Methods of construction; Preparing for the licence.
An essential addition to the library of all those taking
their first steps in amateur radio.
86 pages
Order code BP300
£3.95
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS
H. C. Wright
Although nearly acentury has passed since Marconi's first
demonstration or radio communication, there is still research and experiment to be carried out in the field of
antenna design and behaviour.
The aim of the experimenter will be to make a
measurement or confirm aprinciple, and this can be done
with relatively fragile, short-life apparatus. Because of this,
devices described in this book make liberal use of
cardboard, cooking foil, plastic bottles, cat food tins, etc.
These materials are, in general, cheap to obtain and easily
worked with simple tools, encouraging the trial-and-error
philosophy which leads to innovation and discovery.
Although primarily a practical book with text closely
supported by diagrams, some formulae which can be
used by straightforward substitution and some simple
graphs have also been included.
72 pages
Order code BP278
£3.50
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
E. M. Noll
Many people live in flats and apartments or other types of
accommodation where outdoor aerials are prohibited, or
a lack of garden space etc. prevents aerials from being
erected. This does not mean you have to forgo shortwave
listening, for even a 20-foot length of wire stretched out
along the skirting board of a room can produce acceptable results. However, with some additional effort and experimentation one may well be able to improve performance further.
This concise book tells the story, and shows the reader
how to construct and use 25 indoor and window aerials that
the author has proven to be sure performers.
Much information is also given on shortwave bands, aerial
directivity, time zones, dimensions etc.
50 pages
Order code BP136
£1.75
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TWO EXCITING NEW BOOKS
Specially imported by EPE

Bebop To The
Boolean Boogie

Bebop Bytes Back

By Clive (call me Max) Maxfield

ORDER CODE BEB2 £29.95
An Unconventional Guide To Computers

ORDER CODE BEB1

By Clive "Max" Maxfield and
Alvin Brown

£24.95

An Unconventional Guide to Electronics
Fundamentals, Components and Processes
The Foreword by Pete Waddell, Editor, Printed Circuit Design. reads:
"Personally, Ithink that the title of this tome alone (hmmm, amovie?)
should provide some input as to what you can expect. But, for those
who require abit more: be forewarned, dear reader, you will probably
learn far more than you could hope to expect from Bebop
to the Boolean Boogie, just because of the unique approach
Max has to technical material. The author will guide you from
the basics through a minefield
of potentially boring theoretical
mish-mash, to a Nirvana of
understanding. You will not suffer that fate familiar to every
reader: re-reading paragraphs
over and over wondering what
in the world the author was
trying to say. For a limey. Max
shoots amazingly well and from
the hip, but in a way that
will keep you interested and
amused. If you are not vigilant,
you may not only learn something, but you may even enjoy
the process. The only further
advice Ican give is to 'expect
the unexpected'."
This book gives the "big picture" of digital electronics. This
indepth, highly readable, up-to-the-minute guide shows you how
electronic devices work and how they're made. You'll discover how
transistors operate, how printed circuit boards are fabricated, and
what the innards of memory ICs look like. You'll also gain a working
knowledge of Boolean Algebra and Kamaugh Maps, and understand
what Reed-Muller logic is and how it's used. And there's much,
MUCH more (including arecipe for atruly great seafood gumbo!).
Hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the important points of each topic. The author's tongue-in-cheek British humor
makes it a delight to read, but this is a REAL technical book, extremely detailed and accurate. A great reference for your own shelf,
and also an ideal gift for a friend or family member who wants to
understand what it is you do all day... .
By importing these books ourselves we have managed to
make them available in the UK at an exceptional price.

Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes: Fully Functional
Internet-Ready Virtual Computer with Interactive Labs
The Foreword by Lee Felsenstein reads:
1. The more time you spend with this book and its accompanying
CD-ROM, the more you'll get out of it. Skimming through it won't
take you where you want to go. Paying serious attention, on the
other hand, will teach you more about computers than you can
imagine. (You might also see afew beautiful sunrises.)
2. The labs work on two levels: on and under the surface. When
you're performing the labs
you'll need to look for patterns that build up from individual events.
3. When you're done. An Unconventional Guide to
you won't look any different.
Computers
You won't get a trophy or a
certificate to hang on your
wall.
You'll have some
knowledge, and some skill.
and you'll be ready to
find more knowledge and
develop more skill. Much of
this will be recognisable
only to someone who has
the same knowledge and
skill.
This follow-on to Bebop
to the Boolean Boogie is a
multimedia extravaganza
of information about how
computers work. It picks
up where "Bebop l" left off, guiding you through the
fascinating world of computer design ...and you'll have afew
chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In addition to over
200 megabytes of mega-cool multimedia, the accompanying
CD-ROM (for Windows 95 machines only) contains a virtual
microcomputer, simulating the motherboard and standard
computer peripherals in an extremely realistic manner. In
addition to awealth of technical information, myriad nuggets of
trivia, and hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations, the book
contains aset of lab experiments for the virtual microcomputer
that let you recreate the experiences of early computer
pioneers.
If you're the slightest bit interested in the inner workings of
computers, then don't dare to miss this one!

'ebop BYTES Back

POSTAGE
VALVE Er TRANSISTOR AUDIO
NEW
AMPLIFIERS
John Linsley Hood
This is John Linsley Hood's greatest work yet, describing
the milestones that have marked the development of
audio amplifiers since the earliest days to the latest
systems. Including classic amps with valves at their heart
and exciting new designs using the latest components,
this book is the complete world guide to audio amp
design.
Contents: Active components; Valves or vacuum tubes;
Solid-state devices; Passive components; Inductors and
transformers; Capacitors, Resistors, Switches and electrical contacts; Voltage amplifier stages using valves;
Valve audio amplifier layouts; Negative feedback; Valve
operated power amplifiers; Solid state voltage amplifiers;
Early solid-state audio amplifiers; Contemporary power
amplifier designs; Preamplifiers; Power supplies IPSUsl;
Index.
250 pages

11:2=3M1

£19.99

AUDIO AMPLIFIER PROJECTS
NEW
R. A. Penfold
A wide range of useful audio amplifier projects, each project
features a circuit diagram, an explanation of the circuit
operation and a stripboard layout diagram. All constructional details are provided along with a shopping list of
components, and none of the designs requires the use
of any test equipment in order to set up properly. All
the projects are designed for straightforward assembly on
simple circuit boards.

Circuits include: High impedance mic preamp, Low
impedance mic preamp, Crystal mic preamp, Guitar and GP
preamplifier. Scratch and rumble filter, RIAA preamplifier,
Tape preamplifier, Audio limiter, Bass and treble tone
controls, Loudness filter, Loudness control, Simple graphic
equaliser, Basic audio mixer, Small (300mW) audio power
amp, 6 watt audio power amp, 20/32 watt power amp and
power supply. Dynamic noise limiter.
A must for audio enthusiasts with more sense than
money!
116 pages
Order code PC113
£9.95
MAKING MUSIC WITH DIGITAL AUDIO
NEW
Ian Waugh
in this practical and clearly-written book, Ian Waugh explains
all aspects of the subject from digital audio basics to putting
together a system to suit your own music requirements.
Using the minimum of technical language, the book explains
exactly what you need to know about: Sound and digital
audio. Basic digital recording principles, Sample rates and
resolutions, Consumer sound cards and dedicated digital
audio cards.
On a practical level you will learn about: sample editing, digital multi-tracking, digital FX processing, integraling MIDI and digital audio, using sample CDs, mastering
to DAT and direct to CD, digital audio and Multimedia.
This book is for every musician who wants to be a part
of the most important development in music since the
invention of the gramophone. It's affordable, it's flexible,
it's powerful and it's here now! It's digital and it's the
future of music making.________________
256 pages
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You only pay
£1

•
50

per order
(UK postage)
NO MATTER HOW
MANY BOOKS
YOU ORDER
Overseas Readers see
ORDERING DETAILS on the
next page for overseas
postage prices

£14.95
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IRCUITS AND DESIG .
AN INTRODUCTION TO PIC MICROCONTROLLERS
Robert Pent old
Designing your own PIC based projects may seem a
daunting task, but it is really not too difficult providing you
have some previous experience of electronics. The PIC
processors have plenty of useful features, but they are still
reasonably simple and straightforward to use. This book
should contain everything you need to know.
Topics covered include: the PIC register set; numbering
systems; bitwise operations and rotation; the PIC instruction
set; using interrupts; using the analogue to digital converter;
clock circuits; using the real time clock counter (RTCCI,
using subroutines, driving seven segment displays.
166 pages
Order code BP394
£5.99
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
A. Flind
Extensive coverage is given to circuits using capacitors and
resistors to control frequency. Designs using CMOS, timer
i.c.s and op.amps are all described in detail, with a special
chapter on "waveform generator" i.c.s. Reliable "white" and
"pink" noise generator circuits are also included.
Various circuits using inductors and capacitors are
covered, with emphasis on stable low frequency generation. Some of these are amazingly simple, but are still
very useful signal sources.
Crystal oscillators have their own chapter. Many of the
circuits shown are readily available special i.c.s for
simplicity and reliability, and offer several output frequencies. Finally, complete constructional details are
given for an audio sinewave generator
133 pages
Order code BP393
£4.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Explains electronic control theory in simple, nonmathematical terms and is illustrated by 30 practical
designs suitable for the student or hobbyist to build.
Shows how to use sensors as input to the control system,
and how to provide output to lamps, heaters, solenoids,
relays and motors.
Computer based control is explained by practical
examples that can be run on a PC. For stand-alone
systems,
the
projects
use
microcontrollers,
such
as the inexpensive and easy-to-use Stamp BASIC
microcontroller. These projects are chosen to introduce
and demonstrate as many aspects as possible of the
programming language and techniques
198 pages
Order code BP377
£5.99

Contents:
Passive
components,
Active
discrete
components.
Discrete component circuits,
Sensing
components, Linear I.C.s, Digital I.C.s, Microprocessors
and microprocessor systems, Transferring digital data,
Digital-analogue
conversions,
Computer
aids
in
electronics, Hardware components and practical work,
Standard metric wire table, Bibliography, The HEX scale,
Index.
440 pages
Irdercode
21
£14 99
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
B. B. Babani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and transformers. Practically every possible type is discussed and
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail
Although this book is now twenty years old, with the
exception of toroids and pulse transformers little has
changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages
Order code 1b0
£3.95
OPTOELECTFIONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful single-volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as the
electronics student and amateur. It deals with the subject
in an easy-to-read, down-to-earth, and non-mathematical
yet comprehensive manner, explaining the basic principles and characteristics of the best known devices, and
presenting the reader with many practical applications
and over 200 circuits. Most of the i.c.s and other devices
used are inexpensive and readily available types, with
universally recognised type numbers.
182 pages
Order code NE14
£14.99

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER USER'S HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
The first part of this book covers standard operational
amplifer based -building blocks" (integrator, precision
rectifier, function generator, amplifiers, etc), and considers the ways in which modern devices can be used
to give superior performance in each one. The second
part describes a number of practical circuits that exploit
modern operational amplifiers, such as high slew-rate,
ultra low noise, and low input offset devices. The projects
include: Low noise tape preamplifier, low noise RIAA
preamplifier, audio power amplifiers, d.c power controllers, opto -isolator audio link, audio millivolt meter,
temperature monitor, low distortion audio signal generator, simple video fader, and many more.
120 pages
Order code BP335
£4.95
A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO CMOS DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Getting started with logic circuits can be difficult, since
many of the fundamental concepts of digital design tend
to seem rather abstract, and remote from obviously useful
applications. This book covers the basic theory of digital
electronics and the use of CMOS integrated circuits, but
does not lose sight of the fact that digital electronics has
numerous "real world" applications.
The topics covered in this book include: the basic concepts of logic circuits; the functions of gates, inverters and
other logic "building blocks"; CMOS logic i.c. characteristics, and their advantages in practical circuit design; oscillators and monostables (timers); flip/flops, binary dividers
and binary counters, decade counters and display drivers.
The emphasis is on a practical treatment of the subject,
and all the circuits are based on "real" CMOS devices. A
number of the circuits demonstrate the use of CMOS logic
inpractical applications
779 pages
Order code BP333
£4.95

AUDIO AND MUSIC
INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO
(Second Edition)
Ian Sinclair
Digital recording methods have existed for many years
and have become familiar to the professional recording
engineer, but the compact disc (CD) was the first device to
bring audio methods into the home. The next step is the
appearance of digital audio tape (OAT) equipment.
All this development has involved methods and circuits
that are totally alien to the technician or keen amateur
who has previously worked with audio circuits. The principles and practices of digital audio owe little or nothing
to the traditional linear circuits of the past, and are much
more comprehensible to today's computer engineer than
the older generation of audio engineers.
This book is intended to bridge the gap of understanding for the technician and enthusiast. The principles and

methods are explained, but the mathematical background
and theory is avoided, other than to state the end product.
128 pages
Order code PC102
£7.95

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS

PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRIC GUITAR
J. Chatwin
This book is for anyone interested in the electric guitar. It
explains how the electronic functions of the instrument
work together, and includes information on the various
pickups and transducers that can be fitted. There are complete circuit diagrams for the major types of instrument,
as well as a selection of wiring modifications and pickup
switching circuits These can be used to help you create
your own custom wiring.
Along with the electric guitar, sections are also in.
cluded relating to acoustic instruments. The function of
specialised piezoelectric pickups is explained and there
are detailed instructions on how to make your own
contact and bridge transducers. The projects range from
simple preamps and tone boosters, to complete active
controls and equaliser units
92 pages
Order code BP358
£4.95

Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service
or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard -minimum credit card order is £5 -to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW
(mail order only).
Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of your order but please allow 28
days for delivery (more for overseas orders). Please check price and availability (see latest
issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.
For afurther selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.

MIDI SURVIVAL GUIDE
Vic Lennard
Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned pro, the MIDI
Survival Guide shows you the way. No maths, no MIDI
theory, just practical advice on starting up, setting up
and ending up with aworking MIDI system.
Over 40 cabling diagrams. Connect synths, sound
modules, sequencers, drum machines and multitracks.
How to budget and buy secondhand. Using switch,
thru and merger boxes. Transfer songs between
different sequencers. Get the best out of General MIDI.
Understand MIDI implementation charts. No MIDI
theory.
104 pages
Order code PC111
£7.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Fourth Edition. Ian Sinclair
Contains all of the everyday information that anyone
working in electronics will need.
It provides a practical and comprehensive collection
of circuits, rules of thumb and design data for professional engineers, students and enthusaists, and therefore enough background to allow the understanding and
development of arange of basic circuits.

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
EFFECTS UNITS
R. A. Pentold
This book provides practical circuits for a number of
electronic musical effects units. All can be built at rela•
tively low cost, and use standard, readily available components. The projects covered include: Waa-Waa Units;
Distortion Units; Phaser, Guitar Envelope Shaper;
Compressor; Tremolo Unit; Metal Effects Unit; Bass
and Treble Boosters; Graphic Equaliser; Parametric
Equaliser. The projects cover a range of complexities,
but most are well within the capabilities of the average
electronics hobbyist. None of them require the use of
test equipment and several are suitable for near
beginners.
102 pages
Order code BP368
£4.95

Fax 01202 841692 Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.
E-mail :
editorial@epe mag.wimborne.cosu k

BOOK ORDER FORM
Full name:
Address:

Post code:

Telepfione No:

Signature:

IIenclose

cheque/PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £

Please charge my Visa/Mastercard £

Card expiry date

Card Number
Please send book order codes'

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary

834

la

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS
Vivan Canal
This book contains all that a working musician needs to
know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they
work, the most suitable for different instruments, for
cabaret work, and for vocals. It gives tips on constructing cabinets, wiring up, when and where to use wadding, and when not to, what fittings are available, finishing, how to ensure they travel well, how to connect
multi-speaker arrays and much more.
Ten practical enclosure designs with plans and com•
ments are given in the last chapter, but by the time
you've read that far you should be able to design your
own!
164 pages
Irder code
297
£4.99
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SURVEILL ANCE

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS

No. I for Kits
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has akit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12
years and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions,
circuit diagrams. assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.
Genuine SUMA kits available only direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations!
UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter

UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter

Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x20mm including mic.
3V-12V operation 500m range
£16.45

MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter

Best-selling micro-miniature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic.
3V-12V operation 1000m range£13.45

STX High -performance Room Transmitter
High performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and
range. Measures 22mm x22m, including mic. 6V-12V operation. 1500m range .£15.45

VT500 High -power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance.
Size 20mm x40mm. 9V-12V operation. 3000m range

£16.45

VXT Voice -Activated Transmitter

Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range .£19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V A.C. supply for long-term monitoring.
Size 30mm x35mm. 500m range

£19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£22.95

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter

Connects to telephone line anywhere. requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x37mm. 1000m range
£23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX

Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to
headphones. Size 32mm x70mm. 9V-12V operation
£22.95

ATR2 Micro -Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm
Powered from line
£13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden. outside lights,
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of asmall VHF transmitter with
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output, momentary
or alternate. 8-way dii. switches on both boards set your own unique
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx 90mm. Both 9V
operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits)
£50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX
£19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX
£37.95
MBX-1 HI -Fi Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your Hi -Fi, tape or CD and transmits Hi -Fi quality to a
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourite music anywhere around the house,
garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the
DJ's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x60mm. 9V operation. 250m range
£20.95

SUMA

DESIGNS

Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 10mm x20mml
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range

Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x20mm it is easier to assemble
than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations transmitted Powered from line 1000m range
£13.45

STLX High -performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with bufierea output stage providing excellent stability
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone
use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line.
Size 22mm x22mm. 1500m range
£16.45
TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter

Transmits acontinuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m.
Size 25mm x63mm 9V operation
£22.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector Locator
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source.
Size 45mm x54mm. 9V operation
£30.95

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator

Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
pagers. cellular taxis etc. Size 70mm u100mm 9V operation
£50.95

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter

Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and
requires the use of ascanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catalogue).
Size 20mm x67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£40.95

OLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter

As per OTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations.
20mm x67mm. 9V operation 1000m range£40.95
QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per QLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required.
Size 32mm x37mm. Range 500m
£35.95

ORX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver

For monitoring any of the O.range transmitters. High sensitivity und. All RF section
supplied as pre-built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up Output to headphones 60mm. y75mm 9V operation
£60.95

Abuild•up service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques. POs or registered cash. Please add
£2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE .SEND TWO
FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS .

DEPT. EE
THE W ORKSHOPS, 95 M AIN ROAD,
BAXTERLEY, N EAR A THERSTONE,
W ARWICKSHIRE CV9 21 E
VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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£15.95

TLX 700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter

1:1*
Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
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PCB SERVICE

PROJECT TITLE
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi-project PCB)
1398
•Virtual Scope -Digital Board
Analogue Board (per board)
•Water Wizard
Kissometer
••EPE PIC Tutorial
MAR'98
The Handy Thing (Double-Sided)
Lighting-Up Reminder
•Audio System Remote Controller - PSU
Main Board
Simple Metal Detector
APR'98
(Multi-project PCB)
Single or Dual-Tracking Power Supply
•RC-Meter
Security Auto-Light
MAY•98
Stereo Tone Control plus 20W Stereo Amp iier
Tone Control
20W Amplifier
=Dice Lott
EPE Mood Changer
JUNE•98
=AT89C2051/1051 Programmer
Main Board
Test Board
•Reaction Timer
Software only
•PICI6x84 Toolkit
I '98
•Greenhouse Computer
Control Board
PSU Board

Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the
PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and
roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board
for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service,
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne. Dorset
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot reply to
orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: orderseepemag.wimbome.co.uk .Cheques
should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment
in £sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery -overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.
PROJECT TITLE

Order Code

Mono "Cordless" Headphones
KLUEZ
-Transmitter/Receiver
990/991 (pr)
Component Analyser (double-sided pl h .
105
Garden Mole-Ester
106
Mobile Miser
107
Bike Speedo
108
•PIC-Tock Pendulum Clock
SEPT'96
109
Power Check
110
Analogue Delay/Flanger
111
Draught Detector
112
Simple Exposure Timer
113
Video Fade-to-White
OCT 96
114
Direct Conversion 80m Receiver
116
Vehicle Alert
117
10MHz Function Generator- Main Board
118
- PSU
119
Tuneable Scratch Filter
gamin«
115
•Central Heating Controller
120
D.C. to D.C. Converters -Negative Supply Generator
122
-Step-Down Regulator
123
-Step-Up Regulator
124
EPE Elysian Theremin
lifileiffl
(double-sided p.t.h.)
121
*PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer
127
Stereo Cassette Recorder
Playback/PSU
128
Record. Erase
129
•Earth Resistivity Meter
.521MUM
Current Gen. -Amp.Rect.
131 132 (pr)
Theremin MIDI:CV Interface (double-sided p.t.h.)
130 (set)
Mains Failure Warning
126
Pacific Waves
13'97
136
PsiCom Experimental Controller
137
Oil Check Reminder
11111:iLle
125
Video Negative Viewer
135
Tn-Colour NiCad Checker
138
Dual-Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info }
139
*PIC -Agoras -Wheelie Meter
ell:1;111
141
418MHz Remote Control -Transmitter
142
- Receiver
143
Puppy Puddle Probe
145
MIDI Matrix - PSU
147
- Interface
148

Quasi-Bell Door Alert
EVilea
2M F.M. Receiver
*PIC -A-Tuner
Window Closer -Trigger
-Closer
Child Minder Protection Zone
BELMAR
-Transmitter
- Receiver
Pyrotechnic Controller
•PIC Digilogue Clock
Narrow Range Thermometer
Micropower PIR Detector - 1
pi maw'
Infra-Red Remote Control Repeater
(Multi-project P.C.B.)
Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board
- Mixer Board
Computer Dual User Interface
•PEsT Scarer
Variable Bench Power Supply
MUM.
Universal Input Amplifier
Micropower PIR Detector -2Controller
•PIC-OLO
Active Receiving Antenna
peentuj
Soldering Iron Controller
*PIC Noughts 8 Crosses Game
Micropower PIR Detector -3
Alarm Disarm Reset Switch
Ironing Safety Device
Remote Control Finder
Rechargeable Handlamp
*PIC Water Descaler
•EPE Time Machine
Auto-Dim Bedlight
Portable 12V PSU/Charger
Car Immobiliser
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper)
Surface Thermometer
Disco Lights Flasher

836

Klejan
lOdolitle
• el 441.
IFE1. Will

Cost
£10.16
£12.18
£6.07
£6.36
£6.61

Float Charger
MILULAII
Lightbulb Saver
Personal Stereo Amplifier
SEP '98
(Multi-project PCB)
•Greenhouse Radio Link
•PIC Altimeter
Voice Processor
OC '98
•Digisery RC Expander
IR Remote Control
Transmitter
Receiver
TIC Tape Measure
NO '98
Electronic Thermostat
T-Stat
Damp Slat (Next Month)
PhizzyB
A-PCB B-CD-ROM C-Prog. Microcontroller
15-Way IR Remote Control
Switch Matrix
15-Way Rec Decoder

£6.31
£6.42
£7.95
£6.22
£6.63
£6.98
£7.52
£6.55
£7.33
£5.39
£7.83
£7.85
£5.96
£6.01
£6.12
£22.00
£7.23
£7.94
£9.04

£6.58
£6.42
£6.93
£7.39
£6.37
£6.69

932
159
160
161
162

£3.00
£6.40
£6.75
£6.70
£6.60
£3.00
£6.55
£6.72
£7.02
£6.59
£6.63
£7.82

1

166
167

£5.72
£5.12

1

168
169
170
171
172
173
175
179
174
178

£6.32
£6.23
£6.90
£8.34
£6.63
£6.61
£7.00
£7.32
£7.64
£8.30

157
165

.

190
191
192
193

£7.78
£8.58
£8.05
£7.75

194
195
196

£8.50
£8.69
£6.96

197
198

£9.08
£8.10

199
202
932

£6.59
£3.00
£3.00

200
201
203
204

£8.32
£8.15
£7.18
£7.69

205
206
207

£3.00
£3.50
£6 82

208
209

£4.00
£4.50
£14.95
each

Bee (A)(B)(C)
211
212

£3.00
£4.00

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARD SERVICE

153
154
155
156
158
152

140

£3.00
£7.90
£7.66
£8.10

disks are obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to
cover our admin costs (the sciftware itself is free). Overseas (each):
£3.35 surface mail, £4.35 airmail. All files can be downloaded free from
our Internet FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.

£6.59
£7.69
£7.83
£4.91
£4.47

146
163
164

932
187
188
189

Software programs for EPE projects are available on 3.5 inch PCcompatible disks or via our Internet site. Those marked with a single
asterisk * are all on one disk, order code PIC-DISK1, this disk also
contains the Simple PIC16C84 Programmer (Feb '96). The EPE PIC
Tutorial (• •)fileS are on their own disk, order code PIC -TUTOR. The

144
149
150
151

932

Cost
£3.00
£14.49
£7.34
£7.69
£7.67
£7.99
£6.58
£5.90
£7.05
£8.29

EPE SOFTWARE

£12.70
£40.00
£6.77
£9.00
£6.78
£7.16
£6.75
£6.45
£7.20
£6.90
£5.36
£6.04
£6.10
£5.42
£5.91
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Order Code
932
176
177
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

Order Code

Project

Quantity

Price

IName
Address

1

Ienclose payment of £

1
1

WSA

1

I
..(cheque/P0 in £ sterling only) to: I

Everyday
Practical Electronics

EUROCARO

Access (MasterCard) or Visa No.
Minimum order for credit cards £5

1
1
1
Signature

Card Exp. Date

Please supply name and address of cardholder if different from he address shown

I NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server:
L _____ http:qwww.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
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SURFING THE INTERNET

NET WORK

ALAN WINSTANLEY

WW

ELCOMI: to the November issue of i‘der Work, our monthly
column written especially for Internet users. Phew, what a
It's avery exciting time for us all at EPE, as we present
our first ever free CD-ROM which contains arange of electronics
software, the entire EPE project software library, plus of course a
trial version of the exclusive PhizzyB Simulator.

The Internet and Bees
The Internet played a major role in the production process of
our free CD-ROM No.1. This has been jointly mastered in the UK
and the USA, with E-mails flying fast and furiously between the
two countries during the design process of the CD. In fact, if you
read my introduction to the PhizzyB series, you will see how the
Internet was actually responsible for bringing the creators of the
PhizzyB and ourselves together: events date back to the days of a
14.4 internal fax/modem running on a(then) state of the art 486
PC with DOS-based Internet E-mail software, when Demon Internet had under 20,000 users —which is one tenth of their current
customer base. The world wide web barely existed at user level at
that time, nor did CD writers or even a humble Zip disk. How
things have moved on.
An Internet web browser also plays apivotal role in running the
free CD-ROM on readers' personal computers. A browser is used
to display the contents of the disk, and most experienced users
will not have any difficulties running the CD. Note that at no time
do you need an Internet connection to enjoy the material included
on the CD though, and just in case if you don't have abrowser
installed on your Windows PC, we've included afree version of
Navigator 4, courtesy of Netscape Communications. Regular FTP
site users will immediately recognise the layout of the EPE PIC
files, which we've reproduced on the CD, and we've even included some future project source codes too!

In Series

In order to run a real hardware PhizzyB on your personal
computer, you must have an available serial port, which must
either be COM1 or COM2, so check your serial port settings (in
W95 — right mouse-click on My Computer, then go Properties/
Device Manager/Ports to check your COM port setup). Most importantly, you must have anull modem cable to interconnect your
PC and PhizzyB. Such cables have pins 2and 3(Tx/ Rx) crossed
over internally. Be sure to check the special new PhizzyB pages
on our web site, and hop over to Maxfield & Montrose Interactive
Inc. in the USA at www.maxmon.com.
New this month on the FTP site are the source
codes for the PIC Tape Measure project, available from
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/PICS/TapeMeasure. It
is also on the CD-ROM in the PICS folder, along with several
files relating to future projects — including the forthcoming Mind
PICkler and Midi Pedal constructional projects, which will be
published on the FTP site when the projects are launched.

FTP Confusion
This month's message is: try not to confuse our FTP site with
our web site! Looking closely at our web statistics, these tell me
not only the number of "hits" — averaging nearly a million a
year — but also the "misses" — files which have not been
found. There are aremarkable number of attempts to search for
(e.g.) "PIC" files on the web site. Users enter the URL as
pub/PICSkwhatever> in search of elusive source codes, but this
is unfortunately a waste of time: you need the full FTP site
address, which is a completely different URL from the web
server. Previous Net Work columns have covered how to use FTP
in great detail, either from the DOS prompt or by using FTP
clients, although one or two frustrated users still berated me for
making the process of FTP "unnecessarily difficult".
Everyday Practical Electronics, November 1998

Imust say that by using decent software such as WS_FTP Pro
for Windows, or Fetch for Macintosh, the process of FTPing afile
is as easy as using File Manager in Windows 3.1, dragging files
from one drive to another. The fact that the drives could each be
12,500 miles apart and connected by a phone line, becomes irrelevant! Once again —the address for the FTP server is:
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
You can type this — the entire URL (Uniform Resource
Locator) — into your web browser. Then click on the folder icons
etc. to navigate to pub/PICS to access our microcontroller files.
You could actually practice this using this month's free CDROM: insert it into your CD drive, then open your web browser.
Do not connect to the Internet, instead simply type aURL like:
D:\Html\infoepe.htm
into your browser, where "D" is your CD-ROM drive letter.
Some users may not know that they can use their browser as a
file viewer to access local files on their hard drive, merely by
typing the drive letter as a URL. You can now practice opening
folders and navigating around the disk to your heart's content,
before connecting to the Internet and going for the real thing on
our FTP site!

Drop in for a Chat!
The rest ot this month's Net Work is devoted to the latest
updates on our web site (http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk).
By the time you read this, the EPE Chat Zone will have been in
operation for several weeks. It's a popular type of interactive
bulletin-board messaging system which enables you to post messages as new subjects, or to follow up any messages already there.
The messaging system is refreshed in virtually real-time, although if you post into the Chat Zone and then fail to see your
new message appearing in the message board, please remember to
hit the refresh button of your browser. The Chat Zone will then be
updated in your window, displaying your message.

Aye-UP

We want everyone to enjoy using the EPE Chat Zone, which
is devoted to electronics-related material including views, comments and queries about general electronics matters and the
magazine itself. A common-sense Acceptable Use Policy or
"AUP" is available on-line and it is preferred that users are
familiar with its contents before posting into the Chat Zone.
(As the current office joke goes: Why was Alan's Acceptable
Use Policy written in Yorkshire? Because it's an Aye-UP.
Thanks Ed.)
The AUP also permits readers to post "small ads." in the
form of Want to Buy (WTB) or For Sale (FS) messages in
relation to electronic equipment or components, although such
transactions are conducted entirely at the users' own risk (the
AUP offers further guidance). Commercial advertising is not
permitted, nor is any form of spam-like unsolicited mailing.
There are further specific rules regarding language and abuse,
all of which is regulated by the AUP. The EPE staff cannot
necessarily guarantee to reply to individual queries in the Chat
Zone but we do drop in from time to time so you never know!
So be sure to check into the EPE Chat Zone next time you're
surfing the net over in our direction.

Electronic Links
My word count having defeated me, Ihave again included
a selection of interesting electronics links on this month's online version of Net Work. I will be pleased to receive any
suggestions — you'll be credited on the Net Work page and
links are also indexed in the Net Work A-Z Best of the Net.
E-mail alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. My own Home Page is
http://homepages.tcp.co.ukb-alanwin.
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ELECTRONICS

Everyday Practical Electronics reaches nearly twice
as many UK readers as any other independent
monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited
sales figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for the
last thirteen years.

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £8
VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161.
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.
RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 20 volts dc at 1 amp continous
fully variable from 1to 20 volts Twin

'

£

Voltage and
.
•«
Current meters
for easy read
out 240 volt ac
input Fully smoothed size 23cmv14cmx13crn

11116

4

VAT

,
we
Post £4

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
m
-i
nk
Wie/W

Miscellaneous

amps peak,

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON =
SURREY, CRO 2HS Tel 0181-6841665

Lots of transformers hue volt caps valves output Panslomers speakers ,r• stock
Phone or send your wants or for quote

ELECTRONIC KITS
• 88-10E1MHz FM transmitters from under £5
• Many educational and hobby electronic
kits covering all technical abilities, from
beginners' circuits to MOU MPU designs
• Low cost PCB services and equipment

B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics.
Production assembly also undertaken. For
details send to P. Agar, Unit 5, East Belfast
Enterprise Park. 308 Alberthridge Road, Belfast.
BTS 4GX. or phone/fax 01232 738897.

Next course commences
Monday 1st February 1999
FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue.
SIR-KIT Electronics. 52 Sevem Road. Clacton.
C015 3RB.

BTEC ELECTRONICS

TECHNICIAN TRAINING
GNVO ADVANCED ENGINEERING
(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME
HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD
EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU

TEL: 0171-373 8721

• Send 4xlst class stamps for catalogue
DTE MICROSYSTEMS. 112 SHOBNALL ROAD
BURTON -ON-TRENT. STAFFS DE14 2136
PHONE or FAX: 01283 542229
http: www.btinternet.com -dtemicrosystems

BRAND NEW SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
Er QL PARTS
ZX MICRODRIVES £15, INTERFACE ONE £20.
CARTRIDGES 10 FOR £15, 50 FOR £50

THE ELECTRONICS CLEARANCE LIST
A regular listing of new
first class components
and electronic devices at
way below trade prices
Manufacturers' surplus
and overstocks Ideal for
the constructor, colleges.
experimenters. etc

OL BOARDS 5.6 6,7. POPULATED WITH

CO

,ROMS, £30, UNPOPULATED, £12, MICRODRIVES
£10 EACH TOP Er BOTTOM CASES £15,

MEMBRANES £15

THE P.C., MAC and Qt.'s "Little Friend"
MAC LINK £10 -P.C. LINK £25 -al LINK £12
CAMBRIDGE 288 A4 NOTEBOOK
COMPUTER AVAILABLE AGAIN £99,
RECONDITIONED COO
ONLY 1 THICK, 4,«AA BAITS 20 HOURS WORK.
LCD SCREEN, 72 Crs, 6 LINES, 32K RAM, EXTRA
RAMS 51 EPROMS, 9 pin D SERIAL PORT. ROM HAS

N

BBC BASIC, W/PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, DATA
BASE, IMP/EXPORT TO PC etc, V52 TERMINAL.
IN.N. RICHARDSON b CO.
PHONE/FAX 01494 871319
6 RAVENSMEAD, CHAL FONT ST PETER,
BUCKS, SL9 ON&

COAST ELECTRONICS
12.BIT
PRINTER
PORT
AD
INTERFACE WITH WINDOWS 95
SOFTWARE
2V5 INPUT RANGE
USES
10,
SCOPE
PROBE
TO
GIVE
25V
RANGE
40,..fri‘
SAMPLE RATE MIN
1PENTIUMr
COMES WITH SCOPE METER DATA
LOGGER SPECTRUM
ANALYSER
SOFTWARE ON CD-ROM £80
COAST ELECTRONICS
48 SUNDRIOGE DRIVE
WALDERSLADE
KENT MES BHT
TEL 01634 660157
FAX .01634 672093

Carriage £2 50. next day £10
VAT s added to total of goods
and
carriage
Phone,lay visit
LAS lbstecoastel demon co trio 10,
current stock list We also one,
design PCB layout device pro
drarnmang services

THE BRITISH AMATEUR

ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by personal
contact and through aquarterly Newsletter.
For membership details .Write to the Secretary'

Mr. J. F. Davies, 70 Ash Road, Cuddington,
Northwich, Cheshire CW8 2PB.

Also valves, valve
associated items, high
voltage caps. audio
components, obsolete
electronic components
and spares vintage
wireless components

Send nv,
or 50p
We buy surplus electronic
components and stock.
List appreciated.

Cash waiting.
Callers welcome al our shop -

address below
Open Tues Thurs. Fri and
Sal 10a m.-6 p.m

NEW AND USED COMPUTERS, spares. etc.
at keenest prices. e.g.: 386 min 2MB RAM,
20MB HDD. desktop case, keyboard and cables.
I
2in. VGA mono monitor. £55. 486 DX33 min.
8MB RAM, 120MB HDD. desk top case, keyboard and cables. 14in. VGA colour monitor,
£165. Many other systems available. Whatever
you need. Phone/Fax-0181 853 3374 for prices.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts in stock. For free advice/lists please ring,
Geoff Davies (Radio). Tel. 01788 574774.
PROTOTYPE
PRINTED
CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details send
s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro. 38 Poynings Drive, Hove.
Sussex BN3 8GR. or phone Brighton 883871. fax
11273 706670.
VHF MINI TRANSMITTER
WITH SUPERSENSITIVE MICROPHONE
eye Appro. 100 rneies 'u 'o

DEPT iEl CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD
157 Orckson Road Blackpool FYI 28E
-•— Tel 0112531 751858 31:
‘11.
11
1
". Fax 01253 302079

.
zi

weeks on iwc, AA ces

KIT VERSION WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS £3.95
READY BUILT AND TESTED £4.95
Post 5.0p pef order

Lots of interesting items

For more dotes or,!his and or, ori,er ciese, cease se ,dsae to

LIVE WIRELESS
25 HALSALL ROAD. BIRKDALE, SOUTHPORT. LANCS PR8 3DB

EPE NET ADDRESSES
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up an FTP
session using appropriate FTP software. then go into quoted sub-directories:
PIC -project source code files: /pub/PICS
PIC projects each have their own folder: navigate to the correct folder and open it, then
fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself!
EPE text files: /pub/docs
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt
EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unit.txt
New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt
Newsgróups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni -Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
UK Sources FAQ: uksource.zip
Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt
On-line readers! Try the new EPE Chat Zone - a
virtually real-time Internet "discussion board - in
a simple to use web-based forum!
http: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk wwwboard

Ensure you
set your
FTP
software to ASCII transfer when
fetching text files, or they may
be unreadable.
Note that any file which ends
in .zip needs unzipping before
use. Unzip utilities can be downloaded from :
http://www.winzip.com or
http://www.pkware.com

Space donated by Everyday Practical Electronics
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TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for

Electrical Contracting 8 Installation
Electrical Engineering

career success with an ICS Home Study Course Leam in
the comfort of your own home at the pace and times that

C&G Basic Electronic Engineering

sue you
ICS is the worlds largest, most experienced
horse study school Over the past 100 years lCS have

C&G Basic Mechanical Engineering
TV and Video Servicing
Radio and Hi -Fi Servicing
Refrigeration Heating A Air Condition

helped nearly 10 million people to improve their tot
prospects Find out how we can he YOU Post or phone
today for FREE INFORMATION on the course of your

Motorcycle Maintenance

FREEPHONE 0500 581

557

Or write to international Correspondence Schools. FREEPOST 882. 8 Elliot Place.
Celswekypark, Glasgow. G3 OBR. Tel 0500 581 557 or Tel/Fax: Ireland 01 285 2533.
mw
am ir am
mil am am
Me Mil MIM

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses.

Available for most equipment, from the earliest Valve Wireless to the latest Video
Recorder. Television. Computer Monitor, Test Equipment, Satellite, all Audio,
Amateur Radio. etc.. etc. If you need aService Manual give us a call or check out
the full stock list now on our web site. Originals or Photostats supplied as available.
For your FREE catalogue of Technical Books and repair guides
PLUS full Floppy Disc Index of manuals available send 4x first class stamps.

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES

Mr Mrs Ms Miss
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE

Service Manuals

Date of Birth

Address

8Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4QY
Tel: 01844-351694. Far: 01844-352554.
E-mail: enquiries@mauritron.co.uk
Web site at: http://www.mauritron.co.uk/mauritron/

Postcode

Occupation

Tel

No
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Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits
bebilecetnuarons with Schematics
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs
High Quality Components

''Fran
'
:mike ril e°

40W

FM Stereo Coders
Audio Compressor Limiters
Antennas RF Power Amps
Link Transmitters and Receivers
Its Are Also A

ilable

u;J, Assrrribied And Tested
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Brochure
683434 Fax 01274 816200
s Now For A Free

Tel 01274

email veronicaeleggind.co.uk

re moms et p.m"

vivem.legend.00.uld-verenicei

ereeint SO13 1AR

I Ile

Veronica

a TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES =

Midlinbank Farm. Ryelands, Nr. Strathaven, ML10 6RD
Tel: 01698 883334/884585
Fax: 01698 884825

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EPE)
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High precision scopes,
without the high cost

PHONE NOW FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE

We have the World's Largest Collection of

SERVICI: MANUALS

Ave-g 12

Why not join Europe's fastest growing
"Information Library Service"
Buy ANY Service Manual for £10.00 and return any
manual no longer needed for a£5.00 credit
CALLWRITE NOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Initial joining fee of £65 :Thereafter £20 Yearly
Join Now: Get your first Manual FREE!

Most digital scopes today are capable of achiev'ng only 8 bit
resolution. Pico Technology's new PC-based oscilloscopes represent
aquantum improvement in digital scope technololgy. The ADC-2I2
offers 12 bit resolution, while its big brother. the ADC-216, is capable
of 16 bit resolution. The scopes offer all the advantages associated
with PC based test & measurement, such as large colour displays
and a familiar Windows interface. Also. being Pico Technology

FML ELECTRONICS
SPECIAL PURCHASE BARGAINS
3STATION BATTERY INTERCOM BARGAIN £10
HEATIINICS
ASSOITTEraraYorvEA
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AMEX SOLDERING IRONS &ACCESSORIES
CCN 15W MINIATURE IRON 240V
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BARGAIN £12
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WOMATURE Ma TRANSFORMERS
6V-0V-6V 100AU
ONLY £1
9V-0V-9V 250MA
BARGAIN £2
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EACH £3
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EACH £3
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products, the high performance is not matched by ahigh price tag.
ArDe-2/2 /

216 - dua channel high resolution
Applications

a
Low cost

V Audio testing and analysis

90 dB spectrum analyser

VMains harmonics testing
VPower supply design

V12 and 16 bit resolution
V Up to 1250 ksps
V Large buffer memory

riCe-212

£299

VAnalog telephony
VVibration and noise
measurements

7.1Ve-2/6

£499

Products supplied with software, cables and power supply. Prices exclude VAT

Call for a free demo disk or visit our web site

Tel: 01954 -211716 Fax: 01954 -211880
post@picotech.co.uk , www.picotech.com

839

COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!

Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras
with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R., Radios.
Clocks, Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receivers (Wireless).
Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built
Units, Bug Detector etc.

Plus anything from bankruptcy —theft recovery
—frustrated orders —over production etc.
Send 45p stamped self addressed label or
envelope for clearance lists.

Brian J Reed

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3EQ
Tel: 0181.393 9055 or 07775 945386
Mail order UK only.

A.L. ELECTRONICS
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue.
Fax 0181 201 5359
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)
Quad speed Toshiba 13rc

u'ht

drives

SCSI

cd-rom

£20 each. 6 for £100

1meg. 30-pin panty simms

£3.25 each. 4 for £12

4 meg 30-pin panty simms

£13 each. 4 for £50

256k pipeline burst cache
512k pipeldne burst cache
Trident 512k video cards

each

2 Gig

£12 each

14.400 internal voicelax ,data modem

modem

mixed component pack

£15
£28
£10

250 oft mixed capacitors

£4.95

C

sockets

1000 on mixed ceramic Caps

£4.95
£3.50

Brand

57. -to

new 360k 5'

floppy dnve

31
2 » floppy dnve
/

converter leads

£1.$0 each
differential hard drives

10

for

f1 2

£85
£145

on IDE

£78

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V A T
PLEASE ADD f2 CO p&p EXCEPT
ITEMS MARKED • WHICH ARE
SAE FOR BULK BUYING LIST
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO

Dept EE. COMPELEC.
14 Constable Road.
St Ives. Huntingdon.
Cambs PE17 6E0
Tel Fax: 01480 300819

£4.50

ale

NEW SPECIAL OFFERS
Amiga genloch pcb runcased) for titling videos it has
a 23pin D lead to plug Irito the comparer and peat
pins for composite video in and out When no video
inpui is connected the normal computer display is
shown on Me composite video out when the yr.:leg
input is added the white areas on the screen are
replaced by 're video image The pet is powered
from the computer
f19 98
WATCH SLIDES ON TV -Liesgang chant - automatic
slide viewer with built in high qualrty colour iv
camera composite video Output vnth a BNC plug in
very good condnon with few sons of use
C108 00
Board cameras ail with 5125582 pixels 4 4x3 3mm
sensor with composite video out All need to be
housed m your own enclosure and have fragile exPosed surface mount parts and require 10 to 12vdc
power supply
47MIR size 60x36.27rnm with 6 infra red ieds
(gives the same illumination as a small torch would)
£50 00.i.vat =f58 7540
MP size 39x38x23nen spy camera
with a fixed
locus pin hole lens for riding behind a very small
hole
£574vat =£66 98
40MC size 39438.28mm camera for 'C mount lens
this ones a such clearer picture than with the small
lenses
£68 79
Standard 'C' mount lens F1.6 16mm for 40MC
£26.43.vat =f31 06
Waterproof
camera
with
stylish
tilt
&
swivel
case
£92 76__vat = c109 00
or
10._C89 32..vat =C104 95
01830 Hand held transiStor analyser it tellS you
which lead is he base the collector and emitter and
it it is NPN or PNP or faulty
HMA20 hand held
MOSFET analyser damn es gate drain and source
and if P Of N channel DTA30 & HMA20
.
£38 34 each
OCASO component analyser vie leel readout den
lilies transistors mosfets diodes 8 LEDs lead
connecions
£69 95
Speaker cabinets 2 way speaker systems with
motorola tweeters
speaker ea
,s.
121
Power reng
250WRIAS t75WR1AS 100 WRMS
impedance
&ohm
Bohm
Senn
fred range
40n2.20knz 45rd.2Crthr 6011,20kru
serenity , w 11.4
9113
94ee
921:113
scan inm
503.720.340450.648x345 315t4604230
wee
21 Ike
tEekg
74kg
once each Or black
wriyi coaong
£139 95
£99 99
£5494
grey le11 coating
£159 9r
£11097- £6499
-- not normaly in stock allow 1 week ICY delivery)
Power amplifiers 19 - tack mount vnth gain controls
STA1 50 2x1 60Wrms irtohrn roach 14kg
£202 11
STA300 24 190Wrins 1405m ioach Ilkg
£339
STA900 2x490Wrrns 140hm load) 15kg
£585 00
LEDs 3mm or 5rnin red or green
7p each yellow
1p each cabie ties 1p each f5 95 per 1000 f49 50
per 10 000
Rechargable Batteries
£0 99 AA 500inAH wth seder tags Cl 55
AA 95OrnAH
fr 75 CorP11) 12AN
£2 20
2»lvnth solder lags r3 60 OrkiP2)12Ain
f2 60
D4AH ann soda rags E4 95 PP3 84V 11OrnAki
£4 95
1 2AAw,rh4Werlags CI 55 Sot
ivith sokler Lags f2 50 AAA
•
HP16)18OrnA14
CI 75 11 AA wen tags iphdpsCTVel 95
Nickel Metal Hydrycle AA cells high capacity with no
memory ir charged at 100ma and discharged at 250ma or
ess 1300mAH capacity ilower Caperty for high discharge

Published

rates,
£2 95
Special offers please check tor availability sick of 4
42x16rien mead batteries 17imen tEeren dia wth red &
slack eads 48v
£5 95
5 button Cell
6V 280mAn battery vem wires ,Varta
54250014i
(2 45
Ortidel 666 battery pack I
2v 160AH contend 10 sub C
cells with spicier tags !the size most commonly used In
cordless screwonvers and drills 22 clex42men tall) it is
easy IO C.C , Wen and was manufactured in 1994
£8 77 each or 110 50 per box of 14
BO box 190x106x5Omm inth slots to house a odd ine
contans an edge connector 112 way 8mm pitch I
screw termnals to connect n wires and 5 sirde
•
blanks
£2 9'17segment common anode led *Splay 12mm
£0 45
GaAs FET low leakage current
58873 f12 95 each
£9 95 10. 795 100.. BC5476 transistor 20 for f100
SL952 UHF Liming ampider LC 16 surf aCe
package with data sheet
DC-DC
convenor Refiablety medal V12P5 12v r 5.
200ma out 300v input to output isolation vnth data
f495
each or pack of 10 f39 50
Arrpaii
*82903-C large slespng note iitv 75 step
27ohm 68men dia body 6 Innt shaft
£895 or £20000 for ahoy of 30
Polyester capacitors te. Nee 22 5mint lead peen O9u 1
25Chnic 18p each 14p 100.. 9p 1000.. tuf 250Voc
each iSp 100._ 10p 1000..
Porypropylere I
uf 400vdc iWona MKPIO) 27 5rnm
32x29.1>men ease 75p each 60p 100.
Phobos 123 senes solid aluminium axial eadS 33:1 10v &
22u1 40v 40p each. 25p 100..
Sold cartxn resistors very low rnductance deal or OF
circuns 27cem 2W 68orrni 2W 25o each 15p each 100..,
we have a range of 025w 05w 1w arid 2w solid carbon
resales, pease send SAE fe list
M0180 Digital multirneter 17 ranges 1000vdc 750vac
2Mohrn 200m.8 franSrStOr 1-ffe 9v and 15v battery
.
.est
£9 95
Hand held uttrasonic remote control
f395
CV2486 gas teray 30.10nen Ora we 3wire ternmals we
also work as aneon Ight
20p each or (8 50 per 100
van:twin, R3OONFI Streamer rape commonly used on nc
machines and pining presses etc
looks Ike a normal
cassette with aslot cut out of the top
f4 95 each if 375
100..
Heats.* compound tube
CO 95
14v3-2405-E5 5-24v 50mA regulator .0 18-264vac '
,
vat 8
pn OIL package
£349 each 000._ 225 ,
All products advenrsed are new and unused unless nir,
wee staled Wide range of CMOS TTL 7
.
4HC 74F L
Transistors lots rechargable batlereS Capacrtors "
etc always in stock
Please add CI 95 towards P&P lades from the Sec-Firgniands Northern Ireland Isle of Man Isle of W.,:y
ancl overseas may be subiect to hohet P&P Mr he.,
dens, VAT included in ai peces

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatsworth Road
Chesterfield S40 28H
Tel

ADVERTISERS INDEX

£58

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING.
We also buy all forms of electronic
components. ps.u's, disk drives etc
Lists to below address

£7.50 *

25 oft mixed relays

£10
moor

1Gigabyte laptop drives. 2'

£3.95

20 off mixed crystalsfilters

r.p.m. geared

4 Grg

£4.95

Jumbo component pack
250 Off

SCSI 2 fast
1Gig

video cards
£20 each
Internal VGA leads
£2.50 each. 10 for £20
3-device SCSI leads
each
IDE leads
£2 each
Hard and floppy drive IDE controller cards.. .£5
3Ib

12V d c 200

£4.50 each

Trident lmb VLB

28 800 internal voice fax data

12MB 5' r' floppy drive

Lists are updateC and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks This
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousand of an item is available (Payment is returned if sold out. Ido
not deal in credit notes) This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!

Access Visa Orders
(01246) 211202 Fax (01246)550959
Callers welcome 9 30am to 5 30pm
Monday to Saturday
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OUP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

FLIGHTCASED A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take
advantage of the latest loudspeaker technology and
LOUDSPEAKERS
enclosure designs. All models utilize high quality studio
cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion constant
directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners,
complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard
with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands. The FC15-300 incorporites a large
16 X 6 inch horn. All cabinets are fitted with the latest Speakon"connectors

BIC ELECTRONICS

1000's
SOLD
TO PRO
USERS

for your convenience and safety.

Five models to choose from.

G

o

THE RENOWED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS

MXF200 (100W + 100W )MXF400 (200W + 200W)

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W + 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES • Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers • Twin LE D Vu Meters
• Level controls * Illuminated on/off switch * Jack/XLR inputs • Speakon outputs • Standard 775mV
inputs * Open and short circuit proof *Latest Mos-Fets tor stress free power delivery into virtually any
load • High slew rate * Very low distortion • Aluminium cases • MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with DC
loudspeaker and thermal protection

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC
MXF200
MXF400
MXF600
MXF900

SIZES:-

W19"
W19"
W19"
W19"

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00
MXF600 £329.00

D11"
H3; "(2U)
D12"
H5
(3U)
D13"
HS:" (3U)
D141-" HS:" (3U)
MXF400 £233.85
MXF900 £449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL.

£12.50 EACH

OMP X03 -S STEREO 3-WAY ACTIVE CROSS -OVER

o
PLEASE NOTE:

POWER RATINGS

QUOTED ARE IN WATTS H.M.S. FOR
EACH INDIVIDUAL CABINET.
ALL ENCLOSURES ARE 8 OHM.
15.15 inch speaker
12.12 inch speskair

ibl FC15 300 WATTS Freq Range 35Hz -20KHz, Sens 101dB, Size H695 W502 D415mm
PRICE:- £299.00 per pair
ibl FC12-300 WATTS Freq Range 4511z-20KHz, Sens 96dB, Size H600 W405 D300mm
PRICE:- £249.00 per pair
ibl FC12-200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20KHz, Sens 97dB, Size H600 W405 D300mm
PRICE:- £199.00 per pair
ibl FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 100dB, Size H546 W380 D300mm
PRICE:- £179.00 per pair
ibl WM12 200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20KHz, Sens 97dB, Size H418 W600 D385mm
PRICE:- £125.00 EACH
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL:- £12.50 per pair, Wedge Monitor £7.00 each
Optional Metal Stands PRICE:- £49.00 per pair Delivery:- £6.00
:

1.111E11111111
BASS
CONFIGURED

/

3WAY

BASS/MID

X7T7C>\\

,-47,FSX MID/

2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED

TOP \

2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED

FEATURES:
Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over (switchable two way), housed in a 19 o 1U case Each channel
has three level controls: Bass. Mid 5 Top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable OIL
switches to adjust the cross-over frequency: Bass-Mid 125/250/500Hz, Mid-Top 18/3/5Hz. all at 24(113 per
octave The 2/3 way selector switches are also accessed by removing the front fascia Each stereo channel
can be configured separately Bass Invert Switches are incorporated on each channel Nominal 775mV
input/output. Fully compatible with OMP Rack Amplifier and Modules

PRICE:- £117.44 + £5.00 P&P

INCREDIBLE VALUE

•

The new ibl In-Car Audio Bass Box has been
designed with a sloping front to reduce internal
standing waves. The bass box incorporates a
10 inch 4 ohm loudspeaker with a genuine
100 watts R.M.S. output resulting in powerful and
accurate bass reproduction.
FEATURES:- * Cabinet manufactured from MDF and
sprayed in adurable black shiny HAMMERITE finish. *
Fitted with a 10 inch loudspeaker with rolled rubber
edge and coated cone assembly * The top of the
cabinet
incorporates
gold
plated
connection
terminals. SPECIFICATION:- 100Watts R.M.S. 200
Watts Peak (Music).Ported reflex,critically tuned.
Size:- H405 W455 D305mm.

PRICE:- £79.00 +£6.00P&P

SUPPLIED READY
BUILT AND TESTED
These modules now enjoy aworld-wide reputation for quality, reliabtlity and performance at arealistic price Four
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market ie Industry I, eisure Instrumental and
Hi fietc When comparing prices.NOTE that almodels include torpdalpower supply, integralheal sink, glass fibre
PC Fi and drive Circuits to power acompatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proof

SOUNDLAB CDJ1700 CD PLAYER

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
ig
,...........„
111
4
/

-_
The new C0J1700 now offers a tough build quality boasting an all new shockproof
transport mechanism, frame accurate cueing and wide range pitch control.
The
CDJ1700 looks after the CD's while the operator looks after the sound.
FEATURES:
*19•X2U RACK MOUNTING *FULLY VARIABLE PITCH CONTROL PLUS/MINUS 16% •PITCF1BI END •3
BEAM LASER PICKUP •1 BIT 8 X OVERSAMPLING DAC *CUE AND LOOP FAG,' IT Y •TRACK SKIP
WITH FF/REV •DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE OUTPUTS •CONTINUOUS/SINGLE TRACK PLAY *CLEAR
BACKLIT MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY •10 TRACK PROGRAM PLAY *TRACK ELAPSED TRACK
REMAINING AND DISC REMAINING TIME DISPL AYS

SPECIFICATION: separation

Erect response 20Hz -20KHz S/N ratio >800E1 THD vO 09%(1KFlz) Channel
,80dB(1KHz) Man output voltage 2Vrms Power 220 240Vac 50 60Hz Size W 482 H 88

D 250mm Weight

4 18Kg

PRICE:-£225.00 + £5.00

STEREO DISCO MIXER MPX-7700

P&P

ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS
* 4 STEREO INPUT
CHANNELS
* 2 DJ MIC INPUT
CHANNELS
* 2X7 BAND GRAPHIC
EQUALISERS
* HEADPHONE
MONITOR WITH PFL
* ASSIGNABLE
CROSSFADE
* DIGITAL ECHO

STEREO DISCO MIXER WITH:- *2X7 GRAPHIC EQUALISERS •2 MONO MIC INPUTS *DJ MIC
WITH FADER, TALKOVER AND VOICE CHANGER *4 STEREO CHANNELS WITH
INDIVIDUAL
FADERS AND ASSIGNABLE CROSSFADE *CHANNELS SWITCHABLE. TURNTABLE (MAG
CARTRIDGE), CD, LINE, TAPE, ETC. •ECHO WITH BALANCE, REPEAT AND DELAY
*HEADPHONE MONITOR WITH PREFADE LISTEN *CHOICE OF 6 SOUND EFFECTS .STEREO
MONO SWITCH *2 X LED VU METERS *MASTER FADER *OUTPUT 775mV
*SIZE:- 482X240X115mm *POWER:- 230V AC 50/60Hz PRICE:- £169.00 + £5.00

SOUNDLAB MINI STROBE

P&P

* IDEAL FOR USE IN DISCO'S /RAVES.
* EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS ETC.

A top quality mini strobe with high light intensity for its size and variable
flash rate adjustment. Housed in a silver/black steel case with adjustable
mounting bracket. * Flash Rate:- Adjustable from zero to ten flashes per
second * Mains Powered complete with plugged lead * 230V AC 50/60Hz
• Size:- 125 X 84 X 52mm
Access

/
, :'
...

OMP/MF
100
Nos-Fit
Output
power
wattsR M S into 4
ohms,
frequency
response
1Hz 110
100KHz
3dB. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 45V/uS, T
HD
typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N R
110dB Size 300 x123 x60mm.
PRICE:- £42.85 + £4.00 P&P
OMP/MF 200 Nos-Fet Output power 200 watts
R M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz 100KHz
3dB. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS, T.H.D.
typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110dB.
Size 300 x155 x100mm.
PRICE:- £88.35 + £4.00 P&P

OMP/IIAF 300 Nos-Fit Output power 300 watts
R MS into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz 100KHz
3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V/uS, T.H.D.
! typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110dB.
Size 330 x175 x100mm.
PRICE:- £83.75 + £5.00 P&P
OMP/MF 450 Nos-Fit Output power 450 watts
R M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz
3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 75V/uS.
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
110dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2
Second Anti-Thump Delay. Size 385 x210 x105mm.
PRICE:- £135.85 +£6.00 P&P
0161P/MF 1000 Nos-Fit Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor >300. Slew Rate 75V/uS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110dB, Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti •
Thump Delay. Size 422 x300 x125mm.
PRICE:- £281.00 + £12.00 P&P
NOTE MOS PET MODULES ARE AvAlL ABLE IN TWO VERSIONS
STANDARD INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100KHz OR
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) INPUT SENS
Mmv, BAND WIDTH SOKHo
ORDER STANDARD OR PEC

B.K. ELECTRONICS

PRICE:- £19.99 + £2.20 P&P

DELIVERY CHARGES PLEASE INCLUDE AS ABOVE, TO A MAXIMUM
AMOUNT E30.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOL ,COL LEGF S.
GOVT. BODIES PLCs ETC PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V A T SAl FS
COUNTER CREDIT CARD ODERS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FA /I

.:„rj.

M.Irdea,
NegrEla
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UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX, SS2 6TR.
TEL.: 01702 527572 FAX.: 01702-420243
Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-mail:- Salesebkelec.com

Order your catalogue now
on 01702 554000
or visit and collect from one
of our 48 stores nationwide.
You can also purchase your
catalogue from your local
Maplin store, WH Smith and
John Menzies.

er ,000 new prod
Includes over £50 wo
discount vouchers
Order code CA18

s
of

Includes FREE datasheet CD-Rom
FREE McAfee anti-virus software
FREE 30 day Demon Internet trial
Order code CQ02
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CATALOGUE
OUT NOW 1
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£3.99
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18 17,000
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products
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better selection and service
Telephone 01702 554000 with your enquiry
The catalogue costs just £3.99 plus p+p• and the CD Rom is available at just £1.95 plus p+p• including free datasheet CD Rom
•(Add 50p for P&P). Orders outside the UK please send £5.99 or 21 IRCs for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.04 or 37 IRCs for Airmail outside Europe to:

Maple Electronics. PO Box 777. Rayleigh, Essex. England. SS6 8LU. Prices include VAT and are subject to change All items subject to availability. E+OE WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE PRIORITY

cm* NIA095

